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PREFATORY MEMORANDUM.

The present Syllabus of Physical Exercises has been compiled
by the Executive Council of the Strathcona Trust with a view to

preserving uniformity in instruction in Physical Training in the

Public Schools of the Dominion, and has been approved by the

various Provincial Departments of Education for use in the schools

under their control.

This Syllabus is. in the main, a reprint of the latest official Sylla-

bus authorized for use in the Public Elementary Schools of Eng-
land which is based on the Swedish system of educational gym-
nastics, already adopted by several European countries.

While certain of the words of command and explanatory notes

have been modified, no change has been made in the general ar-

rangement and form of the exercises in the English Syllabus, which
have been most admirably selected and arranged in proper progres-

sion with a view to the promotion of the harmonious development
of all parts of the body, and their suitability for children of school

age; special care having been taken to exclude all exercises likely

to prove injurious to children of weak physique, to which end
some of the ordinary Swedish exercises, or combinations of move-
ments, though well designed for average use have been omitted

or modified in order to avoid risk of straining children below the

average, either in vigour or physical capacity. Further, freedom
of movement and a certain degree of exhilaration being essentials

of all true physical education, games and dancing steps have been
introduced into many of the lessons. If appropriately taught, many
of the free movements accompanying games and dancing steps can-

not but have good results, as, indeed, experience has shown where
such exercises have been introduced.

With a view to encouraging teachers to consider the principles

embodied in the Syllabus and to apply them to the teaching of the

children under their care, some general guidance has been pro-

vided in the Chapters and Appendices of the Syllabus as to the

Theory and Practice of the subject. These have been de^lt with

as briefly and simj^ly as possible.

A. G. Lewis,

Secretary, Executive Council, Strathcona Trust.

Ott.\W-\, June 15, 191 1.





CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

TJic Object of Physical Traiiiiiiy.

The object of Physical Training is to help in the production

and maintenance of health in body and mind.
The conditions of modern civilisation with its crowded localities,

confined spaces, and sedentary occupations ; the increasing need

for study and mental application ; and the many social circum-

stances and difficulties which restrict opportunities for natural phy-

sical development, all recjuire tliat children and young people should

receive physical training by well-considered methods, not for

the purpose of producing gymnasts, but to promote and en-

courage, by means of such training, the health and development
of the body.

The purpose of Physical Training is not to fit the child to per-

form certain more or less difficult exercises, but to give him a

stronger and more healthy body and to aid him to approach more
nearly to the ideal of perfect physical development.

It is especially during the period of growth, when body, mind
and character are immature and plastic, that the beneficial in-

fluence of Physical Training is most marked and enduring; and
the highest and best results of education cannot be attained until

it is realised that mental culture alone is insufficient, and that

Physical Exercise is necessary to the develoj^ment not only of the

body but also of the brain and the character.

Physical Training should thus be commenced when the child

first attends school, and should be continued at least throughout
the whole of the growing period. The natural free movements
of the very young child sup])ly all that is required at the be-

ginning of life in the way of physical exercise. When, however,
the child first comes to school, his natural desire for movement is

necessarily restricted for purposes of organisation and discipline.

This restriction must be com])ensated l)y frec|uent opportunities

for free movement, which should chiefly take the form of play.

This constitutes the first step in what may be considered as Physical

Training. l>y degrees a few sinij^le exercises may be introduced

into the curriculum, which sliould still contain a large element



of play, but play directed by the teacher. The exercises should
then be gradually increased until they take the form of regular
lessons on the lines indicated hereafter. It is of the o-reatest
importance that, the recreative element should never be omitted
if the best results are to be gained. Enjoyment is one of the
most necessary factors in nearly everything which concerns the
welfare of the body, and if exercise is distasteful and wearisome
its physical as well as its mental value is greatly diminished.

Effects of Physical Training.

Physical Training has. or should have, a twofold effect ; on the
one hand a physical effect and on the other a mental and moral effect,

which for convenience may be termed educational in the popular
sense. The direct results upon the health and physicjue of the
child may be described as the physical effect. The teacher must
clearly recognise that the child is a growing organism whose powers
for physical work vary definitely and widely at different ages, and
that a scheme of exercises designed for men undergoing training
is not suitable for young boys and girls. To meet the special cir-

cumstances of continuous growth and development, a course of
graduated exercises has been framed to suit children of all ages
and both sexes, which aims at training every part of the body
harmoniously. Xot only can it be adapted to children of various
ages, but under medical supervision it can be used to counteract
and remedy various physical defects of weakly children.

Exercises, if rightly conducted, also have the eff'ect, not less

important, of developing in the children a cheerful and joyous
spirit, together with the qualities of alertness, decision, concen-
tration, and perfect control of brain over body. This is, in short,

a discipline, and may be termed the educational effect.

These two elements are obviously blended in varying degree
in every suitable exercise and, according to circumstances, now
the one aspect of the exercise, now the other, is to be regarded
as the more imjDortant. The dift'erence consists rather in the
stage at which, and the manner in which, the exercise is taken
than in actual dift'erence of movement.

PHYSICAL AXU EDUCATTOXAL EFFECT.

Exercise of the body may therefore be considered, according to

its effect, physical or educational.

I. The Physical Effect—

(a) On the General X^utrition.

(b) Corrective.

( c ) Developmental.
These are interdependent parts of one combined effect.
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11. TJh- Educational Effect—
( )n the formation of the character and the development of

the higher mental and moral (jnalities.

I.

—

Physical Effi^ct.

(a) Effect on the General Nutrition.

Exercises having a beneficial influence on the general physique

produce a nutritive effect, that is, they contribute to the better

nutrition of the body. Such exercises consist chiefly of massive
movements, which are of two kinds : general and special.

General Massive Movements are those of the limbs and trunk

which involve the whole bony and muscular structure of the

body, and quickly and powerfully alTect both respiration and the

circulation. Types of such exercises are to be found in the natural

play movements of children such as running, leaping, and skipping,

also in marching, dancing, cycling, and games of all kinds. It

is chiefly through such movements, given a sufflcient supply of

suitable food and fresh air, that the structure of the body is built

up during the growing period, and the artificial conditions of

school life make it of the first importance that adequate provision

should be made for such exercises. Wherever opportunity otTers,

children should be encouraged and, if necessary, taught to take

part in all manner of games in which a considerable number can

engage at the same time. The value of organised games as an
adjunct to physical training is very great, though they should not

take the place of the regular lessons in physical exercises.

Among the Special Massive Movements may be included the

various balance movements, shoulder exercises, and lunges. These
have a beneficial effect upon the nervous system and strengthen

the control exercised by the nerve centres over the muscles.

(b) The Corrective Effect.

The term "corrective effect" is used here to denote the remedy
or adjustment of any obviously defective or incorrect attitude or

action of the body, or any of its parts. Exercises employed for

their corrective effect do not usually involve the whole body, but

the trunk or limbs taken separately, in order to encourage local

development. S])ecial movements of the head, back, and arms,

corne under this heading, and we may also include respiratory

exercises. "Remedial" exercises also fall into this grou[), but

are not. as such, within the scope of the present Syllabus.

Breathing E.verciscs are used in particular to stimulate the

activity of the lungs and circulation, and thus increase the supply
of oxygen to the body. Unless the lungs are from time to time



expanded to their maximum capacity, they cannot attain their

full development, and it is ecjually necessary that the chest walls

and the muscles controlling them should be properly exercised.

The object of such exercise is thus to promote the healthy activity

of the lungs, as well as to increase the mobility of the chest. In

this connection it is important to note in estimating the efifect

of chest exercise, that the most important measurement is not

that of the chest when distended to its maximum capacity, but

the difference in measurement between the full and empty chest.

Respiratory movements have also a mental eft'ect in quieting and
controlling a class, particularly after a vigorous exercise, but they

should not be attempted while the children are actually "out of

breath," or in a badly ventilated atmosphere.

These exercises are also valuable in the correction of "mouth
breathing." In a large number of cases this is originally due
to a faulty habit of breathing, and not to any obstruction or

hindrance to the free passage of air through the nose. In such

instances the habit can nearly always be eradicated, with great

advantage to the health of the child, if breathing exercises, with

the mouth closed, are efficiently practised.

Corrective exercises proper are designed to counteract the

malpositions so often assumed by children in school, and also to

correct certain bodily defects, many of which, unless care is taken,

are apt to be intensified by the artificial conditions of school

life. For instance, Trunk fonvard and backzvard bending, and the

lateral Trunk movements are most useful in assisting chest develop-

ment and in strengthening the back and neck muscles in children

who have round shoulders and flat, ill-shaped chests, while

shoulder blade movements are also useful for the same purpose.

Such children have often great difficulty in doing these exercises

well. Again, Fleel raising corrects the tendency to flat foot. A
teacher is often able to effect marked improvement in children

who habitually assume malpositions by means of some of these

exercises.

(c) The Developmental Effect—
One of the aims of Physical Training is to promote the de-

velopment of the muscular system and the body as a whole, in

order to attain the highest possible degree of all-round physical

fitness. Physical Training has also an equally important influence

on the development and specialisation of the brain cells.

There are in the brain certain "centres" or masses of brain

matter which preside over co-ordinated movements of all kinds.

These centres begin to perform their functions in early life,

when the child learns to stand, to walk or to talk. As new
movements are attempted new centres Ijccome active, certain

nerve impulses become more or less habitual, and thus new nerve
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paths are opened up and established, and the conneetions between

the centres in (Hfferent parts oi the brain become increasingly

well defined and co-related. It has been found that within

reasonable limits the greater the scope of the physical education,

the more complex and highly specialised and developed do these

centres become.

Massive movements, involving large groups of muscles, are

acquired earliest ; the finer movements—for instance, those in-

volving the small muscles of the hand, the balance exercises,

and the more difficult combined exercises—come later, and a

premature attempt to develop these more difficult movements
results in unnecessary fatigue of the nerve cells. Accuracy and
precision of movement are not to be expected from young children,

because their brain centres are not sufficiently developed. As the

centres are gradually educated, so the exercises become more
precise and exact.

There should, therefore, be no demand for accurate move-
ments in the infant school and but little in the lower standards.
It is only in the upper school, with children from 11-14 years
of age, that real precision and smartness of execution should
be reciuired.

II.

—

Educational Effect.

The Educational efifect is common in greater or less degree
to all physical exercises, which have a strong mental and
moral influence in addition to their direct effect upon the brain
and body, and must be recognised as a powerful factor in

the formation and development of character. The child un-
consciously acquires habits of discipline and order, and learns to
respond cheerfully and promptly to the word of command. For
the correct performance of the exercises it is essential that the
response shall be ready, as this encourages activity and alertness
together with accuracy and precision.

Again, in the process of learning a variety of new movements
and exercises the memory is strengthened. As the exercises become
more advanced there is an increasing demand on the powers of
concentration and initiative, and also of endurance and determina-
tion. The constant call for self-control and self-restraint, for
co-operation and harmonious working with others, needed for
performing physical exercises and for playing organised games,
helps to foster unselfishness and promotes a public spirit which
is valuable in after life.

Rightly taught. Physical Exercises should serve as a healthy
outlet for the emotions, while the natural power of exi)ressing
thought, feelings and ideas by means of bodily movements is

encouraged and brought out—a power which was in ancient



times carefully and even religiously cultivated, but which now
tends to disappear under modern conditions. This appeal to the
aesthetic sense is very great, and extremely important, for in

learning to appreciate physical beauty in form and motion, the

perception of a\\ beautiful things is insensibly developed and the

child gradually learns to seek beauty and proportion not only in

his external surroundings, but also in the lives and character of

those he meets.

While this educational effect is not wanting in such simple natural
movements as walking, running, or breathing, when performed with
intention, it belongs in a higher degree to other and more difficult

exercises in the Syllabus. At first, each of these exercises requires

for its performance a certain concentration of mind and a certain

effort of will, and it is only by repeated, and at first laborious,

efforts that perfection of execution is attained. Some degree of
fatigue always accompanies the earlier performances, and the more
immature the structures put into action the more sensitive they are,

and the earlier do they show fatigue. In this coimection it should
not be forgotten that those exercises which involve the two
sides of the body symmetrically are easier to learn, and entail

less mental fatigue than asymmetrical movements. An exercise,

for example, in which the right arm and left leg move together

requires much more thought and concentration than one in which
the two arms or legs are making equal and similar movements.
At the same time the effect of each performance is stored up
as a permanent memory, the repetition becomes by degrees less

fatiguing, and as a result of lessons repeated week by week the

exercise is eventually performed automatically. At this stage its

educational value to some extent ceases, but its nutritive value

and physical eff'ect remain and are even increased. It follows that

in a school course, one and the same exercise may be used for

two quite different purposes : ( i ) During the process of learning,

for its educational eff'ect ; ( 2 ) When it has been mastered for

its physical eff'ect. Though, as has been pointed out, no hard
and fast distinction can be drawn in practice between these

effects, the matter is of importance when it is necessary to

determine into which group an exercise shall fall in arranging

a Table of exercises.

THE APPLICATION OF PHYSIOLOGY TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISES.

An important physiological effect of physical exercise is to

promote the functional activity of the various parts of the body,

either directly or indirectly. Increased activity will, within limits,

produce increased efficiency. It is necessary to a right under-
standing of this matter, which lies at the foundation of the science



of physical exercises, that a brief consideration should here be
given to the elements of physiology which are chiefly concerned.

A subsequent section will deal with the application of this know-
ledge to the work of the Syllabus.

Preliminary Note on Physiology.

The Body Fra))icii.'ork.

The framework of the human body is made up of a number of bones of
various shapes and sizes. Wherever two or more bones meet one another we
find a "joint." These joints may be "fixed," such as those between the bones
of the skull; or "moveable," such as the elbow or hip joint, and these move-
able joints are the important ones from the point of view of physical exercise.

Muscles.
The bones and joints are clothed with muscles. A muscle usually arises

chiefly from one bone; it then passes over a joint, and is attached or inserted

into another bone by means of a tough, fibrous extension which is called a
"tendon." Each muscle is made up of a large number of muscle-fibres, ar-

ranged in separate bundles, which in their turn are bound together to make
up the entire muscle. Each muscle-fibre possesses the property of contraction

and thus may become shorter and thicker. When contraction occurs the

muscle as a whole also becomes shorter and thicker. The tendon, which does
not contract, is then pulled upon, movement taken place at the joint on which
the muscle acts, the bone to which the tendon is fixed moves, and the limb is

bent or straightened as the case may l)e. Such muscles are known as "volun-
tary" muscles because they can be made to contract at will. There are also

muscles over which the will has no control, and which are, therefore, called

"involuntary" muscles. Such, for example, are the muscles of the heart, the

stomach, and the intestines. When a muscle contracts, and so does work,
certain changes occur : for example, some substance in the muscle is used up
to supply the energy necessary for performing this work ; and there remain
also in the muscle as a result of the work certain waste materials, which if

they are allowed to accumulate, exert a harmful and poisonous effect.

The Circulation.

Among the muscles and muscle-fibres, and in nearly all other parts of the
body, we find a network of blood and lymph vessels. The blood-vessels start

from and return to the heart, which is placed in the chest, between the two
lungs, and which acts as a force pump to drive the blood along the vessels

throughout the body. The blood as it is received from the lungs and as it

leaves the heart is "pure," and contains nourishment for the body. As it

passes along the blood-vessels it gives up to the muscles and other tissues of
the body the oxygen and the other nourishing sulostances that it contains,

while at the same time it receives from the tissues on its way back to the

heart the carbonic acid gas and various waste products that have resulted

from the work done by the body. The blood, therefore, when it returns to

the heart from the system is "impure" and must be purified before it is fit

to be distrilnUcd to the tissues once more. This purification takes place to

a large extent in the lungs.

Respiration.

The lungs consist of innumerable tiny l)ags, or sacs, the extremely thin

walls of which are covered with a network of the smallest blood-vessels. It is

these air-sacs, or air-\esicles, which during respiration become filled with air.

Each act of respiration consists of three parts: inspiration, expiration, and
then a short pause. Tn quiet inspiration, the nuiscles between the ribs contract

and then pull the ribs upwards and outwards, so that the chest as a whole
becomes shorter and wider than it was before. .\t the same time, the dia-

phragm, a large, thin, dome-shaped muscle which forms the floor of the chest
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and at the same time separates it from the abdomen, also contracts and be-
comes flatter and less curved. The floor is thus lowered while the sides of
the chest are raised and widened, and as a result of this the capacity of the
chest is increased and there is more room in it for additional air. As the dia-

phragm contracts and becomes flatter, however, it enlarges the chest at the
expense of the other portion of the body cavitj-—the abdomen. Some pres-
sure is therefore necessarily caused on the organs contained in the abdomen,
and to relieve this the muscles of the body wall relax somewhat. The air

that is breathed in is in this way able to pass quite easily downward into the
lungs which at once expand. In ordinarj- quiet cvf^iratioii the muscles of the
ril)s and diaphragm simply relax and the chest resumes its original shape, the
abdominal muscles simultaneously acting. The air is expelled partly by mus-
cular action and partly by the general elasticity of the lungs. In forced or
hurried breathing other muscles are brought into action, such as those of the
upper part of the chest, neck and shoulder (for inspiration) and of the
abdominal wall (for expiration).

It will thus be seen that three groups of muscles are mainly concerned
with respiration :

(1) the muscles of the chest wall (or thorax)
;

(2) the diaphragm

;

(3) the muscles of the abdominal wall.

Breathing is, therefore, spoken of as "thoracic" or "alidominal," according to

which group of muscles is chiefly involved, the diaphragm being always use*^

in any form or respiration.

The normal, well-developed boy uses the chest and abdomen fairly equally,
and men also breathe in a similar way. As a little girl, however, grows up
there is a tendency for her to use the abdominal muscles less and less in

breathing, and her respiration therefore gradually becomes chiert\", and in

some cases almost entirely, thoracic in type. This may be due to physiological
changes, but it ma}' also be caused in a great measure by the adoption of mo» _

tightly fitting garments, which tend to hinder the action of the muscles i.,

the abdomen, and also prevent the lower part of the chest from fully e>!-

panding, though the upper part is still able to move freely. Thoracic breat'

ing is. therefore, accentuated by any form of tight clothing. It is obvioi""

that for healthy physiological breathing it is necessary to make full use oi

the cubic capacity of the chest. In quiet breathing ( 14-17 times per minu^
and slightly more frequently in children) aliout 30 cubic inches of air (sa

nearly a pint) are taken into the chest: this is called the tidal air. The ches~

can contain in addition to this about 120 cubic inches if the inspiration is as

deep as possible: this is the coinpleinciital air. After the tidal and comple
mental air has been breathed out, another 100 cubic inches of air can still

be expelled from the lungs by forcible expiration: this is the supplenwittal

air, which is held in reserve during ordinary lireathing. There remains in the

lungs another 100 cubic inches, the residual air, which cannot be breathe''

out. It is, therefore, never possible completely to empty the chest of ai

We thus have, in the adult chest, the following :

—

Tidal air - - - 30 cubic inches \ This constitutes the

Complemental air - 120 culiic inches I vital capacity of the

Supplemental air - 100 cubic inches chest = approximateh'
Residual air - - 100 cubic inches-' 250 c. ins.

Air should he breathed in through the nose and not through the mouth.
By nasal l)reathing the air, liefore passing into the lungs, is warmed, moist-

ened, and filtered, and thus is less likely to injure or irritate the air vesicles.

Pure air. as it is l)reathed into the lungs, contains a large amount of oxy-

gen and only a small percentage of carbonic acid gas. When this air reaches

the air-sacs the oxj-gen passes through the thin wall of the air-sac and
reaches the blood which is contained in the network of blood-vessels cov^nng
it. This is impure blood from the tissues, which is poor in oxygen bu; i^



in carbonic acid gas. The blood receives this fresh supply of oxygen from
the air and it gives up the carbonic acid gas, which passes into the air-sac to
replace the oxygen and is breathed out, while the blood returns to the heart
purer and again in a tit state to convey nourishment to the body. Thus ex-
pired air differs from inspired air in that it contains less oxygen and much
more carbonic acid gas and other waste products.

Bxcretion.
Besides the carbonic acid gas there are other impurities in the blood which

must be removed, and this removal, or excretion as it is called, is accom-
plished chietly by the kidneys, and to some extent by the skin.

In the skin we lind large numbers of sweat-glands, which have minute
openings on the surface, the "pores." These sweat-glands separate from the
blood in the skin a watery fluid, the sweat or perspiration, and this contains
some of the impurities of the blood. It is constantly escaping on to the sur-
face, where it either evaporates or is absorbed by the clothing, and eventually
the last traces are removed by washing. The skin has also an important
action in regulating the loss of heat from the body, and so helps to maintain
the body at an even temperature. When the skin is flushed with blood and
feels hot, heat is rapidly lost from the surface of the body. When, on the
other hand, the skin looks pale and feels cold, the loss of heat from the
bod}' goes on much more slowly.

The kidneys act on a larger scale in a somewhat similar way to the sweat-
::lands, and remove many other waste products or impurities from the blood.
The watery fluid they excrete is called the urine, and this is also expelled
from the body. The skin and kidneys act in harmony : when the skin is hot
in the summer, for example, the formation of perspiration goes on actively,

while the urine is diminished : in the cold weather the excretion from the
kidneys is increased, while the sweat is reduced in quantity.

'digestion.

Digestion, which begins in the mouth and is continued and completed in

.le stomach and intestines, is the process by w^hich the nutritive portions of
'"e food are rendered soluble, and fit for absorption into the blood. This is

accomplished by the various digestive fluids produced by the alimentary canal,

,.>Jed by the contractions of the muscles contained in the wall of the stomach
and intestines. By means of these nmscular contractions the food is vigor-
;jsly moved about in the stomach and thoroughly mixed with the digestive

.raid, it is in due time expelled from the stomach into the intestines, and is

similarly passed along the whole length of the bowel, while the residue event-
•lally leaves the body in the same way. It will thus be seen that these mus-
cular contractions play a most important part in the digestion and absorption
of nourishment. \\'hen the muscular activity is for any reason decreased,
the food is not sufficiently mixed with the digestive fluids, while the useless

part tends to accumulate in the intestine instead of passing onwards, and so
ndigestion and constipation, with their attendant evils, are apt to result.

The Ncnvus System
The nervous system, consisting of the brain, spinal cord and nerves, has

• ontrol of all parts of the body; it serves to link up and connect them and
ensures harmonious working between them. The brain, in which every por-
.ion of the body is represented, is the central authority. It receives messages
and sensations from the skin or other parts by way of the nerves or the
spinal cord. It translates them, despatches the answering messages and con-
trols and regulates the resulting actions and co-ordinations. The nerves
which conduct messages to and from the l)rain and cord, form a complete
network among the tissues, somewhat similar to the system of blood-vessels.
The brain has also control over involuntary muscles and movements, such as
the heart and circulation, respiration, and the processes of digestion, each of
thpsp systems being represented by its "centre" or special portion of brain tis-
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We may now turn to the application of these facts to the teach-

ing of physical exercises :

—

Tlic JJ'ork of the Muscles.

When a muscle is made to contract repeatedly an increased

amount of muscle substance is used up to supply the energy re-

quired for the work, and an increased supply of nourishment will

therefore be necessary to make up for the loss. Any additional

work also means an increase in the poisonous waste products which
are taken up and removed by the blood. The presence of these

in the bloocl rapidly affects and stimulates to greater activity the

special centre in the brain which controls the action of the heart,

and consequently the heart begins to beat more rapidly and sends an
increased amount of blood to the muscles and other parts of the

body. In this way the additional nourishment required by the mus-
cles is provided, ^kluscles which are regularly and suitably exercised

become larger, stronger, and more capable of work. This is partly

due to the increased activity of the muscle tissue itself, which
becomes more capable of absorbing and making use of the nourish-

ment which is thus brought to it ; it is also due to the increased ac-

tivity of the circulation, which j)rovides them with an additional

supply of blood and consequently of food. Exercise not only in-

creases the size of a muscle, it also removes from it unnecessary fat

and other tissue which is likely to decrease its power to contract, and
so properly regulated physical exercise produces a better and more
useful muscular system.

The bones also increase in size with the muscles and for the

same reasons—increased supply of blood and increased tissue ac-

tivity. The skeleton as a whole, therefore, becomes bigger and
heavier than would have been the case had there been no physical

training. The joints also participate in these changes and are

rendered more flexible and supple as well as stronger by exer-
cise.

Miisciihir fatigue and Oc'encork.

A\"hen a muscle continues to work vigorously, the waste pro-
ducts tend increasingly to be formed more rapidly than they can
be conveyed away by the blood, and the longer the work continues
the more these waste materials accumulate locally in the muscle.
There they exert their poisonous effect on the muscle-fibres and
still more on the endings of the nerves which pass to these fibres

;

as a result the muscle becomes less and less fit to work, and finally

is unable to contract at all: It is then said to be "fatigued," or
tired. If the muscle is now allowed to rest for a sufficiently long
time the accumulated waste products are gradually removed by the

blood, which at the same time brings the nourishment necessary for
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the repair and restoration of the muscle tissue, and this then by-

degrees recovers its original strength and power. If the period of
rest is not sufficient, the muscle will not have entirely recovered
from the fatigue, and will therefore be unable to work so well or
for so long a period. If this occurs frequently, and the muscle
is as a result almost continuously subjected to the influence of
these poisonous products, the efficiency and capacity of the muscle
sooner or later becomes seriously impaired, and it is said to be
"overworked." It has been well said that "Overwork is nothing
but fatigue pushed to an extremity. Between fatigue and over-

work there is simply a diiterence of dose in the substances which
poison the organism ; the substances are the same and have the same
origin; they are always the waste products of combustion produced
by work." It must be remembered that fatigue, of any degree,

though it may begin locally, does not long remain confined to the

part of the body where it originates, but gradually extends until

the whole system is affected. Overwork, therefore, especially if

continuous or frequently repeated, not only injures the muscles,

but also the body and its functions as a whole, rendering it less cap-
able of mental or physical exertion, more liable to illness and disease,

and less able to resist illness if it does come.

The stiflfness and local tenderness which follow unaccustomed
muscular exertion is probably also partly due to the action of
these waste products. When the muscle is trained to exercise
they are either formed in a smaller c|uantity or they are more readily

removed, and stiffness does not follow. The tenderness is also pos-
sibly due to the actual injury of some of the muscle-fibres caused by
the unusual or violent contractions, and this would explain why the
tenderness so often persists for several days and after other fatigue

efifects have passed away.

The Circulation.

Increased exertion, as already explained, is followed by in-

creased activity of the heart, which beats more frequently to keep

pace with the demand of the tissues for a larger blood supply.

Suitable exercise aflfects the heart muscles just as it affects ordin-

ary muscles, and it becomes more efficient and healthy. On the

other hand, overwork, or violent efforts, such as mountain climb-

ing, or running a race when not in training, entail a serious strain on
the power of the heart, which not un frequently results in permanent
damage or disease. The return of blood to the heart from the mus-
cles is partly brought about by the relaxation and contraction of the

muscle-fibres which occurs in exercise. This aids the alternate fill-

ing and emptying of the deep veins in the muscles, and so helps to

maintain the circulation, both in blood-vessels and lymphatics.
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Respiration.

When the impure blood resuUing from physical exertion reaches
the brain, it stimulates not only the centre controlling the heart
but also that wlrich governs respiration. In consequence the breath-
ing becomes deeper and more rapid, and a larger volume of air is

breathed in and out. This means that more oxygen enters the luno-s.

more blood is purified, and more of the poisonous carbonic acid
gas is got rid of. Occasional deep breathing, which causes the chest
walls and lungs to expand to their fullest capacity, is of the o-reatest

use in promoting their healthy and complete development.

Brcathlcssiiess.

Certain violent exercises or efiforts are liable to cause breath-
lessness. This is characterised by a feeling of distress and inability

to breathe normally. It is usually produced by movements involving

a considerable number of muscles, when a large amount of work
is done in a short time, as for instance running, jumping, climbing.

It is a particular form of fatigue caused by large doses of waste
products, chiefly, perhaps, carbonic acid gas which enter the blood
in consequence of the exertion. The heart and lungs are stimulated,

therefore both act more rapidly and the lungs become very full of
blood, containing much carbonic acid and little oxygen. The car-

bonic acid gas is meantime being produced nmch more rapidly than
it is being removed from the body, and in the endeavour to cope
with this the respirations become increasingly irregular and excessive.
This really defeats its own ends ; the inspirations being compara-
tively deep, while the expirations are shallow and difficult, less

and not more carl)onic acid gas is eliminated, and less oxygen is

introduced into the blood. The centre controlling the heart is soon
injuriously affected by the excess of this gas, the heart becomes less

able to force the blood onward through the lungs, it beats more and
more feebly and rapidly in the effort to do so, and this strain

greatly accentuates the general feeling of distress. The breathless-

ness passes away with rest, as the carbonic aci<l gas is gradually
removed, oxygen is supplied, and the body is then frequently able

to adjust itself to the continuation of the exertion, which originally

produced the breathlessness, without further difficulty. This is

known as gaining "the second wind," and means that the heart

and lungs are working in harmony and that the carbonic acid gas
is being rapidly and satisfactorily eliminated.

A\'hcn more or less in training, though temporary breathless-

ness may occur, it is possible to gain the "second wind" without a

rest as the heart and lungs are able to adjust themselves more
readily to the demand for the increased elimination of carbonic
acid gas.
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The Skill and Kidneys.

Another result of muscular exercise is the formation of heat,

the more vigorous the exercise the more heat is produced. This
heat must he disposed of in some way if the hody is to retain its

usual temperature. In conse(|uence of the (luickened circulation

the skin hecomes full of blood, and is flushed and hot, while the

excretion of the sweat goes on so actively that visible drops of per-

spiration appear. The evaporation of this moisture causes rapid

cooling of the surface of the body, and the loss of a considerable

amount of heat, so that the excess of heat formed is gradually dis-

sipated. At the same time, by means of the increase in the per-
spiration, additional impurities are removed from the bodv. It is

because of the cooling caused by evaporation from a moist surface,

that it is necessary to change damp clothes and so avoid catching
cold after violent exercise. This loss of moisture from the body is

largely the cause of the thirst which is experienced after physical
exertion. The action of the skin shares to some extent in the work
of the kidneys, to which the duty of removing most of the remainino'
impurities from the blood is allotted.

The Digestion.

The organs of digestion, in common with the rest of the body,

receive a more abundant supply of blood in consequence of physical

exercise, and the blood itself circulates more rapidly. The func-

tional activity is thus increased, and the appetite, digestion and ab-

sorption of the food improved. But for this very reason it is im-

portant that physical exercises should not immediately follow a

meal, because in that case blood would pass to the muscular instead

of to the digestive organs.

The more vigorous action of the muscles of the intestines which
accompanies the improvement in the general muscular tone, to-

gether with the mechanical assistance given to the onward pass-

age of the food by the contractions of the abdominal muscles, serves

to prevent accumulation in the lower part of the bowel, and con-
stipation is thus avoided.

TJie Ahvz'ous System.

The part ])la}ed by physical exercise in the development of

the brain centres has already been referred to, but the general

tone and condition of the whole nervous system is also benefited

in common with the rest of the body. It must not be forgotten

that the improved quality of the muscular w'ork, which always
results from suitable ])hysical training, is due even more to the

greater efificiency of the nerve centres than to the actual growth
and development of the muscles themselves. Actions which appear
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to be the most simple depend in fact upon an extremely complex
nervous and muscular mechanism, and one of the objects of train-

ing is to ensure that every action is carried out with as little fatigue
and dissipation of energy as possible.

The general -physical training given in the school will thus pre-
pare the way for the more accurate and special training necessary
in after life in learning any skilled trade or profession.

S mil mary.

To sum up: The chief effect of suitable physical exercise is to

improve the general nutrition of the body.

By the "nutrition" of the body is meant the general activity

and functions of the various tissues, including their power to ab-

sorb and make use of the nourishment that is brought by the blood,

and their ability to eliminate and remove the waste products which
are constantly being produced in greater or less amount ; the pro-

cesses, in other words, which are necessary to the healthy life of

the organism as a whole, as well to its individual parts. Exercise
serves to promote all these activities, and by encouraging the har-

monious co-operation and working of the various organs, necessarily

exerts a beneficial influence on them all.

THE HYGIENE OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.

(ij The Relation to the Health of the Child.

The exercises in the Syllabus have been carefully selected to suit

children between 7 and 14 years of age. It is probable that the

physical capabilities of these children have been under rather than

over estimated, so that the exercises, if rightly taught, may be safely

performed by children of comparatively weak physique. In many
schools, however, there is a certain proportion of scholars whose
general physique, on account of illness, underfeeding, or an unsatis-

factory physical environment, is such that physical exercises of any
kind are likely to do harm rather than good. There are certain

conditions which the teacher should learn to look for and recog-

nise among the children, and in anv case of uncertainty the child

should be submitted for medical examination as soon as possible.

One of the objects of ^Medical Inspection in the school is to

discover defects among the children. es]:)eciallv those, whether
mental or physical, which may interfere with school work, and so

prevent the child deriving full benefit from the curriculum, or which
may cause the child to suffer positive harm from the ordinary
school course. The teacher can do much to aid the doctor in this
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respect by noticing and observing cliildren who are in any way
abnormal. Among the conchtions to be watched for, especially dur-
ing physical exercise, are :

—

(i) Brcathlcssiicss.—Occasional short and violent efl'orts even lo

the production of brcathlessness are made by all healthy children

in natural play. They form an important factor in the physical de-

velopment, and for such healthy children an occasional 15 or 20
seconds of hard running or skipping is entirely good. But the regu-

lar appearance of brcathlessness in a child during the performance
of exercises in this Syllabus is a danger signal, and indicates either

that the child is too tightly clothed or that the exercise is causing

undue physical strain.

(ii) Signs of General fati</uc should also be carefully noted.

For instance, a listless, languid way of performing the exercises

;

inability to give attention ; a tired attitude, with the head bend-
ing forward, the shoulders stooping, and a general relaxation of the

limbs. There may be a puify look about the eyes, due to want of

tone of the small muscles of the face; sometimes the child will

frown and screw the eyes up, and even make nervous grimaces
and movements. The general muscular tone is lowered because
the poisonous waste products which are formed in the body, and
which cause the fatigue, act largely on the nerve centres which
govern the muscles.

(iii) Pallor.-—The teacher should notice if a child is unusually
pale during the exercise, and especially if this paleness increases.

It may be due merely to a temporary cause, such as the heat, or
fatigue, and is often seen wnth anaemic children and when the venti-

lation is inefficient. The pallor may, however, have a much more
serious origin, as, for instance, in heart disease.

fiv") Fainting may occasionally happen with any child, especially

in the hot weather or if the child is under-nourished ; in such a
case it may be only necessary to allow him to rest for a time
in the fresh air. If the child is subsequently ill or if the fainting
should occur again, especially after exercise, it is important that
he should be excluded from all physical work until he has been medi-
cally examined.

(v) Mouth Breathing.—All children who habitually breathe
with the mouth open should be noted, and special attention given
to them during breathing exercises. Mouth breathing may be due
to habit only, and can then often be corrected by the teacher ; but
frequently there is some actual obstruction to nasal breathing and
the child is unable to breathe in the correct way. Such children
keep their mouths constantly open, the nostrils are small and con-
tracted, and the expression is vacant and stupid. Thev are often
deaf, and consequently inattentive and dull. The voice is thick
and flat, they are very liable to constant cold, to sore throats, and,
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especially the younger ones, to bronchitis. Such children should
always be presented for medical inspection, as the appropriate treat-
ment is usually followed by a very marked improvement, both men-
tal and ])h}sical.

(vi ) Jllalpositioiis.—The teacher must remember that physical

training does not begin and end with the regular physical train-

ing lesson. Exercises practised a few times in the week will be of
little avail unless care is taken at the same time to secure good
positions during other lessons, such as reading, writing, drawing,
needlework. Standing for long periods, kneeling on seats, stoop-
ing over the desk, hunching up the shoulders or twisting the body
and limbs should not be allowed, as these movements tend to produce
malformation of the chest and encourage the development of spinal

curvature. It must also be remembered that a child is incapable of
remaining for very long in one attitude, and therefore frecjuent

change of position should be permitted, ^iloreover. a child should
never be expected to sit or stand in a position of strain, and any
placing of the arms, so as to interfere with the movements of the

chest, such as folding them behind or in front, must be avoided.

(2) School and Personal Hygiene.

There remain for consideration several points of importance
with regard to school and personal hygiene in relation to physical

exercises to which reference will now be made.

Fresh Air.—During all exercises, and more especially during the
few minutes of daily exercises in the class-room, the doors and
windows should be opened -so that while the children are in active

movement the rooms may be well flushed with fresh air.

It is most necessary to remember that ventilation which may be
sufficient while the children are at rest, becomes (juite inadequate
during active movement. Exercises in an impure atmosphere may
do more harm than good, because the children are breathing in

increased quantities of foul air. Whenever possible exercises

should be performed in the open air.

It is desirable that dust should be avoided as far as possible.

When exercises arc done in dirt}- class-rooms or halls or in unpaved
playgrounds, dust is added to the other impurities which may be
present in the air, and is a further source of danger, as it is apt
to cause among other things much irritation of the throat and
lungs.

The teacher should avoid any practices which are likely

to increase the amount of dust in the air. For example, if the
blackboard is cleaned with a dry duster, a great deal of chalk
dust always escapes into the room. If, on the other hand, a
dan\i-) cloth is used, the chalk adheres to the duster and does
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not help to increase the dust already j)resent in the air. It may
also perhaps be desirable to add a word as to the necessity

for maintaining schools and class-rooms in a thoroughly clean

state. A large anidunt of dirt is necessarily brought in by the

children, and dirt in any form always tends to cause unhealthy
conditions. Soap and water form one of the best disinfectants,

and if the floors are fre(|uently scrubbed, the walls and furniture

washed, and dust prevented from accumulating on the window-
sills, shelves or in other places, illness, especially of an infectious

nature, is likely to occur much less often.

Dress.—While the exercises included in the course are of such

a nature as to admit of their being done in ordinary school dress.

there is no doubt that the efficacy of many of the exercises

both for boys and girls, would be greatly enhanced by the

wearing of suitable clothing and especially of suitable shoes.

Such exercises as "Heel raising" or jumping cannot be properly

performed in badly fitting and unsuitable foot-gear, and it is

recommended that, wherever possible, a sup])ly of gymnastic shoes

should be made part of the school equipment. Heel-less shoes with

leather soles are more comfortable and cleanly than the rubber-

soled shoes usually provided. Special dresses for girls should be of

such a nature that they may be worn as part of the everyday
clothes (sec Appendix D.. p. 164). The teacher should direct the

attention of the girls to the injurious effects which may arise from
tight underclothing and corsets. Tight collars or sleeves. &c.,

should also be avoided. Children should be taught that it is

unhealthy to wear too many and too thick garments, which
hamper the movements and consequent development of the limbs

and body, and prevent the proper action of the skin. It is essential

that instruction in physical exercises should be given to the older

girls by women teachers, so that the opportunity of giving

advice as to dress and matters of ])ersonal hygiene may be taken

advantage of to the fullest extent.

In the case of pupil-teachers and students, a suitable costume
should always be insisted upon, and they should be taught

physical exercises by an expert. Otherwise, when they come to

the Training College, or begin to teach in the schools, their

movements will be stiff, hampered and awkward, and tliey will

not ac(|iu're the ease and grace of movement which is essential

to a good teacher of physical exercises.

The women teachers themselves should be encouraged to wear

gymnastic costume, especially those who have taken a course of

physical training. It is quite impossible to illustrate many of the

movements efficiently if a long skirt is worn, and the example of a

suitably dressed teacher is of the greatest value, especially wdien

it is necessarv to correct the older girls in matters of dress.
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^loreover, it will assist the girls to realise more clearly the
many advantages, both practical and aesthetic, of an ajjpropriate
costume.

(3) The Relation of Lesions in Physical Training to School Lessons.

In order to obtain the best results from physical training it

is very desirable that lessons of 20-30 minutes should be given
as frequently as the curriculum will allow. At least there should
be three or four periods in the week when physical exercise
should be taken as a regular lesson, and if only a limited time is

available in the week for this purpose, frequent lessons of short
duration will be found more profitable than longer lessons given
at greater intervals (e.g., four lessons of 15 minutes each are to be
preferred to two lessons of half an hour).

Learning physical exercises demands concentration of atten-

tion and mental exertion comparable in all respects to that

required in other school lessons. Performance of the exercises
entails a certain amount of fatigue, such as is necessarily in-

volved in all profitable efforts of an educational nature, and this

point should be kept in mind by teachers, wdio should not regard
the physical training lesson as a complete relaxation from school

studies. There is, therefore, the need for adjusting the length of
the lessons to the age of the children and for observing a suit-

able progression of exercises so that at each stage some effort

wmII be reciuired. but an effort which never amounts to strain,

while a higher degree of precision and accuracy may be insisted

upon with increasing practice and advancing years. Physical
exercises should, for this reason, not be taken when the children

are suffering from mental or jihvsical fatigue. If this should ever
be necessarv. the lesson must be limited to simple, easy and
recreative movements.

"Reereafi-re" Exercises*—In addition to the regular lessons,

certain well-known simple exercises should be used in the
class-room for their recreative effects. The exercises best

suited to this pnn)ose are those which can be done quickly
and without mental effort, their eff'ect depending largely upon
the amount of energy put into muscular contraction in a given
time. For this reason massive, simple and rapid movements
are best. The effect being comparativelv transient, such exercises
require frequent repetition to secure permanent benefit. They
should he performed in tJte class-room se^rrol times dailv with open
Zi'indows for two or three minutes at a time. Thev may. if necessary,
be taken bv the children while at their desks, and every con-
siderable period during which the children are confined to the

class-room continuouslv should be broken up by an interval of

*Scc Appendix B., p. 160.
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such exercises. Children who have been for a long time at one
task and are becoming listless and inattentive are at once refreshed
by a few minutes' exercise in such quick and massive movements.

Music.—Music is at times made use of in the physical training

lesson and is of great value if properly employed. It must,

however, be clearly recognised that it should not be used in the

formal lesson with the regular physical exercises, because exercises

performed to music are carried out rhythmically, more or less

mechanically, and without much thought or concentration of mind.

For this reason the Educational and Developmental effects are greatly

diminished, though fatigue is lessened and the recreative eft'ect

is markedly increased. Music, should, therefore, be used in Infant

Classes, where it is especially important to avoid fatigue and to

make the lessons bright and cheerful ; it may also be used to

accompany marching or dancing steps, when teaching the older

classes, either if the children are tired, or in order to avoid

monotony and render the lesson more recreative.

IXFAXT CLASSES.

The character and degree of instruction in Physical Exercises

in Infant Classes, that is, generally speaking, of children under

7 years of age, as in other subjects, is a matter which may to

some extent be left to the discretion of the teacher.* These

children should have extremely short and varied lessons, as they

are physiologically incapable of keeping their attention on one

subject for long at a time, and any attempt to force the imma-
ture brain to do work for vvhich it is not yet fit results in

nerve strain and fatigue and may seriously retard subsequent pro-

gress at school. Infants cannot be expected to sit still as long

as older children, and must therefore be allowed plenty of

scope for free movements. They should not stoop over their

w^ork nor should they bring it nearer the eyes than 10-12

inches. Xo work on a small scale, such as fine sewing or

writing between narrow lines, which requires exact accurate

movements or is liable to cause eye-strain, is to be approved
in an Infant School. Free arm drawing, from the standing

position, on blackboards or wall surfaces, may be regarded
as a valuable variety of physical exercise for such children.

Intervals for play and organised games should be frequent, and
simple nutritive exercises, such as marching or running, are very
useful. The exercises should be c|uick rather than slow, free

rather than constrained, large and massive rather than fine

—

simple, rhythmical and easily learned. It is also very desirable

*,9^i? Appendix C, p. 161.
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that the Hking for definite games should be estabHshed at an
early age, and the chikh-en should be encouraged to play these
rather than to spend their free time in ahnless running about the
playground.

Accuracy or precision of movement is hardly to be expected
from infants. The exercises should be of the massive type, so
that large groups of muscles only are used, and breathing
exercises should also be frequently given. In these Infant Classes
!uusic should be used as far as possible ; the exercises are more
easily performed to a definite rhythm, the fatigue is consequently
diminished and the enjoyment greatly increased.

COXCLUSION.
To sum up. there are certain elementary necessities which are

required for a healthy life. The child must be fed, sufficiently

and suitably; it must be properly clothed, warmed and housed;
it must have enough sleep, rest and fresh air, and the needful
attention to personal hygiene and cleanliness. These in themselves,

together with the natural walking, running and jumping done
by any ordinary child, will often suffice to i)roduce a healtliy and
a well-developed body and brain, since even apparently simple

actions, such as standing or walking, require the combination and
co-ordination of many muscle groups. It is, however, always
desirable, and in many cases necessary, to give further aid to

the ])hysical development. This may be done in two distinct

ways: (i) by formal, set physical exercises, such as are given in

the Tables of this vSyllabus ; and (2) by physical exercises having
a more recreative or aesthetic character—for example, games
and sports of various kinds and many varieties t^f dances. Both
these two classes of exercise are needed, each supplementing the

effect of the other.
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CHAPTER II.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS.

Method of giving the Lesson.

In order to obtain the best results from a lesson in Physical
Training it should be rendered as enjoyable and interesting as

possible to the children. This will depend partly on the selection

of exercises, but also, to a very great extent, on the personality

and methods of the teacher. Impatience on the one hand, and
hesitation on the other, should be avoided, and, while cheerfulness
is greatly to be desired, the manner should be firm and decided
in order that discipline may be maintained.

Selection of Exercises.

With regard to the selection of exercises, a certain number of
familiar movements which can be performed easily with energy and
vigour should always be given. In addition, running and jumping
and the various kinds of marches and games are always popular
with the class, and are very valuable in re-awakening the interest

of the children after comparatively dull or difficult exercises. New
exercises should be judiciously introduced, but too much of the

lesson should never be taken up with explaining and teaching

fresh movements. A game should be introduced into every lesson,

as far as possible, if only for a few minutes.

Children should also never be kept too long in any one position,

particularly a difficult position, neither should an exercise be
performed so often as to become wearisome. All stifif. strained or

unnatural positions should be avoided.

Whilst adhering closely to the Syllabus, the teacher must always
be able to give the lesson without reference to the Syllabus during
the class. This v/ill greatly help to prevent the instruction be-

coming tedious to the scholars, will make the lesson far more
effective and, in addition, will save valuable time. Before taking

a lesson, the teacher should endeavoiu" to look over his Table and
make sure that he remembers the exercises and the order in which
they come. He should consider how he intends the lesson to go,

what new exercises, if any, will be taken, how they should be

taught, and how much time can be given to each exercise. When the

teacher has a good grasp of the lesson, and knows exactly what is

to be done, he will pass without hurry or loss of time from one
movement to another, with that (|uiet confidence and decision of

manner which do so much to keep awake interest and attention,

and to gain a willing and cheerful response from the children.
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Besides making himself familiar with the Table of exercises to be
taught, the teacher must also consider the size and general arrange-
ment of his class, in order that the space available for physical
exercises may be utilised in the best possible manner.

Conuiiaiids.

Commands should be given just loudly enough for all the

children to hear distinctly. Shouting is quite unnecessary and leaves
the teacher no reserve for suddenly awakening the attention of the
class. A quiet command can be made as emphatic as a loud one
because its emphasis depends upon its distinctness and firmness
and not upon its loudness. The tone of voice should be varied so

as not to become monotonous, and every word should be spoken
with distinctness.

Commands should always be given in a cheerful, lively manner,
as this has a great elTect in making a class work happily and with
interest.

Every command should consist of two parts, the explanatory
and the c.vccufk'c. The explanation should show as clearly as

possible what is to be done, and the executive word indicates

when the movement is to begin. For example

:

Explanation. Executive word.

Head backward _ _ _ _ bend.

Left foot forward _ _ _ place.

Arms upward . _ _ _ stretch.

It is sometimes necessary to precede the explanation by a Caution,

as, "Without raising the shoulders, head backward

—

bend."
The explanation should always be given slowly and distinctly.

The method of commanding the executive word varies. For
a quick movement it must be given sharply, and in a higher tone

than the explanation. For a slow movement it should be given
more smoothly and deliberately. It must in fact indicate as far

as posssible the way in which the exercise is to be carried out.

Arm stretchings, for instance, are, decidedly quick movements and
must be commanded quickly. Arm swingings are somewhat
slower. Arm raising or parting is taken and commanded slowly.

Foot placings are performed more quickly than lunging. The
trunk movements are nearlv all essentiallv slow movements.

A pause must be made before the executive word is given,

during which the class can prepare for the movement to be carried

out. This pause should not always be of the same length, but

may vary, in order that the children should not fall into the habit

of anticipating the executive word. With beginners, and with

unfamiliar exercises, a longer pause than usual is as a rule necessary.
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The teacher must also learn to control his own voice and breath,

so that he may be able to give the command in the right way and
at the right time.

If the teacher finds that the ordinary command for a movement
does not exactly express the way in which he wishes it to be done,

he may add words expressing this to the explanatory part of the

command. For example, "quickly," "slowly," "slightly," "twice,"

"by numbers," etc.

Exercises may be carried out to full words of command, or,

as they become familiar, to numbers. When a movement, or a

series of movements, is to be repeated, there is no need to repeat

the whole command, but the word "Repeat" may be used. Take,
for example. Heel raising and Knee bending. This may be com-
manded as: "Heels

—

raise, Knees

—

bend. Knees

—

stretch, Heels—lower. Re

—

peat, i, 2, 3, 4."

It may also be given as "Heel raising and Knee bending by
numbers—/, 2, 5, 4. i, 2, j, ^."

As the exercise becomes still more familiar, and with older

children, the numbers ma}^ be omitted. The command is then.

Heel raising, and Knee bending

—

begin. The class performs the

exercise once, judging their own time, and for further repetitions

the command Re

—

peat may be given.

The Position of the TeacJier.

The position of the teacher while conducting the class is

a matter of importance. The most common faults are either

remaining in one place during the whole of the lesson, or moving
aimlessly about. When explaining or illustrating an exercise the

teacher should stand where he can see. and be seen by, every child

in the class. At other times he should move rouncl the class as

occasion requires for the purpose of correcting faults and in order

better to observe the way in which the exercises are being

performed.

Illustration and E.vplanation of E.vercises.

All exercises should be taught as far as possible by illustration,

the teacher first performing the movements himself or causing

them to be performed by a scholar placed in front of the class.

This should be accompanied by a few words explaining the

essential part of the exercise and any special points to be noted.

Minor details may be introduced afterwards. It is important to

remember to teach one thing only at a time until the exercise is

fully understood. All one-sided exercises must l)e performed an

equal number of times to the right and left. Later, illustration

or explanation should only be given when it is necessary to

remind children of a ])articular movement or to correct errors. As
little time as possible should be taken up in this way, and the
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children should be encouraged to remember the various points in

the exercises without constant repetition of the explanations. The
teacher should seldom, if ever, perform the exercise with the
children, as in that case it is not possible for him to see that it is

being properly carried out.

The Correction of Faults.

Every exercise is designed to produce some specific effect, and
any departure from the correct method of performing it detracts

from the desired effect, or may even tend to cause definite harm. The
correction of faults is therefore an important part of the instruction

and requires a knowledge of the purpose and effect of the exercise,

and of the faults which usually occur, together with the easiest

way of correcting them. In the first place it is necessary to secure

a correct starting position, because, if this is faulty, the movements
taken from it cannot be accurate. Then the positions of the body
and limbs during the exercise, the direction, distance and speed

of the movements, must be carefully observed. Further, the teacher

must show great patience when correcting faults, a scolding tone

should never be adopted, but every effort made to encourage the

children. Much individual variation exists in the capacity of

individual children for performing physical exercises, and as long

as reasonable attempts are being made to carry out instructions

correctly he should not become impatient if the movement is not

done accurately even after several repetitions. Every effort should

be made to encourage children who are backward or behind the

rest of the class, and it is important to distinguish between inability

and carelessness. Backward children should never be exposed to

ridicule, neither should they be incessantly corrected or they may
lose courage and become indifferent.

There are two general methods of correcting faults :

—

(a) While the class is performing an exercise.

(b) While the class is standing easy.

The former method should be used only in the case of smalj

faults which require little more than a word to secure their

correction, as "Heads up." "Knees straight," &c. Should it be

necessary occasionally during a complex exercise to make a longer

correction or an additional explanation, the command As you zverc

or Attention may be given, and after the fault has been corrected,

the exercise should be recommenced. Faults of a more serious

nature, or which affect a large number of children, should be

corrected while the children "stand easy," the fault can then be

explained and illustrated in detail.

It is occasionally necessary for the teacher to place the child

in the correct position, especially in the case of younger ones; this
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practice should not be emi^loyed too freely, and should never take

the form of roughly handling or pulling the child about. All

the faults in an exercise should not be corrected at once, but the

worst and most important mistakes should first be put right and
afterwards the less serious ones.

The best way of correcting a fault which is habitual, or which
has arisen during the course of the lesson, is by the employment
of corrective exercises (as Head bending backward for bad carriage

of head and neck). It should be remembered that a fault is not
fully corrected until the habit has been eradicated. If a child

requires special correction involving considerable attention, he
should be taken separately, so as not to waste the time of the

others.

Unrestricted breathing should be maintained during all exercises,

and the teacher should, if necessary, remind the children to breathe
freely, especially during those exercises, such as Trunk bending
backward, in which there is any likelihood of the breath being
held.

Co-operation bcturen Teacher and Pupil.

There is no part of school work in which the spirit and
capability of the teacher are so clearly reflected in the performance
of the children as in physical exercises. Whatever the period

of exercise may be it should be full of purpose throughout. Every
exercise should be performed "with intention," i.e., with distinct

realisation of its purpose and with the requisite vigour and
decision. To secure this it is important that the teacher should

get the children to take a keen and lively interest in the lesson,

and to share in the esprit de corps of the class. This will best be

accomplished by sympathy, cheerfulness, and the cultivation of a

sense of partnership between teacher and pupil.

Above all, the teacher must remember that the ideals aimed
at, which are discussed in the Introduction, can generally be most
satisfactorily reached by a happy combination of ordered move-
ments and freedom, so that, though discipline is maintained, the

children find real enjoyment in their lesson.
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CHAPTER III.

DESCRIPTIOX OF SLAIPLE EXERCISES AND POSITIONS.

In order to render intelligible the general ])rinciples underlying
the Exercises contained in this Syllabus it is first necessary to

describe separately certain simple ]:)ositions and movements of the
arms. legs, head, and trunk.

It is from '>'ariations and combinations of these simple move-
ments that the more difficult and advanced exercises are derived.

It will therefore be understood that in order to be able to teach

such exercises, it is essential that the teacher should be thoroughlv
familiar with the ])()sitious and movements set out in this chapter.

Aticntion.—With a few exceptions, all physical exercises used
in elementary schools are taken originally from the standing position.

It is therefore necessary that this ])osition, the position of "Atten-
tion," shoidd be described.

The following are the main points to be thought of:

—

Heels together, feet turned out at an angle of about 60 degrees.*

(Fig; 4-)

Knees straight.

Body erect. ( This means the chest in its natural position, the

back not undul\- hollowed at the waist, nor the abdomen pushed
forwarc'. The weight of the body should be balanced ecjually on
both feet.)

Shoulders drawn down, moderately back, square to the front.

Arms hanging straight and easily from the shoulders, with the

])alms turned inwards towards the body, the fingers being together

and straight, the hands lightly touching the thighs.

Head erect, eves looking straight to the front at their own
level, chin drawn slightly in. {Sec Figs. i. 2. 3.)

The position of Attention is one of readiness, but there should

be no stift'ness or forcecl, unnatural straining.

The class take this position on the command "Atten

—

tion."

"Attention" is also given as the return command to the standing

position for certain simple positions which have no corresponding
return command of their own, as, for instance, "Hips

—

firm.

*Some authorities still prefer the angle of 90°, which was originally

adopted hy Ling. {Sec Fig. 3.)
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Atten

—

fioii." If a return command for an exercise exists, this

should always he employed. For example, "Arms upward

—

bend.

Arms downward

—

sfrefcli:" (Xot "Attention.")

Fig. I. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Standing at Ease.—The left foot is

carried ahout a foot-length to the side,

and the weight of the body should be

divided equally between both feet. The
hands should be lightly clasped behind the

back at the full extent of the arms. (See

Fig. 5.) In again assuming the position of

Attention the left foot is brought to the

right and the hands brought to the side.

CoMMAXDS :

St.xnt) at—ease.

Atten—tiou.

Fig. 4 Fig. 5.
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Staiidiiu; Easy.—This is ;i i)osition which shouhl be used when
a rest is required, and whenever it is necessary to give any explana-

tion. It should be used sufficiently often during a lesson to prevent

the child from_ becoming unduly fatigued. No deviation from
the position of standing at case should be permitted unless the

command Stand

—

easy is given, when the children should be per-

mitted to move their limbs but without leaving their ground so that

on coming to Attention there will be no loss of dressing. Althougli

when standing easy the freedom of movement of the limbs should

not be restricted, the children should never be allowed to adopt

slouching attitudes which would tend to counteract the value

of the exercises employed in their training. When there is

no special reason for ordering sf(;nd at case, the order to

stand easy will be given without it. ( )n the caution ."Class"

being given to children standing easy every child will at once

assume the position standing at case.

CoMAiAxns:
Staxd—easy.

Class: Attex—lion.

I lif^s Finn.

The hands are placed on the hips.

The fingers should be together in front,

and directed forward and upward, the

ilnnnbs being at the back. The palms
should rest firml\- on the hips, and the

wrists must be well drop])ed. The elbows

must not be pressed either forward or

backward, as such positions tend to fix

and make rigid the u])]ier part of the chest.

I See Fig. 6.

)

Commands:
Hips—firm. Attex—lion.

I

Couinion faults:
Lifting the shoulders while the hands are

heing raised.

Brinsrinar the elhnws ton far l)ack\vard.

Fig. 6.

We shall now proceed to consider the various groups of

Exercises mentioned in Chapter VI. on Order and Progression

(page 64), to which reference should be made.
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I.—INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES.

Among these Introductory Exercises

are incliuled both Order Movements and
I'reparatory INIovements. Order Move-
ments will be considered in the Chapter
on Class Arrangements. Preparatory

Movements, consisting of Head and Leg
Exercises, are dealt with here. Breath-
ing Exercises, which also fall into this

gronp. will be considered in the follow-

ing chapter. Suggestions as to suitable

starting positions, both of feet and arms,
in all these Exercises are made in

Appendix E., p. 165, to which reference

should be made.

(a) HEAD EXERCISES.

(i) Head Bending Backzcard.

The head is bent slowly backward
lTjQ_ y^

as far as possible with the chin well

drawn in. {Sec Fig. 7.)

Commands:
I1i:au uackwaku—bend.

Hkad upward—stretch.

[Coiimioii faults:

Raising the shoulders.

Carrying the chin forward.
Bending the back.]

(ii) Head Bending Forzeard.

The head is bent forward, the chin is

kept in and should not be allowed to rest

on the u])]ier part of the chest. (See

Fig. 8.)

Commands :

Head fokwaru—bend.
Head upward—stretch.

[Common faults:

Carrying the shoulders forward.
Rounding the back.]

Fig. 8.
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(iii) Head Turning.

The head is slowly turnetl as far as

possible to the left or right with the

chin drawn slightly in. [Sec Fig. 9.)

Commands :

Hkad to the i.iU'T (OR EIGHT)

—

iuni.

Hkad I'oKWARii— /;/;;/.

[Couiuu)}i faults:

Not holding the head erect.

Bending the head to one side.

]\Ioving the shoulders.]

Fig. 9.

(iv) Head Beiidiiuj Sideways.

The head is bent slowly sideways to

the right or left withnnt moving the

shoulders. [See V\g. 10.)

Commands:
Head to the right (left)—hcnd.

Head upward—strctcli.}

[Coiiiinoii faults:

Raising (nie shoulder.
Turning the head.]

Fjg. 10.

(b) E-XKRCISKS AND POSITIONS OF Till; TlvET .\ND I.IXS.

(i) Feet Closing and Opening, (feet Close Position.)

The toes are raised slightly and moved inward so that the

feet are brought together and toucli along their inner borders.

The body must be kept straight and the knees must not be bent

during the movement. (See Figs. 6 and 11.)
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Commands:
Feet—open.

Feet—dusc.

[Conunoii faults:
Moving the body.
Dragging the feet on the ground.
Not closing the feet completely.!

Fig. II.

(ii) Pcct Astride Placing. (Feet .Istridc Position.)

The left foot is placed one foot's length to the left of the

middle line, and the right foot is then moved an equal distance

to the right. The weight of the body must be equally divided

between the two feet, and the knees must be straight. The second
step, with the right foot, may be slightly marked. (See Fig. 12.)

The return movement also begins with the left foot.

Commands:
Feet astride—place.

Feet together—place.

[Connnon faults:

Lifting feet too high or stamping.
.Moving them unequal distances and

altering angle of feet.

Swaying the bodj^ sideways in taking

the position.] Fig. 12.

(iii) Foot Placing Sideways. (Foot Sideways Place Position.)

Fig. 14.

The ioot is moved about two foot-

lengths to the side, being kept parallel

with its original position. The weight
of the body should rest ecjually on both

feet and the knees should be kept straight.

The ultimate position is identical with
the "Feet astride" position. (See Figs.

13 and 14.)

i'lu. 1
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Commands:
Left (ok right) foot sideways—place.

Recover—place.

[Certain exercises, such as Foot placing outward, Toe support
placing outward, and Lunging outward, should be taken from the
standing position with the feet at an angle of 90 degrees rather
than an angle of 60 degrees. (Sec Fig. 15.)

Fig. 15.

Command:
Feet euij,—open.

This command should be given before the exercise itself is

commanded. The exercises of Foot placing fo/ward. Toe support

]:)lacing forward, and Lunging forward may also l)e taken from the

feet "Full open" position.]

( iv ) foot Placlii(/ Oiit:<u!rd. {Foot OiitK'ord Place Position.)

The foot is paced outward about two foot lengths in the direc-

tit)n in wdiich the toe is pointing when standing with the feet "Full

open." The weight of the body must be equally divided between

the two feet. (Sec Figs. 16 and 17.)

Fig. 17.

In Foot placing outward (or for-

ward ) the knee of the moving leg

should be slightly bent, and the toe

should meet the ground first. In the
r.'^turn movement, the heel is raised
and the ankle stretched before the
foot is broueht back.

Fig. t6.
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Commands:
Feet full—open.

Leet (or right) foot outward—place.

Recover—place.

[Cominuii J units:

Bending the knee of the back leg as the foot is moved.
Resting too nnich of the liody weight on the back leg.

Moving the shoulder with the foot.

Dragging the foot in returning to position.]

(v) Foot Placing Forward. (Foot Forward Place Position.)

The foot is moved about two foot-lengths straight forward and

placed parallel to its original position with the feet "Fttll open"

or "Open." The weight of the budy nnist be e(|iially divided

between the two feet, and the knees nmst be straight. ( Sec Figs.

i8, 19. and 20.)

Commands:
[Feet full—open.]

Left (or right) foot forward—place.

Recover—place.

Fig. 19.

(60 degrees.)

Fig. 20.

(90 degrees.)

Fig. 18.
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(vi) Toe Support Placing (Oiitz^wd, Forward, or Sidezvays).

These three posi-

tions correspond with
the "Foot placings."

The foe. however,
alone rests on the

gronnd, the heel being
raised and the foot

and ankle stretched.

iScc Figs. 21 and
22. ) The weight of

ihe body rests on the

stationary foot.*

Commands:
Feet full—open.

Right foot outward
( FORWARD OR side-

ways) ON THE TGI'—place.

Recover—place.

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

(viij Toe Support PlaciiKj Backward.

The foot is moved directly back-

ward al)out two foot lengths, the toe is

placed on the gronnd and the knee and
ankle are well stretched. The weight of

the bod}' rests on the forward foot. (See
Fig. 2:^.)

Commands :

Right foct isackwar:) ox the toe—place.

Recover—place

[Co III moil fault

:

Xot stretching knee and ankle sufificientlv.]

Fig. 23.

*The "Toe support placings" serve as preliminary movements for teaching
dancing steps.
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(viii) Lunging (Outward and Forzcard).

Fig. 24. Fig. 2J.

OuTwAKii Lrxcn (go degrees)

Fig. 26.

Fig. 2 = Fig. 28.
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In hinging outward (or forward) the foot is moved about three

foot lengths in the same direction which is taken in "Foot placing

outward" (nr forward). The front knee must be well bent and

the back leg must be ke])t ])erfeelly straight, the foot remaining

tlat on the ground ; the most of the weight falls on the front leg. The
body and head are inclined in line with the back leg. and should

maintain the same relative position as at "Attention.'" In lunging

outward {sec Figs. 24, 25. and 26). the forward shoulder is slightly

lowered, while in lunging forward {see Figs. 2y, 28. 29. and 30),
l>oih shoulders remain level.

Commands:
Feet fule—open.

Right foot outward (or eorward) ix luxge
POSITION

—

place.

Recover—place.

[Coiiiiiioii faults :

Xot niDviiig the foot far enough, or moving it

too far.

Turning the forward knee in.

Moving the Ijackward foot.

Xot inclining the l)od\- correctly or Ijending

the hip of the backward leg.

Bending the backward knee.]

Forward Lrxr.E (60 degrees).

Fig. 29.

(ix) Liiitgiiig Sideways.

Forward Le'xc.E (90 degrees).

Fig 30.

Fig. 31-

Sideways Luxge.

Fig. 32.
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The foot is moved about three foot-lengths to the side in the
direction taken in "Foot placing sideways." The correspontHng knee
is bent and the bod}- is inclined and kept in line with the straight
leg. (Sec Figs. 31, T,2.) This entails a bending of the trunk, and,
as this bending is the predominant effect of the exercise, it is per-
haps better to consider this exercise as a "Trunk bending sideways"
rather than as a leg movement

Commands:
Left foot sidkways ix luxge positiox—['Jacc.

Recover—place.

2.—TRUNK BEXDIXG BACKWARD AXD FORWARD.

(i) TruiiJi Bending Backzvard.

In this movement the chest is first raised and the upper part

of the si)ine is then bent backward. The head makes but little

separate movement, and is carried backward with the bodv. The
bending should at first be only slight, but it may be gradually

somewhat increased as the exercise becomes familiar. It must
be clearly understood that the body should not be bent backward
from the zi'ciisf. The breath must not be held during this exercise.

(See Figs. 33, 34.)

Commands:

Trunk backward—bend.

Trunk upward—stretch.

[Coinnwn faults:

Bending the knees.

Carr\ing the head for-

ward or l)ackward.

Bending the lower part of

the spine.

Holding the breath.]

l'"l^- .^i-
Fig. 34.
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(ii) Trunk Bending foncard.

The body is inclined slowly forward
from the hips, with the chest raised. The
back must be kejjt straight and must not

be rounded. The head should not hang
down but must be directed slightly up-

ward. The knees must be straight.

(Sec Fig. 35.)

Com:\iaxds:

Trunk forward—hcinl.

Tru x k V invA RD

—

Stre tell.

[Coniiuon faults

:

Beiulin.y- tlu- kiK-es.

ITanging the head down.
Rounding the back.]

Fig. 3:

iii) Trunk Bending Torxvard and Doieui^'ard.

This is a continuation of

"Trunk bending forward." The
body is first inclined forward
and then downward as far as

l^ossible. The knees must be

kept straight and the back
should not be unduly rounded.

(Sec Fig. 36.)

Commands:

Truxk forward and downward
—bend.

Trunk forward and upward—stretch.

Fig. 36.
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3._ARAI BENDING AND STRETCHING.

(i) Ann Bending Upzi'cird. [Ul^z^'urd Bend Position.)

The arms are bent upward at the elbow

and the fingers placed on the outer side of

the shoulders. The elbows must be kept

close to the side and the fingers should be

slightly bent. {See Fig. ^y.)

Commands:
Arms upward—bcitd.

Arms downward—stretch.

[Coinnion faults:

Raising or moving the shoulders.

Moving the elbows away from the side.

Allowing the hands to come in front of the

chest.]

The ''Upward bend" position is the

]>reliminary or commencing position for

"Arm stretchings," which are always taken

in two distinct movements, the arms being

first bent and then stretched in the given

direction, sideways, upward, forward,

downward, or backward. Fig. 37.

(ii) .-///// Stretehing Sideways. {Sideways Streteh Position.)

The arms are bent and then fully stretched horizontally

sideways in line with the shoul-

ders. The fingers and thumbs
must be straight and close

together and the palms turned
down. (See Fig. 38.) In the

return movement the arms are

first bent and then stretched

downward to the position of

Attention.

Commands:
Arms sideways—stretch.

Arms downward—stretch.

Common faults:
Allowing the shoulders to take too

nuich part in the movement.
.Allowing the head to fall forward.
Not stretching the arms and hands

fully.

Separating the fingers.

Not keeping the body erect.]FiG. 38.
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fiii) Anil Strctchiiiq Vpicani. {U['zcard Stretch Position.)

Fig. 39.

The arms are bent and

then stretched upward t<>

their fuhest extent, the hands
l)eing the wichh of the shoul-

ders apart, the fingers and
timmbs straight and close to-

gether, and the paints turned

in. The hands should be in

line with the arnis. (Sec

Figs. 39 and 40.)

Commands:
Arms i'pward—stretch.

Arms DOWN' ward—stretch.

I
Co in 111 on faults:

Hands not in line with the

arms.
Hands and arms lirDught too

far forward.
Head carried forward.]

Fig 40.

(iv) Arm St retchine/ Forieard. (I'orieard Stretch Position.)

The arms are bent and then

stretched forward at the shoulder

level, keeping the body erect.

The fingers and thumbs must be

straight, the palms turned in.

and the hands and arms shonld be

at least the width of the shonlders

apart. [See Fig. 41.)

Commands:
Arms forward—stretch.

Arms downward—stretch.

[Common faults:

Bringing the shonlders forward.
Bringing the hands too close to

one another.
Rounding the back.]

Fjg. 41.
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(v) Arm Strcfcliiug Backzvard. (Backzvard Strcfcli Positioit.)

The arms are bent and then stretched

backward, the fingers and thumbs being-

straight, and the pahns turned in. (Sec
Fig. 42.

)

Commands:

Arms backward—stretch.

Arms downward—stretch.

[Co III III oil faults:

Hollowing the back.
Bringing the shoulders and bod}^ forward.]

Fig. 42.

4.—BALANCE RXERCISEvS.

(i) Heel Ruisiiiij.''' (Heels Raise Position.)

Fk;. 43.

The heels are kept together and
slowly raised as high as possible from the

ground. The knees mtist be straight and
the body erect. (See Fig. 43.)

COMM.ANDS:

Heei.s—rdise.

Heels—Unver.

I

Coiiiiiion faults

:

Swaying the body.
Allowing the heels to come apart.

Raising the shoulders during the movement.]

^==This is a balance exercise for young children only. When familiar it

may be classed among the leg exercises.
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(ii) Heel Raisiiiy and Kiicc Bending.

The heels are first raised, and
the knees are then bent half-way
outwards, the heels being kept

tcjgether. The head and body must
be ke]jt erect throughout the move-
ment. (See Fig. 44.)

C'oMMANDS:
1 Feels—raise. Knees—bcinL

Knees—strctcJi. Heels—li^i^'cr.

\Conunon faults (in bending the

Knees) :

Swaying the body, or inclining it

forward.
Lowering the heels and not turning

the knees sufficiently outward.

(/;; sfretelling the Knees)
Raising the shoulders.

Raising the heels too little.]

Fig. 44.

(iii) Heel Raising and Knee Full Hending*

Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

This is a continuation of the preceding movement, the knees

being bent as far as possible. The heels should be kept together.

The head and body must be erect. (See Figs. 45 and 46.)

Commands:
Heels—raise. Knees full—bend.

Knees—streteh. Heels—lower.

*See foot-note page 41.
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(iv) Kiirr Raising (Kucc Raise Position^.

The knee is raised

slowly upward until the

thigh is at right angles

to the body, the leg at

right angles to the thigh,

and the toe pointing

downward. The stand-

ing leg must be kept
perfectly straight and
the body must be erect.

(Sec Figs. 47 and 48.)

Commands:
Left (or right) kxke—

raise.

Knee—lo-wci\

[Com mo It faults:
Inclining the body back-
ward or sideways.

Bending the knee of the
standing leg.

Turning the raised knee
or point of toe inwards.

Bending the knee or hip
joint too little.]

Fig. 47. Fig. 48,

(v) Leg Raising Foni.'anL

Fig. 49,

The leg is raised forward as

high as possible with a straight

knee and pointed toe. The
body must be kept erect. {See
Fig. 49.) The same position

may be reached by Leg stretch-

ing forward from the "Knee
raise" position.

Commands:
Left (or right) leg forward—

niise.

[Common faults:

Bending the raised leg.

Raising the leg insufficiently.

Inclining or swaying the body.]
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(vi) Leg Raising Sidczi'oys.

Fig. so.

(vii) Leg T^^aisiiig Backzeard.

The leg is raised sideways
with a straight knee and pointed
toe. The hody must be kept

upright and nnist not be inchned

towards the side of the stanchng

leg. (See Fig. 50.)

(.'(iM.MAXDS:

Left (or right) leg sideways—
raise.

Leg—lozvcr.

I Co III 1110)1 faiiits:

Inclining the body.
Bringing the raised leg forward.]

The leg is raised backward
with a straight knee and pointed

toe. the body being kept erect.

{See Fig. 51".)

Com manias:

Left (or right) leg backward—
raise.

Leg—/f>7trr.

(Leg raising, forward, side-

ways or backward, may be

taught especially to young child-

ren from the Toe support plac-

ing positions).

Fig. =;i.
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5.—SHOULDER BLADE EXERCISES.

(i) Ann Bending Across. (Across Bend Position.)

The arms are bent at the elbow forward and inward, and
raised to a horizontal position across the chest. The hands, wrist,

and forearm should all be kept in line.

The shoulders must not be raised, and
the elbows must be drawn back, bring-

ing the hands well apart. (Sec Figs. 52
and 53.) (This position is also known
as the "Forward Ijend" i)osition.)

Coi\r^rANDS:
Arms across (or forward)—bend.

Attex—tiuii.

[Coininon fanlts:

Raising the shoulders.

Bringing the elbows too far forward.
Lowering the elliows or allowing them

to come forward.
Bringing the hands too near together.]

J^.-., :^^.

Fig. 53. Y'lew from above. Fig. 52.

(ii) Neck Rest.
Without moving the head or body the

hands are placed at the back of the neck
with the wrists straight and the finger

tips just meeting. The elbows must be

well drawn back, the chest raised, and
the head kept erect. (See Fig. 54.)

Commands:

Fig, 54.

Xeck—rest.

Attrx—tion.

Common faults:

Xot keeping the head and elbows well

l)ack.

Bending the wrists.

Xot keeping the bod\- erect.]
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(iii) Ann Raising Sidczvays. (Sideways Raise Position.)

The arms are kept quite straight and raised slowly sideways

until they reach in one movement the "Sideways stretch" position.

(See Fig. 38. j In the return movement they are gradually lowered
in one movement, without bending, to the position of Attention.

Commands:
Arms sideways—raise.

Arms downward—lower.

[Coiniiion faults:

Separating the lingers.

Moving the shoulders too much.l

(iv) Arm Raising Forward. (Forward Raise Position.)

The arms are kept straight and raised slowly forward until

they reach in one movement the "Forward stretch" position. [See
Fig. 41.) In the return movement they are gradually lowered to

the position of Attention.

Commands:
Arms forward—raise.

Arms downward—lower.

\Connnon faults:

Bringing the hands too close to one another.]

(v) Arm Raising Sidezcays and Upieard.

The arms are kept straight and raised slowly sideways and
upward until they reach in one movement the "Upward stretch"

position. (See Figs. 39 and 40. ) When the arms reach the "Side-
ways raise" position, the palms are turned u])w^ard as the arms
are being raised, and downward as they are being lowered.

Commands:
Arms sideways axd upward—raise.

Arms sideways and downward—lozi'cr.

[Common faults

:

Not raising the arms and hands to the vertical position.

Allowing the head to fall forward.
Bending the back at the waist. 1

fvi) Ann Raising Forward and Upward.

The arms are raised slowly forward and then upward until

they reach in one movement the "Upward stretch" position.

Commands:
Arms forward and upward—raise.

Arms forward and downward—lower.
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(vii) Ann Parting.

This may be taken (a) from the "Forward raise position." The
arms are slowly separated and take the "Sideways raise" position,

the palms being, however, directed forzvard instead of downward.

{See Fig. 55.)

Commands:

Arms forward—raise.

Arm parting bv xlmbers—/, 2.

Arms downward—lozvei:

(On I. the arms are sepa-

rated ; on 2, they take the

"Forward raise" position.)

(b) Arm parting may also

be taken from "Sideways and

upward (or Forward and up-

ward) raise," the arms being

lowered sideways to the

shoulder-line with the ])alin'-

turned up.

COMM.AXDS:
Arms sideways axd upwaku—

raise.

Arm parting by numbers—i, 2.

Arms sideways and downwari)—lozi'cr.

P'^"- 5.S-

(viiij Ann Flinging.

This is a quick movement, and is best taken from the "Across

bend" position. The arms are rapidly moved outward into the

"Sideways raise" (or stretch) position. (Sec Fig. 38, p. 39.)

Commands:
Arms across—bciid.

Arms—fling.

Arms—bend.

Atten—tion.

(ix) Ann Siciiiging Sidezvays.

This may be taken from the "Forward raise position." The
arms are quickly separated and take the "Sideways raise" position,

turning the palms down during the movement.
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Commands :

Arms forward—raise.

Arms sideways—swing.
Arms forward—siving.

Arms dowxw-ard—lozcri:

[Coinnw)! faults:

Moving the head or body during the exercise.

Raising the shoulders.]

Arm swinging forward and sideways, or forward and down-
ward, or downward and backward, can also be taken from "Arms
forward and upward raise" (or ''sideways and n])ward raise.")

(x) Arm Siv'uiging forzcard and Sidcz^.'ays.

Tbe arms swing forward and then sideways in one movement,
the pahns being turned down when the "Forward raise" position
is reached.

Commands:
Arms forward and upward—raise.

Arms forward and sideways—sx^'iiig.

Arms forward and upward—szviitg.

Arms forward and downward—lozvcr.

fxi) Ann Szcingiiig Porzvard and Doivuzvard.

The arms swing (|uickly forward and downward from "Arms
forward and upward raise" into the pcxsition of "Attention."

(xii) .];-;;/ Swinging Downward and Backzvard.

This is really a continuation of the preceding movement, the

arms swinging through the position of "Attention" into the "Back-
ward stretch" position.

Commands:
Arms forward and upward^;y7;V^.
Arms forward and downward (or downward and backward)—siuing.

Arms forward and upward—sz^niig.

Arms forward and downward—loztjcr.

6.—TRl'XK TURNING AND P.ENDING SIDEWAYS.

(i) Trunk J'urning.

The body is turned slowly as far as possible without moving
the legs to the left or right, the head and arms making no separate

movement, but keeping their relative position to the shoulders.
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Both knees must be quite straiglit and both feet must be kept

firmly on the ground. (Sec Fig. 56.)

Commands:

Truxk to the
LEI-T (OR right)
—///;•;/.

Truxk forward—
turn.

[Com moil faults:

Moving the feet.

Twisting from the

knees.

Twisting the head
or arms.

Bending the bod}-.]

Fig. ^6. Fig. 57.

(ii) Trunk Bending Sideicays.

Fig. :;8.

The l)ody is bent slowly to the left

or right as far as possible without

altering the position of the legs. The
shoulders must be square to front, the

knees must be kept straight, and both

feet kept firmly on the ground through-

out the exercise. The head makes no
separate movement. (See Figs. 57 and

58.)

Commands:

Tru.n'k to the left (or right)—hi-ud.

Trunk upw.ard—st retell.

[Common faults:

Bending the knee on the side to which the

bod\- is bent.

Raising the heel of the other foot.

Turning the body or inclining it back-
wards or forwards.
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CHAPTER IV.

MARCHING, RUNNING, JUMPING, AND BREATHING
ENERCTSKS.

I.—:\IARCHTNG.

In marching, the head and body must be kept erect, and the

arms should swing easily from the shoulders. The movement of

the legs should come from the hips, and be free and natural. The
foot should be carried straight forward and placed firmly on the

ground.
Marching is commenced with the left foot.

Commands:
Quick—march, (left, r'ujJit). Class—halt, i, 2.

(A pace is taken with the rear foot, and the other foot is brought

up to it.)

TUKXIXG ABOUT OX TIIK MARCH.

The word turn will be given when the left foot is forward, the

right foot will complete its pace and begin the turn which will be

made in three beats on their own ground without losing the time.

Having completed the turn about, the child will at once move for-

ward, the fourth movement will be a pace forward in the new
direction.

Command:
About—turn, i, 2, 3, 4.

wiie;e;i,ing.

When marching "as in file."" the leader changes his direction

to the right (or left), moving round the circumference of a quarter

circle whose radius is about 4 feet, the other children acting in

a similar way when they arrive at the same j^oint.

Command:
RiCHT (or left)—ti'hccl.

If the class is marching in fours or eights, the children on the

inner sitle (that is, the right side when wheeling to the right,) have

a shorter distance to take than those on the outer side. The paces
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must accordingly be regulated, the children on the inner side taking

short ones, while those on the outer side take comparatively long

ones until the change of direction has been completed.

CHANGING STEP ON THE MARCH.

This movement may be taken occasionally to give variety to

the ordinary march, or to correct individual children who are "out

of step."

Command:
Change—step, i, 2, 3.

(To change step in marching, the

advancing foot will complete its pace,

and the ball of the rear foot will be

brought up to the heel of the advanced

one, which will make another step for-

ward, so that the time will not be lost,

two successive steps being taken with

the same foot.)

These movements may be performed
consecutively with the right and left foot

as a step march, the paces in this case

being taken on the toes. (Sec Fig. 59.)

Command:
With change of step, quick-

I, 2, 3.

-inarcli.

Fig. 59.

MARCHING ON THE TOES.

The heels are raised as high as possible, and the ]:)aces are

somewhat shortened. Each step should be light, the arms swing-
ing easily.

Commands:
Heels—raise. Quick—march.
Class—halt, i, 2, 3.

(A pace is taken with the rear foot and the other foot is brought
up to it, the heels are then lowered to the ])osilion of attention.

)

In changing from ordinary marching the command is

:

Heels—raise.

The first pace on the toes is taken as the left foot moves forward
after the command raise.

In changing from marching on the toes to ordinary marching, a
marked step should be made with the left foot after the command
Heels

—

lower has been given.
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MARKING TIMi; WITH KNEE RAISING.

Beginning with the left leg, the knees are raised alternately

from the ground until the thigh forms a right angle with the body,
the toes being pointed downward. In raising the leg the foot
should not be carried forward in advance of the knee.

Commands:
With kxee raising, quick, mark-
Class—halt, I.

-linn- (left, right).

MARCHING WITH KNKK RAISING.

The knees are raised alternatel}- until the thigh is at right angles
to the body with the toe pointing downward, and the class moves
forward rather more slowly than in ordinary marching.

Commands:
With knee raising, quick—march.

or, taken from ordinary marching:

Knees—raise.

Knees—lozvrr.

The knee raising is commenced as the first complete pace is

made after the command iiiardi has been gfiven.

HOP MARCHES.

Hap Marcli with Knee Raisi)i(/.—A ])ace forward is taken with

the left foot. The right foot is then

raised, with the knee turned slightly out

and the toe pointed, while a hop is made
on the left foot. The same movements
are then repeated, beginning with the

right foot. The body should be slightly

inclined towards the side of the raised

knee. (See Fig. 60.)

Commands:

Hop march, with knee raising—begin.

Class—halt, i. 2.

(First, the raised foot takes an ordi-
nary pace forward ; then the other foot
is l)rought to "Attention.")

Fig. 60.
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Hop March zvith Leg Raised Forward.—During the hop the

raised leg is stretched forward with a straight knee and pointed

toe, the boch' being kept erect.

Commands:

Hop march with leg raising i-orwari

Class—halt, i, 2.

-bcyiii.

Hop March z^'ith Leg raised Dackzeard.—A pace forward is

taken with the left foot. The right

leg is then raised backward while a

hop is made on the left foot. The
same movements are repeated. Ix^-

ginning with the right foot. The
body is inclined forward and

slightly to one side, over the for-

ward foot. (Sec Fig. 61.)

Commands:

Hop march with leg raised back-
ward—begin.

Class—halt, i, 2,

In hop marches the hands may
be placed in the "'Hips firm" posi-

tion or. as in Fig. 60, "Hands on

hips."

PTg. 61.

II. RLWXIXG.

The heels are first raised and running is commenced with
the left foot, the paces, which are taken on the toes, being as light

as possible. The arms are slightly bent, the fists loosely clencherl

and the backs of the hands turned outward. The arms must not

be kept rigid, but should swing freely and easily from the shoulders
with the movements of the body. The shoulders should be kept
steady and s(|uare to the front. The foot must be carried straight

forward after leaving the ground. W'liilc running the body is

inclined slightly forward.

Commands:

Double—march.
Class—halt, i, 2.
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(A pace is taken with the rear foot, and the other foot is

brought up to it, at the same time the arms are dropped and the
hands opened.

)

In changing from the "double march" to the "quick march" the
command is

:

Quick—march, i, 2.

RUXXIXG WITH KNEE RAISIXG.

With each pace the knee is raised until the thigh forms a right

angle with the body, the toe pointing downward. The body must
be kept erect, and the nuiuing is taken with shortened steps.

Commands:
With knee raisinx, double—march.
Class—halt, i, 2.

Running with knee raising should as a rule only be continued

for eight or ten consecutive steps. It is often taken during running,

the commands being:

—

Knees—raise.

Knees—lower.

MARKING TIME.

This is a variation of the preceding movement. It is taken

in a similar way, but instead of moving forward, the class remain

stationary.

Commands:

Double mark—time.

Class—Iialt. i.

III.—JUMPING.

A jump consists of three parts in addition to the preliminary

run which is freciuently used— ( i ) the start or "take off." (2) the

actual jump, and (3) the landing.

The take off should be taken from the fore part of one or both

feet, and consists of a (|uick bending of the hip, knee, and ankle,

followed by an immediate straightening of these joints.

The iiiiiip itself begins as the feet leave the ground, and finishes

directlv they touch it, when the knees should be nearly straight,

the heels together, and the feet stretched downwards. The legs

should, however, be free from all stiffness.
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In landing the toes must reach the ground first and the hip,

knee, and ankle are at once quickly bent and then straightened.

This prevents jarring of the spine or other part of the body. The
jump is completed by lowering the heels to the ground.

Free standing jumps taken from both feet are easily taught

with the class arranged in open ranks. "Heel raising and Knee
bending" taken quickly may be used as a preparation for such

jumping.

The following may be taken as examples of suitable jumps:

—

Astride Jumping.—This is taken from the standing ]:)osition

after the heels have been raised.

Commands:
Heels—raise.

Astride jumping—begin, i, 2.

(First, the feet quickly take the Astride position on the toes;

then the feet are quickly brought together again, the heels being

still raised.)

Jumping Upzvard.—The children jump directly upward, fully

stretching the body and legs in the air, and the landing should be

as light as possible.

Commands :

Jumping upward by numbers— /, i" (3, 4), 3, 6.

(On I and 2, the heels are quickly raised and the knees are bent;

on 3 and 4, the jump is taken; on 5 and 6, the knees are stretched

and the heels lowered.)

When the landing has been mastered the command should then

be given as Upward

—

jump, i, 2 (3, 4), 5, 6.

[Common faults: (in jumping upward)
Bending the knees and inclining the l)ody forward

:

(in landing)

Keeping the ankle and knee joints stifi and the body not erect.]

Jumping Forzcard or Backzvard (or to the right or left) ma)^ be
taken in a similar way.

The Upward jump may be combined with Turning to the right

or left. During the jump a turn through a quarter circle is made
so that on landing the child faces to the right or left.

Commands:
With turning to the right (lei"t) upward—;«;;;/', i, 2, (3, 4), 5, 6.

[Common fault:

Commencing to turn too soon.]
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Free standing jumps such as the above may be combined with
movements of the arms, such as Arm raising or Arm flinging.

For example

:

Commands:
With arm lLI^•GI^'G, upward—jump, i, 2, (3, 4), 5, 6.

The Arm flinging is performed with tlic jump on (3. 4") from
the Across Ijcnd position of the arms.

Two consecutive jumps may be taken in tlie same direction.

For example

:

Commands :

Twice upward—jump, i, 2, (3, 4), (5, 6), 7, 8.

(The jumps are taken on (3, 4) and (5, 6)).

( ii ) Jiiiiipiiig uTcr a rope.—This is commenced with a running
start, beginning with the right or left foot, three, or five short steps

being taken with increasing speed before the actual jump is made.
The jump is taken from one foot, and the knees are bent well up
in the upward spring and stretched out before landing. The
landing is made on both feet as already described.

Commands:
With three (five) paces off the left (right) foot—go.

It is not necessary to give this command to each child, the

words Next

—

go being sufficient.

Several variations may be introduced: {a) Two or more children

may start simultaneously from the same or from opposite feet.

They must keep in step and should land at the same moment.
(b) Turning right or left during the jumps. The turn is made as

the bodv is in the air. before landing. For turning to the riglit,

the jump is taken from the right foot. A further advance on this

exercise is to turn to the right (or left) about.

The "Standing jump over the rope" is taken from both feet as

in "Upward jump." with no previous running start, but bending

the knees to clear the rope.

(iii) Long jumping.—This is commenced with a running start

usually somewhat longer than that required for jumping over a

rope, and the jump is taken from one foot. The length of the

jump may be marked out with chalk on the floor. Long jumping

may also be combined with Turning or About turning.

The "Standing Long Jump" is done from a line on the ground.

Each child jumps in turn and the place where his heels land is

marked. After toeing the line the jumper rises as high as he can

on his toes and stretches his arms above his head as high as

possible with clenched fists. He pauses here a moment in full
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balance, then inclines slowly forward, and in doing so quickly
swings the body and arms forward and downward and bends the
knees, then without a moment's pause throws his arms and body
forward and upward, and springs.

IV.—BREATHING EXERCISES.

A Breathing Exercise consists of a combination of movements
partly of the body muscles and partly of the lungs themselves, the

first result of which is a deeper inspiration and a more complete

expiration than occurs in ordinary breathing. Certain arm move-
ments are among the simplest of these Breathing Exercises and
may be accompanied by deep breathing, as this will bring into

action additional muscles of respiration. It may be said that in

a certain sense every physical exercise is a Breathing Exercise.

The term "Breathing Exercise" is here restricted to certain de-

finite movements of which the exercises described below may be

taken as examples.

The rate of respiration varies with the individual, as well as in

relation to age, and therefore the class should not necessarily be

expected to perform these exercises in the same exact and regular

time that is required with the other movements. The teacher

should remember that a child naturally breathes more rapidly

than an adult. As a rule, in school, Breathing Exercises should

be taken in the standing position, and whenever possible these

exercises should be preceded by "handkerchief drill" to ensure

a free passage for the air through the nose.

The following may be taken as examples of Breathing Exer-
cises :

—

I. Arm raising sideways.

Arm parting.

Arm raising forward and upward, lowering sideways and down-
ward.

Arm raising sideways and upward, lowering sideways and down-
ward.

The movements of the arms may be combined with deep breath-

ing, they must be slow and must correspond with inspiration and
expiration.

For example

:

With dee]) breathing. Arms sideways

—

raise.

Arms downward

—

luzver.

The class breathe in as the hands are raised, and breathe out

as they are lowered.
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2. Simple Breathing Exercise {a) witli

Hands on chest.

The hands rest Hghtly on the lower
part of the front of the chest with the

finger tips two- or three inches apart and
directed inward (sec Fig. 62). The child

is thus able to feel the movements of the

chest walls during breathing. The mouth
must be kept closed during the exercise,

and both inspiration and expiration should

be deep and slow.

Commands:
Hands on chest—place.

Breathe—in. Breathe—out.

[Or, Breathing—brc/iii.]

Atten— //();;.

Fjg. 62

(b) With Hips firm.

This exercise is taught in a similar way, the hands being in the

Hips firm position, to take the weight of the arms olf the shoulders.

Hips—firm.

Atten^//('».

Breathe—in. }

Breathe—out. I

ir Breath] .NG

—

begin.

(c) At Attention.

In this exercise the breathing is taken in the ])Osition of

Attention.

In commanding Breathing Exercises care must be tak'en to give

the executive words (/';/, out, etc.) smoothly and deliberately, so

that children who breathe comparatively slowly shall not be unduly
hurried, and those who naturally breathe more (|uickly shall not

pause too long at the end of inspiration. Indeed, there is much
to be said for substituting the command "Breathing

—

bcf/iii" for the

double command "Breathe— /;;, Breathe

—

out," thus allowing each

child greater freedom in regard to the rate of breathing. Breathing

exercises should not be done in regular time for the reason given

on page 57.

Deep breathing should never be given immediately after

vigorous exercise. If the children are "out of breath." the jumping

or running should be followed by marching or marking time, and

the breathing exercise should only be commenced when the class

are again breathing quietly.
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CHAPTER V.

THE ARRANCxEMENTS OF THE CLASS (ORDER
AIOVEAIENTS).

FORMATION OF A CLASS.

On the command "Fall in" the children should take their places

in one rank arranged according to height. As a rule, the shortest

should be on the left of the class, the tallest on the right.

When a class consists of more than twelve children a rear rank

should be formed, about two paces behind the first rank. In cases

where the class is too large to be formed up in two ranks, or where
the available space is broad and short, the class may be divided

into two divisions, each arranged in two ranks.

Young children may be placed in position, but with older

children this is unnecessary. On falling in, the children will assume
the "stand at ease" position. The class should then be called to

Attention.

DRESSING.

In order to straighten the ranks, all the children of the front

rank, except the child on the right, will turn their heads smartly to

the right, each child will then move up or back till he can just

discern the lower part of the face of the child second from his right,

and until he is about a hand's breadth from the child on his right.

The body must be carried backward or forward with the feet

;

the children moving to their dressing with short quick steps without

bending backward or forward. The shoulders must be kept perfectly

S(|uare and the position of Attention retained throughout. The rear

rank children will continue looking to their front and will cover and

correct their distances, as the children of the front rank take up
their dressing.

Commands:
Right—dress.

Eyes—front.

Left—dress can be performed in a similar manner.

fChildrcn over lo years of age will be taught to turn their

heads to the front as soon as they have obtained their dressing, the

Command "eyes front" will then be unnecessary.)

A class is said to be "in single rank" when the children stand side

by side in one line ; "in two ranks" when there are two similar

lines, the pupils of the rear rank being two paces in rear of their

front rank pupil ; a front rank pupil with his or her rear rank pupil

form a "file." When a class in two ranks turns to the right or left, it

is said to be "in file" ; when a class in single rank turns to the right
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or left it is said to be "as in file." A class standing "in file" will

correct its dressing on the command "Class

—

coz'cr," when the pupils

in front will stand still, the others placing themselves directly behind
the children in front.

MARKING TIME.

Beginning with the left foot, the feet are raised alternately from
two to six inches from the ground, according to the size of the

children, keeping the feet almost parallel with the ground, the

knees raised to the front, the arms steady at the sides, and the

body steady ; the class should not move backward or forward while
marking time.

Commands:
Quick mark—time.

Class—halt, i.

(The raised foot is lowered to the position of Attention.)

TAKING DISTANCES.

a. Ill ranks. To take distance, the class mark time, and all

except the file on the right gradually move to the left, at the same
time turning the head to the right : until, by raising the right arm
sideways to the shoulder line

(
jxalm downwards), the finger tips

touch the shoulder of the child on the right. The class then halt,

the arms are lowered to the side and the heads turned to the front.

Commands:
Single distance from the right—take.

Class—iialt, i.

(The right arm and raised foot are brought back to the position

of Attention.

)

If less distance is recjuired, the right hand is ])laced in the

"TTi])S firm" position, and each child moves to the left until his

right elbow touches the left arm of the child on the right.

Commands:
Elbow distance from the right—fake.

Class—halt, i.

b. In file. The class mark time, and, with the exception of the

leaders, all move backwards, until, by raising the arms forward
(palms inward), each chikl is able to touch the outside of the

shoulders of the one in front with the tips of his fingers. The class

then halts, and the position of Attention is resumed.

Commands :

Distance forward—take.

Class—halt, i.

(The arms and raised foot are lowered to the position of

Attention.

)
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TURNINGS.

TTRXIXG TO THE RIGHT.

Keeping both knees straight and the body erect, turn to the
riglit on the right heel and left toe, raising the left heel and right

toe in doing so. On completion of this preliminary movement,
the right foot must be fiat on the ground and the left heel raised,

both knees straight, and the weight of the body, which must be
erect, on the right foot. Bring the left heel smartly u]) to the right

without stamping the foot on the groimd.

Commands:
TrRXixr, to the right kv xi'mbers—/, 2.

(After the children have been instructed by numbers they will

turn to the right on the command "Right

—

turn," observing the two
distinct mnvements without any ]~)ause between them.)

TTRXIXG TO TMK LEFT.

Turn to the left, as described above, but on the left heel and
right toe, the weight of the body being on the left foot on the com-
pletion of the movement. Uring the right heel smartly up to the

left without stamping the foot on the ground.

Commands:
TuRXIxr. TO THE I.EET I'.V XUJU'.ERS

—

I, 2.

Left—turn.

TURNING A ROUT.

To turn about, the children will turn a half circle to the right

as detailed for the right turn.

Commands:
TURXIXG .\noUT PA' X UMBERS— /, 2.

About—turn.

TURNING WIIILK MARKING TI.ME.

Children may also be taught to turn while marking time, as

this is a sim])ler way of taking the movement. The right or left

turn may be taken in two movements, the about turn in three.

Commands:
Quick m.xrk—ihnc (left, right).

Lei-t— /»)•», I, 2.

About—turn, i, 2, 3.
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STEPPING FORWARn, P.ACKWARP OR SIDEWAYS.

( )ne. or two, j^accs forward or backward are taken, lieginning

with the left f(K)t.

Commands:
One (twoJ pace i"(.ir\vakd (step hack)—iiiurih. i. 2.

(The left foot is placed forward; then the right foot is brought

to the positi(Mi of Attention. )

Stepping sideways is performed to the command

:

0\E (TWO) PACE TO THE EEI'T ( Rlf.HT )

—

UHirch. I, 2.

NfMr.ERING, OPENING AND CLOSING RANKS.

In numbering in twos, the child on the right numbers "one."

the next child "two." the next "one." and this is continued along

the rank, each child turning the head (luickly to the left when
speaking, and to the front again immediately afterwards.

With older children the front rank only should niunber, each

child in the rear rank taking the same number as the one directly

in front of him.

\\\\\\ yomiger children both ranks may number separately.

Command :

From the kioht ix twos— iniiiibrr.

To open ranks after numbering, the "ones" of the front rank

take two paces forward, and the "twos" of the rear rank two paces

backward, so forming four lines. Closing ranks is performed in

the reverse order. (Sec Fig. 63.)

Commands:
(To OPEN RANKS.)

"Ones" oe the eroxt raxk two p.aces eorward, "twos" of the rear
RANK two paces STEP BACK

—

llUircll.

(To close ranks.)

Ceose ranks—march.

For older children the command to oj^en ranks will be "Open
ranks

—

iiuirch."

After t)])ening ranks a turn to the right or left may be made if

the teacher considers it desirable.
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Lla.ss Ir2 two ^^nks

1 2 1 2l2l2t2t«
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a € d i] {] i]

{] £] -D -a £1 -D

Fig. 63.

If the class is only large enough to form one rank, the children

number in threes, instead of twos. To open ranks, the "ones" take

a pace forward and the "threes" a pace backward, while the "twos"
stand still.

Commands:
(To open).
"Ones" a pace fokward, "threes" a pace step back—inarch.

(To CLOSE.)

"Ones" a pace step back, "threes" a pace forward—march.

DISMISSING A CLASS.

On the word Dismiss, the class will turn to the right, and after

a pause disperse.

Command :

Dis

—

miss.
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CHAPTER VI.

ORDER AXD PROGRESSION OF EXERCISES

In drawing u]j a Syllabus of exercises for a course of physical

training lessons, there are certain fundamental |)rinciples which
must always be kept in mind :

—

( I ) The exercises must be selected for their nutritive,

corrective, or developmental effects on the body as a whole,

and not merely to encourage the enlargement of certain

muscles.

( 2 ) The exercises must be adapted to the age, physical

condition and general re(|uirements of the pupils.

(3 ) They must be arranged on a certain, definite, syste-

matic ])lan, each exercise having its special object in the

lesson in order that the greatest effect may be obtained

within the available time.

(4) The Physical Training must be above all things

progressive, and this progression should be maintained
throughout the entire period.

ORDER OF EXERCISES.

In order to carry out the above principles, the exercises derived

from the positions described in Chapter III must be classified in

groups, and these groups must be arranged in a definite sequence
according to some distinct and common-sense rule. As far as

possible each group should be represented in every lesson.

A lesson may be shortened if necessary by the omission of

any group or groups of exercises provided that a proper pro-

portion of the easier and more difficult movements is maintained.

There is less need for vigorous massive movements when the

physical training lesson immediately follows a period of play, or

when, as in a country school, the outdoor and home life of the

children gives abundant opportunitv for exercise of all kinds.

Such movements are however of the first importance when the

opportunities for games and out-door exercise are restricted, as

is necessarily the case in most town schools.

In arranging the exercises in a lesson the easy general move-
ments should come first, as these prepare the way for. or lead

up to, the more difficult and specialised exercises, which, if taken
in this order, are performed more easily and wnXh a minimum
of effort. At the end of the lesson should come the vigorous
movement which bring all the muscles of the bodv into action.
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Bearing these points in mind, the following arrangement of

the various groups of exercises* will be found for practical pur-

poses to be the most convenient :

—

1. Introductory and breathing exercises.

2. Trunk bending backward and forward.

3. Arm bending and stretching.

4. Balance exercises.

5. Shoulder-blade exercises.

[Abduiiii)ial E.vcrciscs.
|

6. Trunk turning and bending sideways.

7. Marching, running, jumping (including games).

8. Breathing exercises.

I. Introductory Exercises.—These are made up of two kinds

of preliminary movements :

—

(i) Order movements; (2) Preparatory and corrective movements.

(ij The Order movements are those described in Chap-

ter V., and are indispensable to the satisfactory class teach-

ing of physical exercises. Younger children must of course

be taught these movements, but as they become familiar

they are performed more smartly and automatically, and

then occupy a small portion of the lesson only. Their dis-

ciplinary value, however, remains.

(2) Preparatory and corrective movements pave the way
for the more difficult exercises. There should usually be

included among them a breathing exercise, a head move-

ment, and a foot or leg movement. The latter may occa-

sionally be replaced by a march if desired. These exercises

must be easy or familiar to the children; some movements
may be taken as introductory exercises by elder children

which have been previously taught in other groups in the

lower classes. When a lesson is of short duration, and all

groups cannot be included, it is permissible to teach any new
movement in the Introductory Group after the respiratory

and corrective exercises.

Examples

:

—
Head bending backward or forward.

Foot placing sideways, outward, or forward.

Lunging outward or forward.

*This Skeleton Table represents the minimum number of exercises which

can be said to constitute a complete Lesson. It is always possil)le to add to

it. For example, two leg exercises (one of which may be marching) mav be

taken in the Introductory Group ; a leg exercise may precede tlie Imal

Breathing exercises ; a Trunk bending forward, or forward and downward,
may be given after the Balance exercises, etc. Such alterations should,

however, only be made I)y an experienced teacher, and vvith due regard to

the length of the lesson and its effect upon the pupil.
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2. Trunk Bendixg Backward and Forward.—"Trunk bend-

ing backward" serves to widen the chest, to promote a freer move-
ment of the ribs and to strengthen the muscles of the upper part

of the bodv as w-ell as the muscles of the body wall. It is thus

most valuable in helping to produce good carriage, but as it is

a comjiaratively severe exercise, it should not be taught to child-

ren under seven years of age. It should not be repeated too often,

and care should be taken to see that the breath is not held during

its performance.

"Trunk l)en(ling forward," and "forward and downward," are

of special use in strengthening the muscles of the back, correcting

round shoulders, and in rendering the body more supple.

E.voinplrs

:

—Trunk bending backward; forward: and forward

and downward.

3. Arm Bending and Stretching.—Such movements also help

in some degree to expand the chest, they strengthen the muscles

of the arms and make the joints more flexible. They are easy

exercises to perform, may be taught to quite young children and

may be given freelv. especially when it is desired to make the lesson

simple and recreative. They can be used as "recreative" exercises

in the class room, and every teacher should be familiar with

them.

E.vaml^lcs:—Arm stretching sideways, upward, forward, or

backward.

4. Balance Exercises.—The educational value of these exer-

cises is extremely high. They serve to develop the brain centres,

they assist in promoting the control of the brain over the muscles

and body generally, and they help the child to acquire concentra-

tion of purpose. They bring into action and develop the muscles

which hold the body erect, and so improve the general carriage,

while at the same time they often have a corrective action if

there is a tendency to stoop or to hold the head or shoulders badly.

It must be noted that progression is particularly important in this

group, for the reason that when a balance exercise has been learnt

and is performed without difificulty. it ceases to be a "balance"

exercise, and has little further value as such though it is .still useful

in other ways.

Examples:—Heel raising and Knee bending. Knee raising.

Leg raising, forward, or backward.

5. Shoulder-blade Exercises.—These must be carefully dis-

tinguished from Arm bendings and stretchings. Though the ulti-

mate position in both groups may in some cases be identical, it is

arrived at in a different manner, different combinations of muscles

are often employed, and the eft'ects of the movements are also

dissimilar.
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Shoulder exercises have a marked effect on the expansion of
the chest, and at the same time they help to flatten the shoulder
blades and to bring them into the correct position. Their correc-
tive action is of great importance. Large numbers of children
have round shoulders or unduly j)rominent shoulder blades and
these exercises tend to counteract such defects.

Examples:—Arm parting. Arm swinging.

Abdominal Exercises.—These exercises involve contraction
of the muscles which form the body wall. This contraction helps
to strengthen and give tone to the muscles, so assisting them
to aft'ord adequate support to the abdomen and its contents. They
also help to prevent hollow back. The local circulation of the
blood is at the same time stimulated and the physiological activity

of the organs of digestion and excretioii in thus increased.

Examples:—Lying, Leg raising; Prone falling.

As many abdominal exercises are taken in the sitting, kneeling,

or lying positions they require a clean floor space. Their use

is therefore necessarily restricted in elementary schools, though
a few of the simpler ones may be used wherever the accommo-
dation and other conditions are suitable. Some examples of these,

in progressive order of difficulty, are given in Appendix A.

For obvious reasons abdominal exercises proper cannot take a

place among the ordinary routine exercises taught in elementary
schools. On this recount the group has not been numbered with
the others, and is only included, as a group, in the Tables for older

children. Where abdominal exercises proper cannot be used, their

place may be taken by some "step" marches, such as ''Marching
with Knee raising," or additional Trunk movements, such as

"Trunk bending backward" ; exercise of the muscles of the body
wall is also obtained by Jumping and Ball games. These "auxiliary

abdominal exercises" may find a place in every Table of exercises.

6. Trunk Turning or Bending Sideways.—These exercises

develop the lateral flexibility of the spine and its power of rotation.

They tend to increase the capacity of the chest, especially in its

lower part, and encourage the movements of the lower ribs. The
muscles of the body wall are strengthened ; and somew'hat similar

physiological effects are produced as by abdominal movements.

Examples:—Trunk turning. Trunk bending sideways.

7. ALarching, Running, and Jumping.—Marching and run-

ning exert a considerable influence on the circulation, respiration,

digestion and excretion. The carriage of the body is improved and
further control and co-ordination is given to the various muscle
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groups. These movements also have a vahiable educational effect

in producing alertness, ready response and a happy, cheerful spirit.

Jumping has a similar, but in some ways an even more pronounced
effect.

8. Rreathinc; Exercises.—Breathing exercises may be intro-

duced between any two exercises if it seems advisable ; they can
also be taken in the class-room. It is important to remember
that much of their value is lost if they are performed in an
impure atmosphere. The teacher must, for physical exercises, teach

nasal breathing, both for inspiration and expiration. For the

correct performance of breathing exercises it is essential that the

clothing shall be loose. A common fault made in breathing, es-

pecially noticeable in women, is to use the upper part of the chest

almost entirely and to neglect the lower part of the chest and the

abdomen, and so. of course, the lower parts of the lungs. One
of the reasons for doing breathing exercises is to counteract this

tendency to partial expansion of the lungs, to teach the child

to use the whole chest as well as the abdominal muscles and especi-

ally to encourage the full expansion of the lower ribs. The teacher

should therefore pay careful attention to the method of breathing

and should watch that the children do not simulate full expansion

by merely raising the shoulders and upjier parts of the chest.

Examples :—

•

Breathing with the "Hands on the chest"' or in Hips tirm.

Breathing with Arm raising sideways.

Breathing with Arm parting.

PROGRESSIOX OF EXERCISES.

By "Progression" is understood a series of changes in an
exercise, or in a Table of Exercises, which renders it gradually

more difificult to perform, though more eft'ectual in its results.

Progression of Exercises may be obtained in various ways :

—

1. By altering the position of the feet and so making the "base"
of a movement larger or smaller. For example, with the feet in

the "Astride" position the body is more stable than when the feet

are in the "Standing" position. ]\Iany exercises, though not all.

are therefore most easily taught when the child stands with the

"feet astride." The exercise may afterwards be taken from the

standing position and later still from "Feet close." "Foot plac-

ings" outward or forward may also be used.

2. By altering the position of the arms and so altering the

"balance" of the body as a whole. This balance is most easily

maintained when the arms are in the "Hips firm" position. In

the position of "Attention" the balance is good, but the hands are
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not fixed. By raising the arms into the "Upward bend," the

"Across bend." the "Sideways stretch," the "Forward stretch,"

the "Xcck rest" and eventually into the "Upward stretch" posi-

tions, the general balance of the body is altered and the same
exercise taken in turn from these dilTerent starting positions be-

comes more difficult to perform correctly.

3. By altering the position of the body as well as, or instead

of, that of the feet or arms. For instance, a "Lunge" or "Trunk
forward bend" may be used as starting positions.

4. By taking an exercise more slowly. For example, Kiicc

raisiiu/ or Heel raising and Knee bending, are comparatively easy

exercises when taken moderately (|uickly, but much more difficult

when taken slowly and deliberately.

5. By increasing the time during which any position is main-

tained. This may be done l)y commanding the exercise more
slowly, for example. Trunk bending backward or Leg raising; or,

by giving some additional movement of the arms or feet while

the position is retained. For example, J nil stretching upward
%vith Hand closing and opening, or Knee raising with Foot bending

and stretelling.

6. By a combination of movements. For example, two (or

one) simple movements of the feet may be combined with two
(or one) simple movements of the arms, as in Feet astride placing

ivith Arm stretching sideways: or as in Feet astride placing with

Hips Firm: or as in 1-oot placing forward zcitli .Inn stretching

upward. ^Movements may be combined in two different directions,

as in Alternate arm stretching backward and upward, or in Leg
raising sidezcays zi'ith Arms raising forzi'ard. It must always be

remembered that the Progression, in whichever way it is obtained,

must be gradual, and that each step in Progression must be

learncfl before a new one is attempted.

A few words may be added as to progression in dift'erent

groups

:

Progre :sion in Trunk Exercises.—Trunk bendings forward or

backward are most easily performed with the feet apart, giving

a wide firm base, and witli the arms in the position of "Hips firm."

These movements are made more difficult by narrowing the base

and raising the arms. Trunk beruiing backzvard, for instance,

is first learned with the "Feet astride" and "Hips firm." Later

on the arms may be in the "L^pward bend" position, and the

feet in the position of Attention. "Arms across bend" and "Neck
rest" are still more difficult positions for the arms, and "Feet close"

or "Foot placing forward" for the feet. For Trunk bending for-

zvard and dozvim'ard the most easy position is "Feet astride" and
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"Arms upward stretch." Progression may be obtained by taking

the exercise from the standing position. Tniiik turning can be per-

formed more easily with a narrow base in the standing position, as

twisting of the knees is then less likely to occur. Progression may
be made in this case by taking the exercise from the Feet astride

position. Trunk bending sidcicays should be tirst taught in the

"Feet astride. Hips firm" position. Progression may be obtained as

in Trunk holding backzvard. Trunk turning is the easier movement
and should always precede Trunk jjending sideways when both ex-

ercises are included in one Table. The two movements may be

combined as one exercise with older children.

Progression in Arm Strefeliings.—Arm movements are taught,

at first, in one direction only, sideways, upward or forward. Arm
stretching backward is the most difficult and the least useful of

the single movements. Later on varying combinations may be

taken in the same exercise, or the arms may move twice each way
instead of once. Progression may also be obtained by teaching

asymmetrical movements in which the arms move simultaneously

in different directions, as for instance Alternate arm stretching for-

zvard and upivard: or by combining foot with arm movements,
as for example. Arm stretching upward and downward with a step

to the right or left.

Progression in Balance E.rercises must be continuous through-

out the whole course, because as soon as any one balance exercise

has been acquired it is no longer a test of balance for the class

;

indeed, it may, if desired, be ])laced among the Introductory ex-

ercises. To ensure ])rogression in this group, increase the "bal-

ance" effect of familiar balance exercises by combining them with

head or foot movements, with Arm bendings and stretcliings. or

with Shoulder-blade exercises. Heel raising and Knee bending,

for example, is at first taken in the "Hips firm" position. Pro-

gression is made by altering the position of the arms, or by com-
bining the exercise with Arm stretching in various directions, with

Head turning or with Foot placing.

Progression of Shoulder-Blade Exercises.—This depends almost

entirely on the position of the body, and these exercises must be

taken first from the standing position. The slower exercvses. such

as Arm parting, should as a rule be taught before the quicker

movements of Arm flinging and swinging. Progression is made
by taking a new commencing position such as "Trunk forward
bend" or a "lunge" forward or outward.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE TABLES OF EXERCISES

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

The following '/2 Tables of Exercises have been divided into

3 Series, A, 15, and C, each containing 24 Tables. The Tables in

Series A are intended for children of 7-9 years of age. Scries B
is arranged for children of 9-1 1 years of age. Scries C is intended

for children of 11-14 years of age. As these will therefore be in

use, in some cases, for the training of the same pupils for the last

two years of their school life, a somewhat greater variety has been

given to the exercises, and optional abdominal exercises have been

added in distinctive type and marked in each case by an asterisk

instead of a number.

It will thus be seen that in the first year (7-8) there are 12

Tables, or four for each of the three terms ; in the second year
(8-9) a second 12 Tables, and so on. Whilst, therefore, it is

necessary for the teacher to have a general knowledge of all the

exercises in the Syllabus, he will, in point of fact, only require to

teach four new Tables in each term. In other words, the Tables
of the Syllabus extend over the whole period of school life from
7 to 14 years, and must be viewed in the light of that fact.

For convenience of reference, the Tables have been numbered
consecutively throughout the three series.

The following plan will, it is hoped, make quite clear the method
of working the Scheme of the Tal)les :

—

Series.
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Exercises and Starting Positions.

Each Table, after the first, regarded as a whole is an advance on
the preceding one, but no Table consists of an entirely new set of
exercises. The exercises are shown in the left, the commands in

the right hand, column. The starting ( or commencing) position of
each exercise is described in brackets after the exercise proper,

unless the luovement is to be taken from the position of Attention.

Take, for instance, Fekt closing and opening (Hips firm) in

Table i of Series A, "Feet closing and opening" is the exercise,

and "Hips firm" the starting position which must be assumed
before the exercise proper is commenced.

Commands:
The full commands are giA-en whenever an exercise is described

for the first time, but not in any subsequent Tables. The com-
mands for starting positions, however, if already familiar, are not

described even with a new exercise. The commands for starting

positions, or preliminary movements which are not to be repeated,

are placed in brackets to distinguish them from the commands for

the essential part of the exercise which is to be repeated three or

four times. Take, for instance. Arm elinging (Arms across

bend) in Table 3 of Series A. The command is given as (Arms
across—bend). Arms—fling, Arms—bend. (Atten—tion.) "Arms
across—bend" and "Attention" are each to be commanded once

only, the former at the beginning, the latter at the end of the ex-

ercise, whereas "Arms—fling. Arms—bend," are to be repeated

several consecutive times.

Order oe Exercises.

The exercises in the Tables are arranged, and the Groups num-
bered, in the order described in the Chapter on the Order and

Progression of Movements (sec p. 65 ) as follows :—

•

1. Introductory and breathing exercises.

2. Trunk bending backward and forward.

3. Arm bending and stretching.

4. P>alance exercises.

5. Shoulder-blade exercises.

[Abdominal Exercises.]

6. Trunk turning and bending sideways.

7. Alarching. running, jum])ing, games, etc.

8. Breathing exercise.

As far as practicable, every lesson should include exercises from

each of the above groups, but in very short lessons it is evident

that this will not be possible, though even in such lessons due

proportion should be maintained. If each exercise is given some

three or four times it will be found that the Table can be easily

worked through in the usual period of, say, 20 minutes.
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The Order movements which are necessary in every case at

the commencement of each lesson have not been specifically men-
tioned, but particulars of them will be found in the Chapter on
Class Arrangements (see p. 59).

In the last 12 Tables of Series C provision has been made for
Abdominal exercises proper after the Shoulder-blade exercises, and
these may be taught wherever the conditions are suitable.

Methods of Using the Tables.

One reason for providing Tables is to ensure a gradual but
steady and continuous progression in the teaching of physical

exercises throughout the whole school life. Full opportunity must
be given for thoroughly mastering every movement, but at the

same time the teacher must carefully guard against allowing the

lesson to become monotonous. It is suggested that the Tables may
be used in the following manner:—Table i (A) must be learned as

it stands, and as the children will be for the most part beginners,

this may occupy five or six lessons. In about the 7th lesson, one
exercise from Table 2 may be substituted for the corresponding
exercise in Table i ; in the 8th lesson, a second or third may be
substituted ; and in the 9th a further change should be made.
Table 2 will thus gradually replace Table i. By a similar process

Table 3 will in turn replace Table 2. and so forth. In this way no
two lessons need ever be exactly alike and monotony will be
avoided. It will also be easy to spend as much or as little time
as is considered desirable in practicing individual exercises. This
method will be found on the whole, to be more satisfactory than
the alternative plan of teaching each Table for a number of lessons

and then passing abruptly to the next Table.

Teachers who have had special opportunities for gaining in-

struction in making Tables will not be required to adhere in pre-
cise detail to the Tables given in this Syllabus. The general ar-

rangement of the lessons must, however, be followed.

ALB.—It is, of course, necessary in using these or any other
Tables of Exercises, which are to be applied to a number of
children varying in strength and physique, that the teacher should
recognise the great importance of not overstraining any child.

Careful watch should be kept to see that undue fatigue is avoided.
A sufficient amount of rest and variety of exercise should, there-
tore, be allc ed in all cases.
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NOTES ON THE TABLES IN SERIES A

(For children aged 7-9 years.)

This Series contains the first set of 24 Tables.

Order nioz'euioits, as described in Chapter W, p. 59, must al-

ways precede the Introductory exercises.

Breathing exercises {see Chapter IV., p. 57) may be given if

required after any movement as well as at the beginning and end

of the lesson.

Marchi)ig exercises (sec p. 50) may occasionally be taken in the

Introductory group instead of the foot movements, to give greater

variety. Any marching exercise with which the class is already

familiar may be taken in Group 7. and running and jumping ex-

ercises in the same group may be varied as desired. A game may

also be given for a few minutes towards the end of each lesson.

This is perhaps especially valuable in teaching boys. Some ex-

amples of suitable games and skipping exercises are given in Ap-

pendix A., and the teacher may vary, or add to, these as he con-

siders desirable. It may be practicable also in this age group to

introduce some simple dancing steps. With the exception of

marching, it is not intended that all the exercises set out in Group

7, in this or anv Series, shall necessarily be taken in one and the

same lesson. The selection and variation may be left largely to

the discretion and initiative of the teacher.

Sta)id easy or sit dozvn must be commanded sufficiently often

between the exercises to prevent fatigue.
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TABLE I.

EXERCISES.
1. a. Hips firm.

b. Feet closing and opening.
(Hips firm.)

c. Arm bending upward.

d. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

Head bending
(.Hips firm.)

Arm stretching
(Arms bend.)

backward.

sideways.

4. Heel raising. (Hips firm.)

5. *Arm bending across.

6. Trunk turning. (Hips firm.)

7. a. Marching.

b. Running or Game.

8. Breathing. Arm raising side-

ways.

COMMANDS.
a. Hips—firm. Atten—tion.

b. (Hips—firm.) Feet—close.

Feet—open.

(Atten—tioji.)

c. Anns upward—bend.

Anns downward—stretch.

d. (Hips—firm.) Breathe

—

in.

Breathe

—

out.

[or. Breathing—begin.]

(Atten—tion.)

(Hips—firm.)
Head backward—bend.

Head upward—stretch.

(Atten—tion.)

(Arms upward—hoid.)

Arms sideways—stretch.

Arms—bend.

(Arms downward—stretch.)

(Hips—firm.) Heels—raise.

Heels—loiver. (Atten—tion.)

Arms across—bend. Atten—//ow.

(Kips—firm.) Trunk to the left (right)—turn. Trunk forward— turn.

(Atten—tioti.)

a. Quick—march.
Class—halt, i, 2.

b. Double—march.
Class—halt, i, 2.

With deep breathing.
Arms sideways—raise.

Arms downward—lower.

or, Breathing. Arm raising sideways—begin.

Class—halt.

*Note.—An asterisk is attached to the Exercise illustrated in each Table.
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TABLE 2.

EXERCISES.

1. (/. Breathixg._ Arm raising
sideways."

b. Feet astride placing. (Hips
FIRM.)

c. Head bending backward.
(Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

b. (Hips—firm.)
Feet astride—place, i, 2.

Feet together—place, i, 2.

(Atten—tion.)

2. *Trunk bending forward. (Feet (Hips—/im. Feet astride—/)/a<:e

)

astride, hips firm.) Trunk forward— ftc;;(f.

Trunk upward—stretch.

' (Feet together—/)/ace. Atten—tion.)

3. Arm stretching upward.
(Arms bend.)

4. Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. (Hips firm.)

5. Arm parting. (Arms forward
raise.)

6. Trunk turning. (Hips firm.)

7. a. AIarching.
b. Astride jumping. (Hips firm,

heels raise.) or Game.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

(Arms upward—bend.)

Arms upward—stretch.

Anns—bend.

(Arms downward—stretch )

(Hips—firm.)
Heels

—

raise, Knees

—

bend.

Knees—stretch, Heels

—

lower.

(Atten—tion.)

(Arms forward—raise ) Arm parting

by numbers

—

i, 2.

(Arms downward—lower.)

b. (Heels— raise.)

Astride jumping—begin, i, 2.

Class

—

halt, i, 2. (Heels

—

lower.)
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TABLE 3.

EXERCISES.

a. Head bending backward.

b. Breathing. Arm p.\rting.

(Ar.ms forward raise.)

c. Alternate tor raising.

(Hips firm.)

2. Trunk bending backward.
Trunk bending forward.
(Feet astride. Hips firm.)

3. Arm stretching sideways and
upward. (Arms bend.)

*Heel raising.

HIPS l-IRM.)

(Feet astride,

5. Arm raising sideways.

6. Trunk bending sideways. (Feet
astride, hips firm.)

7. a. Marching.
b. Marching on the toes.

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

c. Alternate toe raising

—

begin, i, 2,

I, 2.

(First, the left toe is raised ; then as it

is lowered the right toe is sim-
ultaneously raised.)

Class—halt, i.

Trunk backward

—

bend. Trunk up-
ward

—

stretch. Trunk forward

—

bend.

Trunk upward

—

stretch.

(Arms upward

—

bend.) Arms sideways—stretch Arms

—

bend.

Arms upward

—

stretch. Arms

—

bend.
(Arms downward

—

stretch.)

Arms sideways

—

raise. Arms down-
ward

—

loiver.

Trunk to the left (nghi)—bend.
Trunk upward

—

stretch.

b. Heels

—

raise. Quick

—

nmrch.
Class

—

halt, i, 2, 3.

(The third or last motion is lowering
the heels.)
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TABLE 4.
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TABLE 5.

EXERCISES.

*a. Head bending
head bending
(Hips firm.)

b. Alternate heel
(Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

BACKWARD,
FORWARD.

RAISING.

Breathing, arm raising side-

ways.

2. Trunk bending backwaku.
Trunk bending forwakd.
(Feet astride, arms bend.;

3. Arm stretching sideways and
downward.

4. Heel raising.
5. Arm flinging. (Arms across

bend.)
6. Trunk bending sideways.

(Hips firm.)
7. a. Atarching.

b. Preparation for jumping.
(Hips firm.)

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

a. Head backward—bend. Head up-
ward—Stretell.

Head forward—beinl. Head up-
ward—Stretell.

b. Alternate heel raising—begin, t, 2.

Class— //(///, I.

(This exercise is similar to alternate
toe raising, but the heels are raised
instead of the toes, the knee being
slightly bent as the heel is raised.)

Arms sideways—stretch, i, 2.

Arms downward—stretch, i, 2.

(The arms are first bent upward, then
they are stretched sideways. The
return movement is performed in a
similar way.)

Aims—fling. Arms—bend.

Atten—tion.

b. Prepare to—jump, 1, 2, 3, 4.

(This exercise is heel raising and knee
bending taken quickly and consecu-
tively. First, the heels are raised,

then the knees are bent, then the
knees are stretched, then the heels are

lowered.)
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TABLE 6.

EXERCISES.

(7. Breathing. " Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

b. Hips firm and neck rest.

c. *Feet astride placing with
ARM STRETCHING UPWARD.

2. Trunk bending forward. (Arms
BEND.)

3. Arm stretching forward and
downward.

4. Heei, raising and knee bend-
ing. (Arms bend.)

5. Arm turning outward and in-

ward.

6. Trunk turning. (Hips firm,

FEET close.)

7. a. Marching.
b. Double mark time. (Hips

FIRM.) Or, Astride jump-
ing. (Hips firm, heels
raise.)

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

b. (Right hand neck rest, left hand
hip—finn.)

Arms—cJiange.

(Atten—tiou.)

c. With feet astride, arms upward

—

stretch, i, 2.

Feet and arms in position—place, i, 2.

Arms forward—stretcli, i, 2.

Arms downward—stretch, i, 2.

h. Double mark—time.

Class—halt, i.
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TABLE 7

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head turning. (Hips firm.)

b. Breathing. Arm raising
SIDEWAYS.

r. Alternate toe raising.

(Hips firm.)

2. Trunk bending forward
Trunk bending b.vckward.

(Feet astride, hips firm.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward.

4. Heel raising. (Feet close,

HIPS firm.)

5. Arm raising forward and
upward.

COMMANDS.

a. Head to the left (right)—turn.
Head forward—turn.

6. *Trunk bending
(Arms bend.)

sideways.

7. a. Marching.

b. Marching in twos and
FOURS. (As i.\ file.)

c. Running or Game.

Arms upward—stretch, i, 2.

Anns downward—stretch, i, 2.

Arms forward and upward—raise

Arms forward and downward—lower.

8. Bre.vthing. (Hips firm.)

b. One to the right, one to the left,

quick- ;;/a;-c//.

Centre

—

twos.

Two to the right, two to the left^
divide.

Centre—fours.

Two to the right, two to the left

—

divide.

Centre—tivos.

One to the right, one to the left

—

divide.

Centre—ones.
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TABLE 8.

EXERCISES. COMMANDS.

ark—tin

{Class—halt, i.)

u. :\Iarkixg Time. (Hips firm.) a. QuickmsLrk—time {left, right).

AIarchixg.

b. Head bexdixg b.\ck\v.^rd.

(Arms bExd.)

f. Breathixg. Arm parting.

(Arms forward raise.)

'Truxk bexdixg backward.
Truxk bexdixg forward.

(Feet astride, arms bexd.)

3. Arm stretchixg sideways, Anns sideways—5/re/c//, i, 2.

upward AXD DOWXW.A.RD. j , , 7 .,Arms upward—stretch, i, 2.

4. Heel raising, and kxee bend-

IXD. (Arms bexd.)

5. Arm raisixg forward axd up-

ward, LOWERIXG sideways AXD
downward.

6. a. Truxk turxing.
(Arms bexd.)

b. Truxk bexding sideways.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

7. a. Game.
b. Astride jumping. (Hips firm.

HEELS raise.) or Skippixg.

Breathixg.
ways.

Arm raising side-

Anns downward—stretch, i, 2.

Arms forward and upward—raise.

Anns sideways and downward—lower.
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TABLE 9.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

b. Hips firm and neck rest.

f. Feet closing and opening.
(Hips firm.)

2. a. Trunk bending forward.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

h. Trunk bending forward and
DOWNWARD, (Feet astride,

(Arms upward stretch.)

3. *Arm stretching sideways,
forward and downward.

4. Heei, raising. (Arms bend.)

5. Arm flinging.
BEND.)

(Arms across

6. Trunk turning. (Feet astride,

hips firm.)

7. a. Marching.
b. Preparation for jumping.
c. Game or Skipping.

8. Breathing. Arm parting. (Arms
forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

b. Trunk forward and downward

—

bend.

Trunk forward and upward

—

stretch.
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EXERCISES.

a. Breathing. Arm raising for-
ward AND UPWARD, LOWER-
ING SIDEWAYS AND DOWN-
WARD.

TABLE 10.

COMMANDS.

a. With deep breathing.

b. Head bending
BACKWARD.

FORWARD AND

c. Alternate hips firm and
neck rest.

2. Trunk bending backward.
Trunk bending forward.
(Hips firm.)

3. *Arm stretching sideways,
forward, upward and down-
ward.

4. Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. (Arms bend.)

5. Arm swinging sideways. (Arms
forward raise.)

6. Trunk bending
Hips firm.)

sideways.

7. a. Marching in twos and
fours (as in file.)

b. Running game, or marching
on the toes.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

Arms forward and upward—ra'se.

Arms sidewaj's and downward—lotver

or, Breathing. Arm raising forward and
upward, lowering sideways and
downward—begin.

Class—halt.

c. Hips—firm. Neck—rest.

(Atten

—

lion)

(Arms forward—raise.) Arms side-

ways—S7ving. Arms forward—swing.

(Arms downward—loioer.)
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TABLE II.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. Arm parting.

(Arms forward raise.)

b. Hips firm and neck rest.

c. Feet astride placing with
hips firm.

2. a. Trunk bending backward.
(Arms bend.)

b. Trunk bending forward
and downward. (Feet
astride. arms upward
stretch.)

3. Arm stretching forward and
sideways.

4. IIeee raising. (Neck rest.)

5. Arm flinging. (Arms across

bend.)

6. *Trunk turning. (Feet astride,

hips firm.)

7. a. Marching. Running.

b. Jumping upward.
FIRM.)

c. Game.

(Hips

COMMANDS.

c. With feet astride, hips—firm, i, 2.

(The left foot is first moved to the
side; then the right foot is moved,
and the hands are simultaneously
placed on the hips.)

Feet and arms in position—place, i, 2.

(The left foot is first brought back to

position; then the right foot is

moved and the arms are dropped.)

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

b. Jumping upward by numbers—/, 2,

U. 4). 5' 6-

(On I and 2, the heels are raised

and the knees bent; on (3, 4) the

jump is made; on 5 and 6, the

knees are stretched and the heels

lowered.) See page 55.
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TABLE 12.

EXERCISES.

1. a. *Head turnin.g. (Hips firm.)

b. Breathing. Arm raising
SIDEWAYS.

c. Foot placing sideways.
(Hips firm.)

2. Tru.n'k bending forward
(Arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward.

4 Heel raising. Alternate
hips firm and neck rest.

(Hips firm.)

5. Arm turning outward and
inward.

6. (7. Trunk turning. (Arms
bend.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

7. a. Marching.

b. Astride jumping. (Hips
firm, heels raise.)

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

Right foot sideways

—

place. Recover
•

—

place.

Arms upward and downward

—

Mretch,

I. 2, 3, 4-

Heels—raise. Neck—resl.

Hips—firm. Heels—lower.
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TABLE 13.

EXERCISES.

(Hands1. a. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

*b. Alternate neck rest, hips
FIRM, WITH FEET CLOSING
AND OPENING.

r. Alternate heel
(Hips firm.)

a. Head bending
(Arms bend.)

b. Trunk bending
(Hips firm.)

raising.

BACKWARD.

FORWARD.

Hand closing and opening.
(Arms sideways stretch.)

Heel raising. Head turning.
( Hips firm.)

Arm swinging sideways. (Arms
forward raise.)

Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet close, hips firm.)

a. Marching.

b. Slow march.

c. Game or jumping.

Breathing. Arm raising for-
w.ard and upward, lowering
sideways and downward.

COMMANDS.

b. With feet close, neck

—

rest.

With feet open, hips - ''n;/.

(Anns sideways

—

stretch, i, 2.)

Hands

—

close. Hands

—

open.

(Arms downward

—

stretch, 1,2.)

Heels—ra/^c.

Head to the left for right)

-

turn

.

Head forvfard—turn.
Heels

—

lower

.

b. Slow

—

march

.

(Step off and march as described for

quick march, but in slow time and
keeping the hands and arms steady
at the sides, pointing the toes down-
wards and placing them on the
ground before the heel, each leg

being straightened smartly- as it

comes to the front before the foot is

placed on the ground).

Class

—

halt, i, 2.

(An ordinary marching step is taken
with the rear foot ; the other foot is

then brought forward to Attention.)
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TABLE 14.

EXERCISES.

Head bexdixg forward.
(Feet cLttsE, hips firm.)

Breathixg. Arm partixg.

(Arms forward raise.)

Foot placixg outwaro.
(Hips firm, feet full opex.)

Trl'xk bexdixg backward.
(Arms bexd.)

Trunk bexdixg forward
axd dowxward. ( Fkkt
astride, arms upward
STRETCH.)

3. Alterxate arm stretchixg
upward axd dowxward.
(Arms bend.)

4. Heel raisixg. (Feet astride,

arms bexd.)

5. Arm raisixg forward axd
UPWARD, SWIXGIXG DOWXWARD
axd b.\ckward.

6. Truxk turxixg. (Feet astride,

arms bexd.)

7. a. Marchixg.

h. RuNxixG or SKIPPING or
jumpixg.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

r. (Feet full

—

open.)

Left (right) foot, outward

—

place.

Recover

—

place.

(Arms upward—bend.

)

Right arm upward, left arm downward—stretch.

Arms—bend.

Left arm upward, right arm downward—stretch.

Arms—bend

Arms forward and upward—raise.

Arms downward and backward—swing.

I Atten—tion.)
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EXERCISES.

1- *a. Foot placing outward.
(Hips firm, feet fuli,

OPEN.)

b. Head turxixg. (Arms bexd.)

c. Breathing. Arm raising
sideways.

2. Trunk bending backward.
Trunk be.xding forward.
C'Feet astride. Arms across
BEND.)

3. Arm stretching upward,
DOW .X WARD, forward A.XD

sideways.

4. Heel raising, k.vee bexding.
(Xeck rest.)

5. Ar.m flixgixg. (Arms across
bend.)

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet close, arms bend.)

7. a. Marching. Running.
h. Upward jump, ttcice. (Hips

firm.)

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

Arms upward

—

stretch, i, 2.

Arms downward

—

stretch, i, 2.

Arms forward

—

stretch, 1, 2.

Arms sideways

—

stretch, i, 2.

b. Twice upward—jump, i, 2, ("3, 4,)

(5, 6), 7, 8.

(3 and 4 represent the first jump, 5
and 6 the second.)
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TABLE 1 6.

EXERCISES. COMMANDS.

1- a. Breathin'G. Arm raising
FORWARD AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

b. Feet closing and opening.
(Arms bend.)

c. Head bending
(Hips firm.)

backward.

2. *Trunk bending forward.
(Feet close, arms bend.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and downward.
(Arms bend.)

4. Hand closing and opening. (Heels and arms sideways—raise.)

(Heels and arms sideways Hand closing and opening by numbers
RAISE.)

5. Arm raising forward and
upward, swinging downward
and backward.

6. Trunk turning. (Feet close,
ARMS bend.)

7. a. Marching. Running.
b. Change of step marching.
c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

(Heels and arms downward

—

lower.)

b. With change of step, quick

—

march.
Class

—

lialt, I, 2.
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TABLE 17.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Marking time with knee
RAISING. Marching.

b. Breathing. Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

c. Head bending backward
and forward.

2. a. Trunk bending forward.
(Feet astride^ hips firm.)

b. Trunk bending forward and
downward. (Feet astride,
arms upward stretch.)

3. Arm stretching sideways and
downward.

4. Heel raising. (Foot outward
PLACE, HIPS firm.)

5. Arm swinging sideways. (Arms
forward raise.)

6. *Trunk bending sideways.
(Right hand hip firm, left
HAND neck rest.)

7. a. Skipping or game.
b. Jumping over a rope.

8. Breathing, arm raising side-

ways.

COMMANDS.

With knee raising, quick mark—time.

Class—halt, i.

Arms sideways and downward —
stretch, i, 2, 3, 4.

(Hips—jfrm. Feet full—open. Right
(Left) foot outward—place.)

Heels—raise. Heels—lower.

(Recover—place. Atten—tion
.

)

Trunk to the right—bend. Trunk up-
ward—stretch. Arms—change.

Trunk to the left—bend. Trvmk up-
ward—stretch. Arms—change.

(In all trunk movements taken from
this position of the arms, the trunk
is bent, or t.irned, towards the arm
which is lower, that is in the Hip
firm position.)

(The children may jump one, two,
three or four abreast. For little

children the rope should only be
raised a few inches from the floor.)
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TABLE 1 8.

EXERCISES.

1. fir. Head turning. (Arms bExd.)
b. Breathing. (Hands on

CHEST.)
*c. Foot placing forward.

(Hips firm, feet full open.)

4.

Trunk bending backward.
Trunk iskxdixg forward.

(Feet astride, arms across
BEND.)

Hand closing and opening.
(Arms upward stretch.)

Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. Alternate hips firm
AND arms upward BEND. (HIPS

firm.)

5. Arm flinging.

BEND.)

(Arms across

(Feet(7. Trunk turning.
astride, arms BEND.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.

(Feet astride, hips firm.)

(7. Marching.
b. Upward jump, or game.
Breathing. Arm raising for-

ward and upward, lowering
sideways and downward.

COMMANDS.

(Feet tuU—open )

Right (left) foot forward

—

phire.

Recover

—

place.

i^Arms upward

—

stretch, i, 2.)

Hands

—

close. Hands

—

open.

(Arms downward

—

stretch, i, 2.)

(Rips—firm.)
Heels

—

raise. Knees

—

bend.

Arms

—

bend. Hxps^finu.
Knees

—

stretch.

Heels

—

lo7ver. (Atten

—

tioi.)
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TABLE 19.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Alternate hips firm, neck
REST WITH FEET CLOSING
AND OPENING.

b. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

c. Arm turning outward and
INWARD.

2. a. Trunk bending backward.
(Arms bEnd.)

b. Trunk bending forward
and downward. (Feet
ASTRIDE, arms upward
stretch.)

3. Arm stretching forward and
downward.

4. Heel raising,

neck rest.)

(Feet astride,

Arm swinging forward and
sideways. vArms forward
AND upward raise.)

6. Trunk turning. (Arms across
BEND.)

7. a. Marching, running.

*b. Change of step marching.

c. Skipping or game.

8. Breathing. Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

Arms forward and downward—stretch,

I, 2, 3,4.

(Arms forward and upward

—

raise.)

Arms forward and sideways

—

swing.

Arms forward and upward— swing.

(Arms forward and downward

—

loiver.)
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TABLE 20.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head bexdixg backward.
(Hips firm.)

b. Feet astride placing with
ARM STRETCHING SIDEWAYS.

c. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

2. Trunk bending backward.
Trunk bending forward.
(Arms bend.)

3. Alternate arm
upward and
(Arms bend.)

stretching
downward.

4. Heel raising and knee
bending. (Arms across

bend.)

5. Arm flinging
bend.)

(Arms across

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

7. a. Marching.

*h. Hop m.'\rch with knee r.ms-

iNG. (Hands on hips.)

c. Jumping or Game

Breathing,
ways.

Arm raising side-

COMMANDS.

b. (Hands on hips

—

place.)

Hop march, with knee raising-
begiii

.

(Class

—

halt, i, 2.)
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TABLE 21.

EXERCISES.

a. Alternate toe raising.

(Hips firm.)

b. Marking time. Marching.

c. Breathing. Arm raising

SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

2. a. Trunk bending forward.
(Feet close, hips firm.)

b. Trunk bending forward
AND doWNW ARD. ( FEET
astride, arms upward
stretch.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward, tivice.

4. *Heel raising and knee bend-

ing. Arm stretching side-

ways, once. (Arms bend.)

COMMANDS.

5. Arm raising forward and up-
ward, swinging downward
and backward.

6. a. Trunk turning. (Feet
close, hips firm.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Hips' firm.)

7. a. Skipping or game.

b. Astride jumping. (Hips firm,

heels raise.)

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

With deep breathing, arms sideways
and upward

—

raise.

Arms sideways and downward

—

lou'tr.

or, Breathing, arm raising sideways,
and upward, lowering sideways and
downwards

—

begin

.

Class

—

halt.

Arms upward

—

stretch, i, 2.

Re

—

peat, i, 2.

Arms downward

—

stretch, i, 2.

Re

—

peat, i, 2.

(Arms upward

—

bend.) Heels

—

raise.

Knees— bend. Arms sideways—
stretch. Arms — bend. Knees —
stretch. Heels

—

lower. (Arms down-
ward

—

stretch.)

(This exercise must be repeated as a
whole, the arms being stretched

once only while the knees are bent.)
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TABLE 22.

EXERCISES.

(7. Foot placing forward.

(Hips firm.)

b. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

*c. Head bending backward and
FORWARD. (Hips firm.)

2. Trunk bending backward.
Trunk bending forward.

(Feet astride, arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching upw.'VRD and
sideways. Hand closing

and opening.

4. Heel raising. Alternate
ARMS bend, neck rest. (FEET
ASTRIDE, arms bend.)

5. Arm swinging sideways. (Arms
forward r.\isE. )

6. Trunk turning. (Feet
astride, arms across bend.)

7. a. ^Marching. Jumping.

b. IMarching on the toes.

c. Ru.NNiNG or Game.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

Arms upward—stretch, i, 2.

Hands—close Hands—open.

Arms sideways—stretch, i, 2.

Hands—close. Hands—opeti.

(Arms downward—stretch, i, 2.)

(With feet astride, arms upward—
bend, i, 2.)

Heels—raise Neck—rest.

Arms—be)id. Heels—loicer.

(Feet and arms in position—place, i, 2.)
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TABLE 23.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. Arm raising
FORWARD AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

h. Head turning.

c. Foot placing outward.
(Hips firm, feet full
OPEN.)

2. Trunk bending forward.
Trunk bending backward.
(Feet astride, arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching upward, for-

ward, sideways and down-
ward.

4. *Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. Arm stretching for-
ward, once. (Arms bend.)

COMMANDS.

5. Arm flinging. (Arms across
BEND, trunk forward BEND.)

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Arms across bend.)

7. a. Marching.

b. Hop march or skipping or
game.

8. Breathing. Arm raising side-

ways.

(Arms across

—

bend. Trunk forward—bend.)

Arms—JJin i^ . Arms

—

bend.
(Trunk upward

—

stretch. Att en

—

tion

.

)
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TABLE 24.

EXERCISES.

1. a. AIarkixg time with knee
RAISING. Marching.

b. Head bendixg backward.
(Feet astride. Hips
FIRM.)

c. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

2. a. Trunk bending backward.
(Feet close, hips firm.)

b. Trunk bending forward
and downward. (Feet
astride, arms upward
stretch.)

3. Arm stretching forward .and

sideways {tzcicc).

4. Heee raising and knee bend-
ing. Alternate hips firm
and .arms upward bend (Hips
firm.

5. Arm raising forward .and up-
ward swinging downward
AND backward.

6. Trunk turning. (Right hand
hip firm, left hand neck
rest.)

^- a. Skipping or g.ame.

b. Upward jump, tivke. (Hips
FIRM.)

8. ^Breathing. .A.rm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

Arms forward—stretch, i, 2.

Re

—

peat, i, 2.

Arms sideways—stretch, i, 2.

Re

—

peat, i, 2.

(Arms downward—stretch, i, 2.)

Trunk to the right — turn. Trunk
forward—tur)i. Arms—change.

Trunk to the \ei\. — turn. Tnmk
forward—turn. Arms—change.
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NOTES ON THE TABLES IN SERIES B

{For CJiildrcn aged 9-1 1 years.)

This Series contains the second set of 24 Tables.

Order Movoncnts must be given as in the preceding Tables, but

greater precision and smartness of execution should be required.

Breathing Exercises may be varied at the discretion of the

teacher, and Marching, Jumping, Running and Dancing Exercises

from Series A may be introduced if desired. Games should also

be taken frequently. Skipping exercises are described in Appen-

dix A.

N.B.—Any Tables or Exercises from Series A with which the

class is not already familiar should be taught before proceeding

with Series B, and the teacher should read the General Introduction

to the Tables of Exercises.



TABLE 25.

EXERCISES.

a. Arm turning outw'aed and
INWARD.

b. Breathing. Arm raising
SIDEWAYS.

'^c. Foot placing outward.
Heel raising. (Hips firm,
feet full open.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Feet astkide,
arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching upward, side-

ways AND DOWNWARD. HaND
closing and opening.

4. Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. Arm stretching up-
ward, once. (Arms bend.)

5. Arm parting. (Arms forward
and upward raise.)

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

7. a. Marching. Running.

b. Change of step marching.

r. Game.

C. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

c. (Feet full

—

open.

Left (right) foot outward

—

place.)

Heeis

—

raise. Heels

—

lower. Feet—change, i, 2. Heels

—

raise.

Heels

—

loiver. Feet

—

chauge, i, 2.

(Recover

—

place)

.

(Feet change. The left foot is brought
back to position; the right foot is

then placed outward )

(Arms forward and upward

—

raise.)

Ann parting by numbers

—

i, 2.

(Arms forward and downward

—

loiver)

.

(On I, the arms are lowered to the
level of the shoulders, with the
palms turned upward ; on 2, the
arms are brought back to the up-
ward raise position

.

)
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TABLE 26.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. Arm raising

SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

b. Head bending backward.
AND forward. (Hips firm.)

c. Foot placing forward.

(Hips firm.)

2. a. Trunk bending backward.
(Feet astride. arms
across bend.)

b. Trunk bending forward
AND downward. (FeET

astride, arms upward
stretch.)

3. *Arm stretching backward and
upward.

4. Heel raising. Head turning.
(Hips firm.)

5. Arm parting. (Trunk forward
bend, arms forward raise.)

6. Trunk turning. (Arms .\cross

BEND.)

7. a. Marching.

b. Astride jumping, with arm
raising sideways. (Heels
raise.)

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

(Right foot forward

—

place) Feet—change, i, 2. (Recover

—

place.)

Heels

—

raise. Head to the right

—

luni. Head forward

—

luni. Head
to the left—/»;•». Head forward—
turn. Heels

—

lower.

b. fHeels

—

raise.) With arm raising

sideways, astride jumping — begin,

I, 2. Class

—

halt, i, 2. (Heels

—

lower.)

(First the feet take the astride posi-

tion on the toes and the arms are

raised to the shoulder line; then the

heels come together and the arms
are lowered.)
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TABLE 27.

EXERCISES.

a. Head turning.
ARMS BEND.)

h. Foot placing
(Hips firm.)

c. Breathing.
CHEST.)

(Feet close,

sideways.

(Hands on

COMMANDS.

2. Trunk bending backward and
forward. (Arms bend.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and sideways (Arms
bend.)

4. Heel raising and knee
bending. Arm stretching
sideway, tzi'icc. (Arms bend.)

5. Arm swinging forward and
SIDEWAYS. (Arms forward
and upward raise.)

6. a. Trunk turning. (Feet
close, hips firm.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.

(Feet astride, arms bend.)

7. a. Marching.
*b. Hop march with leg raised

backward. (Hands ox
hips.)

c. Game or skipping.

(Left foot sideways—place.) Feet—change, i, 2. (Recover—place )

(Arms upward—bend.) Left arm up-
ward, right arm sideways—stretch.

Arms—hend. Left arm sideways,
right arm upward—stretch. Arms—
bend. (Arms downward—stietch).

(The arms are to be stretched side-

ways twice while the knees remain
beiit.)

Hop march with leg raised back-
ward—begin.

Class

—

halt, i, 2.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)
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TABLE 28.

EXERCISES.

a. Foot placinx forward.
Heel raising. (Hips firm.)

b. Breathing. Arm turning
outward and inward.

c. Marking time with knee
raising. IMarching.

2. a. Trunk bending backw.xrd.
(Hips firm.)

b. Trunk bending forward and
downward. (Feet astride,

arms upw.'^rd stretch.)

3. Arm stretching sideways and
D0WNW.A.RD, tunce.

4. Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. Head turning. (Hips
firm.)

5. Arm flinging. (Arms across
bend, trunk forward bend.)

6. *TrUNK TURNING. (RiGHT HAND
NECK REST, LEFT ARM BEND.)

7. a. Skipping or jumping.
b. Running maze.

(As IN FILE.)

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

b. Breathing,
and inward-

Class

—

hah.

Arm turning outward
bepin.

Heels—raise. Knees—bend. Head to

the left—turn. Head forward

—

turn.

Head to the right—/;/;-;;. Head
forward

—

tur^i. Knees

—

stretch.

Heels—lower.

Trunk to the left—turn. Trunk forward
turn. Arms

—

change.

Trunk to the right — turn. Trunk
forward

—

turn. Arms—change.

(In all trunk movements taken from
this position of the arms, the trunk
is bent or turned to the side of the
arm which is lower, that is, in the
Arms bend position.)
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TABLE 29.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. (Attention.)

*b. Foot placing
(Hips firm.)

SIDEWAYS.

c. Head bending backward.
(Hips firm.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Feet astride,

arms across bend.)

3. Arm stretching upward, for-

ward AND downward. Hand
CLOSING AND OPENING.

4. Heel raising, arm stretching
SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD. (ArMS
BEND.)

5. Arm parting. (^Vrms sideways
and upward raise.)

6. Trunk turning. (Xeck rest.)
7. a. Marching. Running.

b. Upward jump with arm
flinging. (Arms across
bend.)

COMMANDS.

b. (Right foot sideways—place.)

Feet—change, i, 2.

(Atten—tion.)

(The last command is given, instead of
the two commands, "recover" for

the feet, and "attention" for the
arms; the foot and arms are thus
brought back to position in one
movement iii.stead of two.)

Breathing.
W^AYS.

Arm raising side-

Heels—raise.

Arms sideways and upward—stretch,

I, 2, 3, 4. Heels—lourr.

b. With arm flinging, upward jump,

h 2, (3. 4>, 5. 6.

(The arm flinging is taken with the

jump on 3 and 4.)
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TABLE 30.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Foot placing forward. (Hips
FIRM.)

b. Breathing. Arm raising
forward and upward,
lowering sideways and
downward.

c. Head bending backward and
forward. (Hips firm.)

2. (7. Trunk bending forward.
(Arms across bend.)

b. Trunk bending forward and
downward. (Feet astride,
arms upward stretch.)

3. Alternate arm stretching up-
ward and forward. (Arms
bend.)

4- *(/. Toe support placing out-
ward. (Hips firm, feet
FULL open.)

b. Heel raising and knee
BENDING. Arm stretching
sideways tzincc. (Arms
BEND.)

5. Arm raising forward and
flinging upward.

6- Trunk bending sideways. (Feet
astride, right hand hip firm,
left arm bend.)

7. a. Marching.
b. Astride jumping with arm

raising sidrways.
c. Game.

8. Breath J.N (>. (.Attention.)

COMMANDS.

(Left foot forward—place.)

Feet—change, i, 2.

(Atten—tioii.)

a. Right (left) foot outward on the
toe—place.

Recover—place.

Arms forward—raise. Arms upward—
fling. Arms forward and down-
ward—lower.

Trunk to the right—hend. Trunk up-
ward—stretch. Arms—chajii^r.

Trunk to the left— bend. Trunk up-
ward—stretch. Arms—change.
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TABLE 31.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. " Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

*b. Head bending backward,
with arm turning out-
ward and inward.

c. Toe support placing for-
ward. (Hips firm.)

Trunk bending backward and
forward. (Feet astride,
neck rest.)

Arm STRETCHING BACKWARD
AND UPWARD.

Arm FLINGING. (Arms across
BEND, heels raise.)

Arm swinging forward and
sideways. (Arms forward
AND upward raise.)

Trunk turning. (Feet close,
neck rest.)

a. Marching.
h. Running maze, or game.

Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

b. With arm turning outward, head
backward

—

be)id.

With arm turning inward, head
upward

—

sirclch

Left foot forward on the toe

—

place.

Recover

—

place.

(Heels—raise.) Arms—fling. Arms-
hend.

(Heel—lower.)
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TABLE 32.

EXERCISES.

time with
Marching.

KNEEa. Marking
RAISING

b. Head bending
(Hips firm.)

c. Breathing. Arm
sideways.

a. Tri'Nk bending
(Arms bend.)

b. Trunk bending
AND DOWNWARD.
A.STRIDE, ARMS
STRETCH.)

Arm stretching upward,
forward and downward.

Toe support pl.acing back-
ward. (Hips firm.)

*Arm flinging. (Feet close,
arms across bend, tru.xk
forward bend.)

SIDEWAYS.

backward.

forward
( Feet

UPWARD

Trunk bending
(Feet astride,

upward, left
ward stretch.)

a. Forward jump.

sideways.
Right arm

AR.M DOWX-

(Hips firm.)

b. Hop march or skipping.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

h. Head to the right—bend.

Head upward—stretch.

Head to the Isft—bend.

Head upward—stretch.

Arms upward, forward and downward
—stretch, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Right (left) foot backward on the toe—place. Recover—place.

(With feet close, arms across—bend.
Trunk forward—bend.)

Anas—flhig. Arms—bend.
(Trunk upward—stretch. Atten—tion.)

Trunk to the left—bend. Trunk up-
ward—stretch. Arms—change. Trunk
to the right—bend, etc.

a. Forward—j«w/>, i, 2, (3, 4,) 5, 6.

(The class jump one step forward,
keeping the feet together.)
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TABLE 33.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing.. Arm raising
SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD,
lowering SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

b. Foot placing outward with
hips firm. (Feet full
OPEN.)

c. Head turning. (Feet close,

arms bend.)

2. Trunk bendi.vg b.\ckward and
forward. (Xeck rest.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward.

4. Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. Arm stretching up-
ward AND sideways. (Arms
bend.)

5. Arm parting. (Arms forward
AND UPW.JiRD R.-\ISE. )

6. *a. Trunk turning.
ACROSS BEND.)

(Arms

h. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet close, arms bend.)

7. a. M.\RCHING.

b. Dancing step forward.
(Hands oH hips.)

or Jumping over a rope.

c. Game.

8. BREATHfNG, (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

h. (With the left foot outward, Hips
—firm.)

Feet and arms

—

change

(Atten

—

tion.)

h. Left foot forward on the toe

—

place.

Dancing step

—

begin, i, 2.

Class

—

halt.

(The left foot is brought back to the

position of attention, while the right

foot glides into the toe support place

position; then the right foot glides

back and the left foot forward.)
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TABLE 34.

EXERCISES.

(/. Head KExuiNO hackwakd
AND FORWARD. (HiPS FIRM.)

*b. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

8.

c. Foot placing sideways with
HIPS FIRM.

a. Trunk bending forward.
(Arms across bend.)

b. Trunk bending forward
and downward. (Feet
astride, arms upward
stretch.)

Arm stretching upward, side-

ways AND downward.

Heel raising and knee bend-
IN'G, HEAD turning. (ArMS
bend.)

Arm swinging forward a.nd

sideways, downward and
backward, forward and up-
WARD. (Arms forward and
UPWARD raise.)

Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, left hand
HIP firm, RIGHT HAND NECK
REST.)

a. Marching.
b. Change op step marching.
c. Jumping or game.

Breathing. Arms turning out-
ward and inward.

COMMANDS.

(With the left foot sideways, Hips
—fir))i.) Feet and arms

—

change.

(Atten

—

Hon.)

Arms upward, sideways and downward
stretch, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

(Arms forward and upward

—

laise.)

Arms forward and sideways

—

swing.
Arms forward and upward

—

swing.

Arms downward and backward

—

swing. Arms forward and upward

—

swing. (Arms forward and down-
ward

—

lowet.
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TABLE 35.

EXERCISES,

1. (7. Head bending sideways.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

b. Breathing. (Attention.)

r. Toe support placing for-

ward. (Hips firm.)

d. Heee raising and knee
bending. (Arms bend.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
forward. (X'eck rest.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and backward. (Arms
be.nd.)

4. *Knee raising. (Hips firm.)

5. Arm flinging. (Arms across
BEND, trunk forward BEND.)

6. Trunk turning. (Right hand
neck rest. left arm bend.)

7. a. ^Marching.
b. Upward jump, with arm

stretching UPWARD. (Arms
BEND.)

c. Game.

8. Breathing. Arm parting.

(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

Left (or right) knee

—

raise. Knee-
lo'iver.

b. With arm stretching upward,
upward—j/(«//), i, 2, (,3, 4;, 5, 6.

(The class stretch the amis upward as

the jump is made; as the feet touch
the ground the arms are bent.)
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TABLE 36.

EXERCISES.

(7. Alternate heee
(Hips firm.)

b. Breathixg. Arm
FORWARD A XI)

LOWERIXG SIDEWAYS AXD
DOW X WARD.

c. Head dexdixg backward,
with arm turxixg out-
ward AXD IX WARD.

RAISIXG
UPWARD,

2.
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TABLE 37.

EXERCISES.

1. (/. Head bending sideways.
(Feet astbide, arms bend.)

b. Breathing. Arm raising

sideways.

c. Toe support placing back-
ward. (Hips firm.)

2. Trunk bending forward, arm
stretching sideways, trunk
BENDING backward. (FeET
astride, arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching forwar;i,

upward, sideways and dow.x-

WARD.

4. Knee raising. (Hips firm.)

5. *al,ternate arm feinging with
HEAD TURNING (ArMS ACROSS
BEND, TRUNK FORWARD BEND.)

COMMANDS.

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, arms bend.)

7. a. Marching.
b. Hop march with leg raised

backward. (Hands on
hips.)

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

Trunk forward—bend. Arms sideways—stretch. Arms

—

In )id. Trunk up-
ward— stretch. Trunk backward—
bend. Trunk upward—stretch.

Arms forward, upward, sideways and
downward—stretch i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

Alternate arm flinging with head turn-
ing— right ; —left ; —right ; —

left.

(Front.)

(On the command right, the right arm is

Hung sideways and the head is turn-

ed to the right. On the command
left, the right arm resumes the across

l)end position, while the left arm is

flung sideways, and the head turned
to the left. On the command front,

the across bend position is assumed
and the head is turned forward.)
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TABLE 38.

EXERCISES.

1. (/. Breath I xG. Arm raising
SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD.

b. Head bending backward
AND FORWARD. (ArMS
BEND.)

*c. Foot placing forward and
OUTWARD. (Hips firm, feet
Fur.i, open.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Feet astride,

NECK REST.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward. marking time
with knee raising.

HeEI, raising AND KNEE FUI,L

iiENDiNG. (Hips firm.)

Arm swinging forward and
sideways, downward and
b.ackwaru, forward and up-
WARD. (Arms forward and
upward raise.)

Trunk turning, arm flinging.
(Arms across bend.)

a. ^Marching. Running.
b. Danci.ng step forward.

(Hands on hips) or Jump-
ing.

Breathing. .\rm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

Right foot, forward—place. Recover

—

place. Right foot, outward -pA/a'.

Recover

—

place. Left foot, forward
— place. Recover — place. Left

foot, outward— place. Recover—
place.

Marking time with Knee raising, and
Arms upward and downward

—

stretch,

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

(There are two movements of the feet

to one of the arms, the arms mov-
ing with the left foot on ist, 3rd,

5th, and 7th motions.)

Heels — raise. Knees full — heud.

Knees—stretch. Heels—lower.

Trunk to the right (left)— turn. Arms
—fling. Arms—bend. Trunk forward

—

turn.
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TABLE 39.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

*h. Head ben'uixg sideways.
(Arms den'd.)

c. Foot placing outward.
Heel raising. (Hips
eirai, feet full open.)

^ Trunk bending forward, arm
stretching sideways, trunk
BENDING backward. (ArMS
liEND. )

£• Arm stretching upward, side-

ways, FORWARD, AND DOWN-
WARD.

4. Heel raising and knee bend-
ing, ARM stretching UPWARD,
(tz^'icc.) (Arms bend.)

5. Alternate hips firm and
neck rest. (Hips firm.

TRUNK forward BEND.)

6. Trl'nk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, neck rest.)

7. a. ]\ [arching.

b. Astride jumping with arm
flinging. (Arms across
bend, heels raise.)

c. Game or skipping.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

Arms upward, sideways, forward and
downward

—

stretch, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

(Hips

—

firm. Trunk forward

—

bend.)

Neck

—

rest. Hips—firm. (Trunk
upward

—

stretch
.

)
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TABLE 40.

EXERCISES.

Arm raisixg1. (7. Breathing,
sideways.

b. Outward luxge. (Ilw^
FIRM, FKET I-inj, OPF.X.)

C. Toe support PLACING BACK-
WARD. ( Xeck rest.)

COMMANDS.

/'. (Feet Ml—nprn.) Left frighf) foot

outward in lunge position

—

place.

Recover

—

pluct-.

2. Trunk bending forward, Trunk forward

—

bend. Head to the
head TURNING, TRUNK

|

right

—

turii, forward—/«/;;. Head
bkxding backward. (.\rms i to the left— turn, forward— lur)i.

BF.ND.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward, marking time,
with knee raising.

4. *Lf.g raising forward,
firm.)

(Hips

5. Arm swinging sideways. (Arms
1-okwakd kaisf,. )

6. (/. Trunk turning, arm fling-
ing. (.Arms across bend.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet close, arms bend.)

7. a. Marching.

b. Double mark time, or second
skipping E.XEKCISE.t

c. Game.

8, Breathing. Arm turning
outward and inward.

Trunk upward

—

slretrh. Trunk back-
ward

—

beud. Trunk upward

—

stretch.

Right (left) leg forward

—

raise.

Leg

—

loiver.

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 41.

EXERCISES.

1. (/. BkKathixo . Arm parting.

(.Arms i-orward raise.)

/'. Foot placinc, forward and
OUTWARD. (Hips firm, fkkt

FULt, OPEN.)

c. Head bending backward,
WITH ARM TURNING OUT-

WARD AND INWARD.

2. a. Trunk bending backw.xrd
AND forward. (Feet
astride, neck rest.)

h. Trunk bending forward and
downward. (Feet astride,

arms upward stretch.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward, with a pace for-

ward and backward.

4. Leg raising backward. (Hips
FIRM.)

5. Arm swinging downward and
backward, forward and up-
ward, forward and sideways.
(Arms forward and upward
RAISE.)

6. Trunk turning. (Xeck rest.)

7. a. ^L\RCHING.

b. Dancing step outward.
(Hands on hips.)

c. Jumping right and left.

(Hips firm.)

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

h. Foot placing forward and outward,
left foot— /'((,'/», I, 2, 3, 4. Right
foot—repent, i, 2, 3, 4.

With one pace forward, arms upward—stretch, I, 2.

With one pace step back, arms down-
ward stretch, i, 2.

(The arms are bent and the left foot is

placed forward; then the arms are
stretched and the right foot is

brought forward into position. The
pace backward is taken in a similar

way).

Left (right) leg backward—raise.

Leg—loii-'er.

c. To the right {\eit)^ump, i, 2, (3,

4). 5, 6.

(The jump is made to the side, the

feet being kept together.)
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TABLE 42.

EXERCISES.

a. Head bkxding sideways.
(Feet astride, hips firm.)

*b. Forward lunge. (Hips
FIRM, FEET FULL OPEN.)

c. Breathing. Arm raising
SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

2. Trunk bending backward.
(Feet close, arms bend.)

Trunk bending forward
AND downward. ( FEET
ASTRIDE, arms upward
stretch.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and downward, and
upward and forward.

4. Knee raising. (Arms bend.)

5. Alternate hips firm and
NECK REST. (HiPS FIRM.
trunk forward bend.)

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Right arm upward, left
ARM downward STRETCH.)

7. a. Marching. Running.
b. Marching in twos, fours.

and eights. (In file.)

c. Upward jump with arm
flinging. (Arms across
bend.)

d. Game.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

Ik IFeet full— f)/3(';/.l

Right (left) foot forward in lunge
position

—

plare. Recover

—

place.

Right arm upward, left arm down-
ward

—

stretch. Arms

—

change. Right
arm forward, left arm upward

—

stretch. Arms

—

change.

b. Quick

—

march.

Two to the right, two to the left—
divide.

Centre

—

fours.

Four to the left, four to the right—divide.

Centre

—

eights.

Four to the right, four to the left

—

divide.

Centre

—

fours.

Two to the right, two to the left^
divide.

Centre

—

twos.
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TABLE 43.

EXERCISES.

2.

3.

a. Breathixg." Arm parting.
(Arms forward and up-
ward RAISE.)

b. Head turning. (Fket astride,

HIPS FIRM, TRU.NK FORWARD
BEND.)

c. Foot placing sideways.
HEEE raising. (Hips firm.)

Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Feet astride,

arms across bexd.)

Arm stretching forward axd
sideways, WITH A PACE TO

THE RIGHT AXD LEFT.

4- *HEEL RAISING AND KNEE FULL
BENDING. (Hips firm.)

5. Arm swinging forward and
sideways. (Arms forward
.•\XD upward r.-mse. )

6. Trunk turxing. Arm stretch-
ing sideways. (Arms bend.")

a. IMarching.

b. Running maze.

c. Skipping or game.

COIiIiyiANDS.

With one pace to the right, arms side-

ways

—

stretch, I, 2.

With one pace to the left, arms for-

ward

—

stretch, i, 2.

Trunk to the right (left)—/wm.
Arms sideways

—

stretch.

Arms

—

beud.

Trunk forward

—

turn.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)
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TABLE 44.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head rolling. (Hips firm.)

*b. Outward lunge. (Hips firm,

FEET FULL OPEN.)

c. Breathing.
SIDEWAYS.

Arm

a. Trunk bending forward,
HEAD turning. (Feet
astride, HIPS firm.)

b. Trunk bending forward
AND downward. (FEET
astride. arms UPWARD
STRETCH.)

Arm STRETCHING UPWARD AND
FORWARD. WITH MARKING TIME.

Leg RAISING BACKWARD.
BEND.)

(Arms

Arm SWINGING forward and
SIDEWAYS, WITH FOOT PLACING
FORWARD (Arms forward
AND UPWARD RAISE.)

6. Tl.UNK BENDING SIDEWAYS.
(Feet astride, neck rest.)

7. a. ^fARcniNG. Game.

b. Upward jump, with arm
stretching sideways. (Arms
bend.)

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

a. Head rolling to the right (left)—
beght.

(The head is bent to the right and then
moves smoothly into the backward
bend, the left sideways bend and the
forward bend position; so returning
to the position of Attention.)

(Arms forward and upward— rni.se.

With the left foot forward, arms
forward and sideways

—

swing.) Feet
and arms

—

change, i, 2.

(Atten

—

tion.)

(Feet and arms change. The left foot

is brought back and the arms take
the upward raise position; then the
right foot is placed forward and the
arms swing .sideways.)

b. With arm stretching sideways, up-
ward—7 /o»/), I, 2, (3, 4), 5, 6.

(The arms are stretched and bent as
the jump is taken,
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TABLE 45.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Foot placing forward and side-

ways. (Hips firm.)

b. Breathing. Arm raising
sideways.

c. Forward lunge.
FIRM.)

(Hips

2. a. Trunk bending forward,
ARM stretching sideways,
trunk bending backward.
(Arms bend.)

*Alter NATE arm stretching
LTPW/ RD AND BACKWARD. (ArMS
BEND.)

4. Leg raising forward.
BEND.)

(Arms

5. Alternate arm flinging with
HEAD turning. (Arms across
BEND, trunk forward BEND.)

6. Trunk turning. Arm stretch-
ing forward. (Arms bend.)

7. a. Marching. Running.

^7. Hop march with leg raised
BACKWARD (HaNDS ON
hips.)

c. Jumping over a rope.

8. Breathing. Arm parting. (Arms
FORWARD raise.)

COMMANDS.

a. Foot placing forward and sideways,
right foot

—

hci^in, i, 2, 3, 4. Left
foot

—

repeat, i, 2, 3, 4.

(A running start with a definite

number of steps, perhaps 3 or 5,

may be attempted. The jump
should be taken from the right

or left foot as commanded.)
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TABLE 46.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head bexding backward
AND FORWARD. (FeET CLOSE,

ARMS BEND.)

b. Foot placing outward.
Heel raising - and knee
BENDING. (Hips eirm, i-EET

EULL open.)

C-. Breathing. Arm raising
forward and upward,
LOWERING sideways AND
downward.

2. Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Neck rest.)

Arm stretching sideways and
downward, with one pace
forward and backward.

4. Leg raising backward. (Xeck
rest.)

5. Alternate hips firm and
neck rest. (Hips firm,
trunk forward bend.)

Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, right arm
upward, left arm down-
ward stretch.)

a. Marching.

*h. Dancing step forward
(hands on hips), or third
skipping EXERCISES.t

c. Game.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

/'. (Left foot outward—place.) Heels—raise. Knees

—

bend. Knees

—

stretch. Heels

—

lower. Feet—

-

change.
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TABLE 47.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head bending sideways.

b. Outward l-unge. (Hips firm,

FEET FULI, OPEN.)

c. Breathing. Arm raising
sideways.

2. a Trunk bending backward.
(Arms bend.)

h. Trunk bending forward
and downward. (Feet
astride, arms upward
STRETCH.)

3. *Arm stretching upward, with
turning to the left and
RIGHT.

4. Heel raising and knee full
bending. (Arms bend.)

5. Arm flinging, with foot
PLACING OUTWARD. (ArMS
across bend, feet full open.)

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Arms sideways stretch.)

a. Marching.

b. Backward
firm.)

c. Game

Running.

jump. (Hips

8. Breathing. Arm turning out-
ward AND inward.

COMMANDS.

To the left turn, and arms upward

—

stretch, i, 2.

(The arms are bent, and the first

movement of the turn is made; then

the anns are stretched and tlie turn

is completed.)

To the right turn, and arms downward—stretrli, i, 2.

(With right foot outward, arms-
Feet and arms—change, i, 2.

(Atten—tion.)

-fling.)

b. Backward—jump, i, 2, (3, 4), 5, 6.

(The class jump one step backward.)
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TABLE 48.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. Arm raising
sideways and upward,
lowering sideways and
downward.

/'. Foot placing forward and
OUTWARD. Heel raising.

(Hips firm, feet full open.)

c. Head turning. (Feet astride,

arms bend, trunk forward
bend.)

2. Trunk bending backw^ard and
forward. (Neck rest.)

3. Arm stretching upward, for-

ward, sideways and down-
ward—tzuicc in each direction.

4. Knee raising. (Xeck rest.)

-Arm swinging forward ,and
sideways, with foot placing
forward. (Arms forward
AND upward raise.)

6. *Trunk tur.ning. Arm stretch-
ing upward. (Arms bend.)

a. Marching.
b. Running maze,

march, or Game.
SLOW

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

b. Foot placing forward and outward
with heel raising, left foot

—

be^in,

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Right foot—repeal.

(Left knee

—

raise.) Knees

—

change,

1, 2. (Knee

—

loiver.)

(The left knee i.s lowered and the
weight of the body transferred to the
left leg; then the right knee is raised.)

Trunk to the right (left)

—

turn. Arms
upward — stretch. Arms •— bend.
Trunk forward

—

turn.
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NOTES ON THE TABLES IN SERIES

{For Children (u/cd 11-14 years.)

This vScries contains the tliird set of 24 Tables.

In the second 12 Tables of this Series it will be noted that

Abdominal exercises proper have been introduced between the

Shoulder exercises and the Trunk turning and bending. These

movements are described in detail in Appendix A, but it nuist

be clearly understood that they are optional, that they are only

suitable under special conditions, and that girls should not attempt

them unless provided with gynmastic dress.

In other groups, notably the Balance exercises, alternative move-

ments have in some Tables been suggested in order to give greater

variety.

Though marching is not definitely mentioned in the second

12 Tables, it should never be omitted from the lesson. The

dancing steps are optional and on the whole are more suited

to girls than to boys. Xew steps and additional skipping exercises

may of course be taught if desired, and games should fre-

quently be introduced into the lesson, especially perhaps in the

boys' classes.

N.B.—The whole of the Tables in Series B must be learned

before Series C is commenced.
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TABLE 49.

EXERCISES.

1. o. Breathing. Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

b. Foot placing forward.
Heel, raising and knee
bending. (Hips firm.)

c. Head bending backward.
(Arms sideways raise.)

2. Trunk bending forward and
backward. ( Foot forward
PLACE, hips firm.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
downward, with a pace to
THE right and left.

4. *Leg raising sideways. (Hips
firm.)

Arm swinging forward and
sideways, with foot placing
outward. (Feet full open,
ARMS forward AND UPWARD
raise.)

a. Trunk tirxing. (Feet
ASTRIDE, neck REST.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Arms sideways stretch.)

a. Marching. Running.
b. Jumping over a rope with

turning to the right and
left.

Breathing. ( Attention. )

COMMANDS.

b. (Left (right) foot forward

—

place.)

Heels — raise. Knees — betid.

Knees

—

stretch. Heels

—

loiver.

Feet

—

change.

(With the left foot forward, hips

—

firt)! ) Trunk forward

—

bend. Trunk
upward

—

stretch. Trunk backward—bold. Trunk upward — stretch.

Feet and arms

—

change.

Left (right) leg sideways

—

raise.

Leg

—

loiuer.

(With the right (left) foot outward,
arms forward and sideways

—

swing.)

Feet and arms

—

change.

(The turn is made as the hodj' is in

the air just before landing. For
turning to the right, the jump is

taken from the right foot.)
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TABLE 50.

EXERCISES. COMMANDS.

a. Foot pl.acing eorward,
outward and sideways.
( Hips firm, feet full open.)

h. Head rolling. (Hips firm.)

f. Breathing. Arms turning
outward and inward.

(7. Trunk bending forward
(Xeck rest.)

h. Trunk bending forward
AND downward. (Arms
upward stretch.)

Arm stretching forward and
sideways, with turning to

THE RIGHT and LEFT.

4. *KnEE RAISING, FOOT BENDING
AND STRETCHING. (HiPS FIRM.)

5. Alternate arms across bend
AND neck REST. (x'\rMS ACROSS
BEND. Trunk forward
BEND.)

6. Trunk Turning and bending
sideways. (Hips firm.)

7. a. [Marching.
b. Upward jump with arm

STRETCHING SIDEWAYS Or
UPWARD-

c. Skipping or Game.

8. Breathing.
WAYS.

Arm raising side-

Foot placing forward, outward and
sideways, right foot

—

bt'<^in, i, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6. Left foot

—

repeat, i,

2, 3. 4, 5, 6.

To the right, turn and arms foiTvard

—

stretch. To the left, turn and arms
sideways

—

srrctcli. To the left, turn
and arms forward

—

stretch. To the
right, turn and arms sideways

—

stretch.

(Left (.right) knee

—

raise.) Foot bend-
ing and stretching by numbers

—

I, 2. Knees

—

change, i, 2.

Trunk to the left (right)

—

turn.

Trunk to the left (.right)

—

bend.

Trunk upward

—

stretch.

Trunk forward

—

turn.
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TABLE 51.

EXERCISES. COMMANDS.

1. a. Head turxi.vg. (Arms bend,
TRUNK FORWARD BEND.)

b. Foot placi.ng forward and
OUTWARD. HEEI, raising
AND KNEE BENDING. (HiPS
FIRM. FEET FULL OPEN.)

c. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

2. *TrUNK bending BACKWARD AND
FORWARD. ( Foot forward
PLACE, NECK REST.)

S Arm STRETCHING UPWARD AND
DOWNWARD, FORWARD AND
DOWNWARD, SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

4. Leg RAISING SIDEWAYS AND
FORWARD. (Hips firm.)

5. .Arm FLINGING WITH FORWARD
LUNGE. (Arms across bend.)

6. Trunk turning. Arm stretch-
ing upward. (Foot forward
pl.\ce, arms bend.)

7. a. March I.ng.

b. Tapping step.! (Hands on
HIPS.)

c. Jumping or game.

8. Breathing. Arm raising for-
ward and upward, lowering
sideways and downward.

Foot placing forward and outward
with heel raising and knee bend-
ing, left foot— /;(<;/;/. i, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Right foot

—

repeat

Anns upward and downward, forward
and downward, sideways and down-
ward

—

stretch

.

Left (right) leg sideways

—

raise. Leg—lower. Left (right) leg forward

—

raise. Leg

—

loiver.

(With arm flinging, left foot forward in

lunge position

—

place.)

Feet and arms

—

change, i, 2. (Atten-

tion.)

(With the left foot forward, arms up-

ward

—

bend.) Trunk to the left

—

turn. Arms upward

—

stretch Arms—bend. Trunk forward

—

turn.

Feet and arms

—

change. (Atten

—

tion.)

b. Tapping step

—

begin. Class

—

halt.

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 52.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing.- (Hips firm.)
b. Heel raising, with arm rais-

ing SIDEWAYS and upward.
c. Outward lunge. (Hips firm,

feet full open.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
forward. Arm stretching
sideways. (Feet astride,

arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
forward with a PACE BACK-
ward and forward.

4. *Heel raising and alternate
KNEE BENDING. (FeET ASTRIDE,

HIPS FIRM^ HEELS RAISE.)

5. Arm SWINGING forward and
SIDEWAYS, WITH FOOT PLACING
FORWARD. (Arms for\v.\ru

and upward RAISE.)

Trunk turning and bending
SIDEWAYS. (Arms bend.)

8.

a. Marching with arm stretch-
ing UPWARD AND DOWNWARD.

h. Running, jumping, or
skipping

c. Game.

Breathing. Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

Heels, and arms sideways and
upward—raise. Heels, and arms
sideways and downward—lower.

Trunk backward—hoid. Arms side-
ways—stretch. Arms—bend. Trunk
upward—stretch. Trunk forward—
bend. Arms sideways

—

stretch. Arms— bend. Trunk upward ^

—

stretch.

(Heels— raise. Left (right) knee
bend.) Knees—change. (Knee-
strelch. Heels—loxver.)

a. With arm stretching upward and
downward, quick—march.

(There are two movements of the
feet to each movement of the arms.
The arms are bent on the first pace.
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TABLE 53.

EXERCISES.

!• a. Head bending sideways.
b. Foot peacing eorward, out-

ward AND sideways. Heel
raising. ( lllPS EIRM, FEET
EULE OPEN.)

c. Breathing. (Attention.)
2. a. Trunk bending backward

AND FORWARD. (NECK REST.)
b. Trunk bending forward and

DOWNWARD. (Arms upward
STRETCH.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and downward, and
upward and forward.

4. Knee raising, leg stretching
FORWARD. (Hips firm.)

5. Arm swinging forward and
sideways with forward
lunge. (Arms forward and
UPWARD raise.)

6. a. Trunk turning. Arm fling-
ing. (Arms across bend.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Right foot forward
place, right hand hip
FIRM. left hand neck
REST.)

7. (/. Marching.
b. Upward jump with turning

to the right or left.

*c. Crosswise step.! (Hands
on hips.)

8. Breathing. Arm raising side-

ways.

COMMANDS.

Trunk backward—beiid.

forward—bend.
Trunk

Left arm upward, right arm downward—stretch. Arms — change. Right
arm upward, left arm forward—
stretch. Arms—change.

Right (left) knee—raise. Leg forward—stretch Knee—bend. Knee—lower.
(With arm swinging forward and

sideways, left foot forward in lunge
position—place) Feet and aims

—

change, ly 2. (Atten—tion.)

Trunk to the right— bend. Trunk
upward—stretch. Feet and arms—change. (Atten—tion.)

With turning to the right (left), up-
ward— /««//>, I, 2, (3, 4), 5, 6.

Crosswise step—begin. Class

—

halt.

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 54.

EXERCISES.

Breathing.
"

(Hands on
CHEST.

j

Head bexdixg backward,
WITH arm raising side-

ways.

Heel raising. Arm fling-
ing. (Arms across bend.)

TRfXK ben'dixg backward and
EoRWARD. (Foot forward
PLACE, NECK rest.)

Arm stretching upward and
forward, with turning to
THE LEFT and right.

Arm parting. (Heel raising
and KNEE bending, arms FOR-

WARD raise.)

Arm swinging downward and
backward, forward and up-
ward, forward and sideways.
(Arms forward and upward
raise.)

Trunk turning and bending
sideways. (Feet astride,
hips firm.)

a. Marching. Running.
b. Forward jump twice.

f. Hop march with leg raised
forward, or skipping.

Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

b. "With arm raising sideways, head
backward

—

boid. With arm
lowering, head upward

—

stretch.

Trunk backward

—

boul. Trunk
forward— boid. Trunk upward—
stretih. Feet and arms — change.

(Atten

—

tion.)

(Heels

—

rai^e. Knees bend and arms
forward

—

raise.) Arm parting by
numbers

—

1,2. 1 Knees stretch and
arms

—

lower. Heels

—

bnver.)

Twice forward

—

jump,
(5, 6), 7, 8.

I. 2, (3, 4),
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TABLE 55.

EXERCISES.

1. (/. Bkeathing. Arm parting.

(Arms forward raise.)

b. Outward lunge. (Hips firm,

I-EET FULL OPEN.)

c. Head bending backward and
forward. (Hips firm.)

2. (/. Trunk bending backward.
Arm stretching sideways.
(Arms bend.)

b. Trunk bending forward
and downward. (Arms
upward stretch.)

3. Arm stretching forward and
UPWARD, WITH marking TIME.

4.* Leg raising backward, with
ARM raising sideways.

5. Arm raising and lowering.
(Arms sideways raise, trunk
forward bend.)

6. Trunk turning. Arm stretch-
i.\g upward. (Arms bend.)

7. (/. starching with arm stretch-
ing SIDEWAYS and down-
ward.

b. Long jumping
c. Game or skipping.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

b. (Left foot outward in lunge position—place.) Feet

—

change 1, 2.

(The left foot is brought back; then
the right foot lunges.)

(Left (right) leg backward and arms
sideways

—

raise.) Feet and arms

—

change (Leg and arms

—

lower.

)

(Arms sideways

—

raise. Trunk for-

ward

—

bold.) Arm raising upward
and lowering by numbers— /, 2.

(Trunk upward

—

stretch. Arms—

•

lower)

.

(The arms are raised upward; then
they are lowered to the shoulder
line.)

b. (This may be taken over two lines

chalked on the floor. There should
be a running start, say of 3 stejjs,

and the jump may be taken from
the left or right foot as commanded.

The landing must be in correct form,

and attention should be ]jaid to

correctness of style rather than to

the length of the jump.)
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TABLE 56.

EXERCISES. COMMANDS.

1. a. Head bending backward,
WITH ARM TURNING OUTWARD
AND INW'ARD.

b. Foot placing eorward,
outward and sideways.
Heel raising. (Hips firm,

feet full open.)

c. Breathing. Arm raising
sideways.

2. Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD, arm FLINGING.

(Feet astride, arms across
BEND.)

3. Arm stretching forward,
UPWARD, sideways AND DOWN-
WARD, tzcicc in each direction.

4. Knee raising, leg stretching
FORWARD. (Neck rest.)

5.* Arm swinging forward and
sideways, with forward
LUNGE. (Arms forward and
UPWARD R.JlISE.)

6. Trunk bending sideways.
(Foot forward place, arms
SIDEWAYS stretch.)

7. a. ^r.XRCHIXG.
b. Standing jump over a rope.

c. Running, game or skipping.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

Trunk backward—bend. Anns—fling.

Arms—be>id. Trunk forward—bend.

Arms—fiing. Arms—bend. (Trimk
upward—stretch

.

)

(With arm swinging forward and side-

ways, left foot forward in lunge
position—place.) Arms forward and
upward—szcing. Arms forward and
sideways—swing. Feet and arms

—

change. (Atten—tion.)

b. (The jump is taken from both feet

as in the "Upward jump," with no
running start.)
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TABLE 57.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. Arm raising
FORWARD AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

b. Head turning. (Hips firm,

TRUNK FORWARD BEND.)

c. Foot placing forward and
OUTWARD. Heel raising
and knee bending. (Hips
firm, feet FULL OPEN.)

(7. Trunk bending
(Neck REST.)

backward.

b. Trunk bending forward
AND downward. (ArMS
upward stretch.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and backward, for-
ward and sideways.

4- *HeEL RAISING AND KNEE FULL
bending. Arm stretching
SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD. (ArMS
bend.)

5. Arm parting. (Trunk forward
BEND. )

6. Trunk turning and bending
SIDEWAYS. (Arms bend.)

7. (/. Marching.

b. I\Iarching with knee raising
and leg stretching for-
ward. ("Stork march.")

c. Standing long jump or game,
or dancing step.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

COMMANDS.

«

(Arms forward

—

raise. Trunk forward—bend.) Arm parting by numbers

—

/, 2. (Trunk upward

—

stretch. Arms—lo'iver. )

b. With knee raising and leg stretch-

ing forward, slow

—

inarch, i, 2,

3,4-

or. "Stork march,"

—

begin, i, 2,3,4,
(The knee i.-; raised; then the leg is

stretched forward; then the raised

foot is brought to the ground; then
there is a short pause with the
whole weight on the front leg and
the back heel raised.)
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TABLE 58.

EXERCISES.

(/. Head rolling. (Hips eirm.)

b. Heel raising and knee
BENDING, WITH arm RAIS-

ING SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD.

c. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

(/. Trunk
Arm

BENDING BACKWARD.
STRETCHING SIDE-

WAYS. (Feet
arms bend.)

Trunk bending
and downward,
upward stretch.

FORWARD
Arms

3. Arm stretching eorward and
sideways, with a pace to

the left and right.

4. Knee RAISING. FOOT BENDING
AND STRETCHING. (ArMS
BEND.)

5. Arm flinging with forward
LUNGE. (Arms across bend.)

6. *Trunk turning and bending
sideways. (Right hand hip
firm, left hand NECK REST.)

a. Marching.
b. Running maze, or fourth

skipping exercise.!

c. Twice l^pward jump with
turning to the right or
LEFT.

8. Breathing.
WAYS.

^.RM RAISING SIDE-

COMMANDS.

(As the heels are raised, the arms
are raised to the shoulder line; as
the knees are bent, the arms
are raised upward. The re-

turn movement is performed
similarly.)

c. With turning to the right (or left),

twice upward

—

jump, i, 2, (3, 4),

(5, 6), 7, 8.

(The turn is made during the second
jump.)

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 59.

4.

EXERCISES.

a. Breathing. Arm parting.

(Arms forward raise.)

b. Heel raising with slozv

arm stretching upward.
(Arms bend.)

c. Head bending sideways.
(Hips eirm.)

Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Arms sideways
stretch.)

Arm stretching sideways,
UPWARD, forward AND DOWN-
WARD, tzirice in each direction.

Leo raising sideways, with
ARM raising sideways.

Arm swinging downward and
backward, with foot plac-
ing forward. (Arms for-

ward AND upward raise.)

(/. Trunk turning. (Feet
close, arms bend.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, neck rest.)

a. ^f.\RCHlNG.
•7'. B'ala.xce march. (Hips firnl)

c. Running or game, or

dancing step.

Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

With heel raising and lowering,
slow arm stretching upward by
niunbers

—

i— , 2—

.

(Left (right) leg and arms sideways
raise.) Feet and arms—change.

(Leg and arms—lower.)

a. (Trunk to the left—turn.) Trunk
forward and to the right

—

mm.
Trunk forward and to the left—
iurn. (Trunk forward—turn.)

b. Balance march, left foot—begin,

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Class—halt.

(Three ordinary marching paces are

taken; on the fourth pace the right

leg is raised forward and is kept in

this position during 5, 6, 7, 8. Then
the movement is repeated beginning
with the right foot.)
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TABLE 60.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Foul PLACING FORWARD,
outward axd sideways.
Heel raising. (Hips
firm, feet fule open.)

b. Head bending backward.
WITH ARM TURNING OUT-

WARD AND INWARD.

c. Breathing. Arm raising

sideways and upward,
lowering sideways and
downward.

2. Trunk bending backward, arm
flinging. trunk bending
forward and downward,
with arm stretching up-

WARD. CArMS ACROSS BEND.)

3. Arm stretching upward and
FORWARD. WITH turning TO

THE LEFT AND right.

4. Heel raising and knee bend-

ing. (Foot outward place,

arms sideways stretch.)

5.* Arm swimming. (Arms in

SWIMMING position, TRUNK
FORWARD BEND.)

COMMANDS.

6. Trunk turning. Arm stretch-

ing UPWARD. (Arms bend.)

7. a. [Marching.

b. "Stork march."

c. Skipping or game.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

Trunk backward—bend. Arms— f^nig.

Arms — bend. Trunk upward —
stretch Arms upward

—

stre'eh. i, 2.

Trunk forward and downward

—

bend. Trunk forward and upward—stretch.

(Arms in swimming position

—

place.

Trunk forward

—

bend. Arm swimm-
ing

—

beiiin, i, 2, 3. (Trunk upward
—stretch. Atten-tiou.)

(In this exercise the arms make the

usual swimming movements.)
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TABLE 61.

EXERCISES.

a. Breathing. (Attextion.)

b. Heel raising and knee
BENDING. Arm raising

SIDEWAYS AND UPWARD.

c. Head bending backward
and forward.

Trunk bending backward and
forward. (Foot forward
PtACE, neck rest.)

Arm stretching upward, for-

ward AND downward. WITH
TURNING TO THE RIGHT OR

LEFT, ON dozuiizi.'ard.

4.* Leg and ARM RAISING FORWARD.
or, Alternate knee bending.

(Feet astride, hips firm,

heels raise.)
5. Arm swinging forward and

UPWARD, and forward AND
sideways. (Arms sideways
RAISE, trunk forward BEND. )

Trunk falling backivardA (Kneel-
ing/, Hips firm.)

6. a. Trunk turning. (Arms up-
ward stretch.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Xeck rest.)

a. Tapping step, or Game.
b. Balance march.
Breathing. Arm parting.

(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

With turning to the left on "down-
ward," arms upward, forward and
downward

—

stretch

.

(The first movement of the turn is

made as the arms are bent before
stretching downward, the turn is

completed as the arms are stretched
downward).

Right leg and arms, forward

—

raise.

Leg and arms

—

hnvcr. Left leg and
arms, forward

—

raise.

(Arms sideways

—

raise. Trunk for-

ward

—

bend ) Arms forward and up-
ward

—

siting. Arms forward and
sideways

—

sii<i>ig. ( Trunk upward—stretch. Arms

—

loiver.)

(Kneel

—

doivn. Hips—./zVh; ) Trunk
backward

—

fall. Trunk upward

—

raise. {Stand.)

a. (Arms upward

—

stretch.) Trunk to

the left

—

turn. Trunk forward
and to the right

—

turji. Trunk
forward — turn. (Arms down-
ward

—

stretch.)

h. Trunk to the right

—

bend. Trunk
upward and to the left

—

bend.

Trunk upward

—

stretch.

tSee Appendix A.
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TABLE 62.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head bexdixg backward,
WITH ARM RAISING SIDE-

WAYS.
h. Breath I XG.

CHEST. )

c. Backward
FIRM.)

(Hands on

LUNGE. (Hips

2. Trunk bending backward and
forward, arm STRETCHING UP-

WARD. Trunk bending down-
ward. (Feet astride, arms
bend.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and forward, side-

ways AND downward.

4. Knee raising, leg stretching
backward. (Hips firm.)

5. Arm swinging forward and
sideways, with forward
lunge. (Arms forward and
upward raise.)

^Alternate leg rasingA {Lying.

Hips firm.)
or. Trunk falling backward.

{Kneeling, Arms bend.)

6. a. Trunk turning. (Left arm
BEND. right hand NECK
REST.

)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, arms up-
ward stretch.)

7. a. Crosswise step. (Hands
ON hips.)

b. Skipping or jumping, or game.

8. Breathing. Arm turning out-
ward AND inward.

COMMANDS.

c. Left (right) foot backward in lunge
position—place. Recover—place.

(The position thus attained is identical
with a forward lunge of the right

(left) foot.)

Trunk backward—bend. Arms upward— stretch. Arms — bend. Trunk
forward — bend. Arms upward —
stretch. Trunk downward — bend.

Trunk forward and upward—stretch.

Arms—bend.

(Left knee-
stretch.

change, i,

-raise.) Leg
Knee— bend.

backward-
Knees -

(Lie—do-ivn. Hips—firm.) Left (right)

leg—raise. Leg—lower. {Stand.)

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 63.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. Arm raising
FORWARD AND UPWARD,
LOWERING SIDEWAYS AND
DOWNWARD.

b. Foot placing forward and
OUTWARD. Heel raising
and knee bending. (Hips
firm, feet full open.)

c. Heel raising with slozv arm
stretching upward.
(Arms bend.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
forward, arm flinging.

Trunk bending downward
WITH ARM stretching UPWARD.
(Arms across bend.)

3. Arm stretching sideways and
UPWARD, with a pace FORWARD
AND B.ACKWARD.

4. Heel raising and knee full
bending. (Foot forward
place, hips firm.)

or, Knee raising with arm
raising sideways.

5. Arm flinging with backward
LUNGE. (Arms across bend.)

Prone falling^

6. Trunk turning and bending
sideways. (Feet astride,

ARMS sideways STRETCH.)

7. a. Tapping step. (Hands on
hips.)

b. Marching on the toes with
NECK REST.

C. RUN.VING or GAME.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

(Left knee and arms sideways

—

raise.

Feet and arms

—

change. (Knee and
arms

—

lower.

)

Prone falling position—place, i, 2.

Atten—tion, i, 2.

b. With neck rest, heels

—

raise. Quick—march. Class

—

halt, i, 2, 3.

(On the third motion, the arms are

brought to the side and the. heels

are lowered.)

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 64.

EXERCISES.

a. Head , bending sideways.
(Feet close, arms bend.)

b. Outward lunge. (Feet i-ule

OPEN, HALF LEFT TUK.N, HIPS
FIRM.)

c. Breathing.
SIDEWAYS
LOWERING
DOWNWARD.

Arm RAISING
.\ND UPWARD,
SIDEWAYS AND

2. Trunk bending b.ackw.^rd,

ARM stretching UPWARD,
TRUNK BE.N'DING FORWARD, ARM
STRETCHING SIDEWAYS AND
UPWARD. TRUNK BENDING
DOWNWARD. (Feet astride,

arms bend.)

3. Altern.^te arm stretching
upward and downward. with
a pace forward and b.a.ck-

WARD.

4. Alternate knee bending. (Feet
ASTRIDE, neck rest, HEEL
RAISE.)

5. Arm raising and lowering.
(Arms sideways raise, trunk
forward bend.)

COMMANDS.

b. (Feet iuVi—open. With a half left

(right) turn, Hips—Jinn. Left
(right) foot outward in lunge
position—place.) With turning,
feet—change, i, 2, 3.

(First the left foot is brought back;
then a complete turn is made; then
the right foot lunges outward.)

Trunk backward—bend. Arms up-
ward—stretch. Arms—bend. Trunk
forward—bend. Arms sideways and
upward— .stretch, i, 2, 3. Trunk
downward—bend. Trunk forward
and upward—stretch. Arms—bend.

With one pace forward, right arm up-
ward, left arm downward—stretch.

With one pace step back, right arm
downward, left arm upward—stretch.

Leg raising.i (Lying. Hips firm.)
I

Legs—raise. Legs—lower.

6. Trunk turning, trunk bending
SIDEWAYS. (Foot forward
place, neck rest.)

7. a. Reel step.! (Hands on hips.)

h. Slow march. (Hands on
hips.)

c. Game or skipping.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

(With left foot forward, neck—rest.)

Trunk to the left—turn. Trunk for-

ward—turn. Feet and arms—change.

Trunk to the right—turn. Trunk
forward—turn. Feet and arms—
change. Trunk to the left—bend.

Trunk upward—stretch. Feet and
arms—change. Trunk to the right

—

bend. Trunk upward—stretch.

(Atten—tion.)

a. Reel step- in. Class—halt.

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 65.

EXERCISES.

1- a. Breathing. Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

b. Head turning. (Hips firm,
trunk forward bend.)

c. Knee bending and stretch-
ing, with arm parting.
(Heel raise, arms for-

ward and upward raise.)
2. Trunk bending backward and

forward, arm stretching
UPWARD. Trunk bending
downward. (Feet astride,
arms bend.)

3. Arm stretching sideways,
WITH turning about.

4. Leg and arm raising sideways.
5. Arm swinging forward and

sideways, forward and up-
ward. (Forward lunge, arms
forward and upward raise.)

Prone falliiic/.i Foot t^lacing

foncard and backzvard.
or, Altrr)i(ite Icy raisingA (Lying.)

6. a. Trunk turning. Arm
stretching upward. (Arms
bend.)

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Left hand hip firm, right
hand neck rest.)

T. *a. Toe and heel step. (Hands
OS HIPS.)

b. Jumping over a rope with
turning to THE right or
left about.

8. Breathing. (Hips firm.)

COMMANDS.

Knee bending and stretching with
arm parting by numbers—/, 2.

turn, arms sideways-With about
slrctcJi,

(With arm raising forward and upward,
left foot forward in lunge position

—

place.) Arms forward and sideways—siving. Arms forward and upward—siving. Feet and arms

—

change.
(Atten

—

tion.)

(Prone falling position— />/af<', i, 2.)
Foot placing forward and backward—1,2. (Atten-//o;;, I, 2.)

Toe and heel step

—

begin. Class
—halt.

(The about turn is made as the
body is in the air just before
landing. For turning to the
right, the jump is taken from the
right foot.)

t See Appendix A,
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TABLE 66.
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TABLE 67.

EXERCISES.

a. Breathing.
SIDEWAYS

Arm
AND

RAISING
UPWARD,

SIDEWAYS ANDLOWERING
DOWNWARD.

b. Alternate hips eirm and
NECK REST WITH EEET
CLOSING AND OPENING.

c. Outward lunge. (Hale left
TURN, HIPS FIRM, FEET FULL
OPEN.)

2. Trunk bending backward and
FORWARD. (Left hand hip
FIRMj RIGHT HAND NECK REST.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
sideway's and forward, with
a pace to the right and left.

4.* Heel raising and knee bend-
ing. Head turning. (Foot
forward place, arms bgnd.)

5. .Arm raising upward and
LOWERING. (Feet astride,

arms FORWARD RAISE, TRUNK
FORWARD BEND.)

Side failing, '\ {Hip firm.)
or, TriDik backzcard fcilling.

{Kneeling. Anns across boid.)

6. a. Trunk turning, arm fling-
ing. (Feet close, arms
ACROSS BEND.

b. Trunk bending sideways.
(Feet astride, arms up-
ward stretch.)

7. a. Reel step. (Hands on hips.)

b. "Stork march." (Hands on
HIPS.)

c. Game or skipping.

8. Breathing. (Hands on chest.)

COMMANDS.

Trunk backward

—

be?id. Trunk for-
ward

—

bend.

Trunk upward

—

stretch. Arms

—

change.

With the left (right) hand, hip firm,
side faUing position

—

place, i, 2, 3.
Turn

—

over, i, 2. Atten

—

tion,

I. 2, 3.

{Turn over, i, 2. The prone falling

position is taken; then the side fall-

ing position facing in the opposite
direction.)

tSee Appendi.x A.
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TABLE 68.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Head bexdixg sideways.
(Foot forward place,

hips firm.)
b. Heel raising with slozv arm

STRETCHIXG UPWARD. (ArMS
BEXD. )

c. Breathixg. (Hips firm.)

2. a. Truxk bending backward,
ARM flinging. (Arms
across bend.)

/'. Trunk bending forward
AND downward. (ArMS
UPWARD stretch.)

3. Arm stretching upward with
turning ABOL'T.

4. Alternate kxee bending. (Feet
astride, arms bend, heels
raise.)

or. Knee raising, with neck
rest.

Arm raising and lowering
sideways. (Forward lunge,
arms sideways raise.)

^Proue falling, leg raising.

i

6. Trunk turning and bending
SIDEWAYS. (XECK rest.)

7. a. Crosswise step. (Hands on
hips.)

h. Jumping or skipping.

8. Breathing. Arm raisixg side-

ways.

COMMANDS.

(With left knee raise, neck

—

rest.)

Knee and arms

—

change. (Atten—tion.)

(With arm raising sideways, left (right)

foot forward in lunge position

—

place.) Arms

—

raise. Arms

—

lower.

Feet and arms

—

change. (Atten

—

lion.)

(Prone falling position

—

place, i, 2.)

Right (left I leg

—

raise.

Leg

—

lower. (Atten

—

tion.)

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 69.

EXERCISES.

1. a. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

b. Foot placing forward.
OUTWARD and sideways,
HEEL raising and knee
BENDING. (XECK REST, l-'EET

FULL OPEN.I
C. Head BENDING BACKWARD

AND FORWARD. (HiPS FIRM.)

2. a. Trunk bending backward.
(Toe support backward
place, neck rest.)

b. Trunk forward and down-
ward BEND. (Arms up-
ward STRETCH.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
UPWARD and downward.
WITH turning to THE RIGHT
AND LEFT.

4. Leg CIRCLING. (HiPS FIRM.)
or, leg RAISING SIDEWAYS.
with arm raising upward.
(Arms sideways raise.)

5. Arm swimming. (Arms in
swimming position, trunk
forward BEND.)

Ley raisingA (Lying.)
or. Side falling. (Neek rest.)

6. Trunk turning, with arm
raising forward and up-
ward, AND lowering sideways
AMI downward.

7. a. Shuffle sTEP.t (Hands on
HIPS.)

b. Marching with arm
STRETCHING upward, FOR-
WARD AND downward.

c. Game or running.

8. Breathing. Arm raising side-
ways and upward, lowering
sideways and downward.

COMMANDS.

With heel raising and knee bend-
ing, foot placing forward, outward
and sideways, left (right) foot—
begin, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc.

(With neck rest, left foot backward
on the toe—place.) Trunk back-
ward—bend. Trunk upward—
stretch. Feet and arms—change.
(Atten—tion.)

With turning to the left, left arm up-
ward, right arm downward—stretch.

With turning to the right, right arm
upward, left arm downward—stretch.

Leg circling, left (right) leg—begin,

1, 2, 3, 4.

The Ics is raised forward; then it takes
the sideways raise position; then the
backward raise position; then it is

brought to Attention.

With arm raising forward and upward,
trunk to the left (right)—turn.

With arm lowering sideways and
downward, trunk forward—turn.

Shuffle step—begin.

With arm stretching upward, for-

ward and downward, quick

—

march.

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 70.

EXERCISES. COMMANDS.

a. Head turning with sloza

arm stretching sideways.
(Arms bend.)

b. Toe lunge BACKWARD. (Hips
FIRM.)

c. Breathing. Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

Trunk bending backward,
forward and downward.
(Feet astride, arms upward,
STRETCH.)

Arm stretching forward and
downward. sideways and
downward, upward and down-
ward, izancc in each direction.

Knee raising, leg srtetching.
backward and forward.
(Hips firm.)

Arm flinging with outward
LUNGE. (Arms across i'.exh.

FEET FULL OPEN.

)

Prone falling, Ann boidiiig.i

or. Trunk falliur/ backivard,'\

(Knccli)i(/, Neck rest.)

*Sideways lunge. (Hips firm.)

7. a. Scotch step. (Hands on
HIPS.)

b. Upward jump with turxinc,
to the right or left
about.

8. Breathing. (Attention.)

b. (Left (right) foot backward in toe
lunge position—place.} Feet—
change i, 2. (Recover—place.)

(In this position the toe, and not the
whole foot, rests on the ground,
the knee and ankle being fully

stretched.)

Trunk backward—bend. Trunk for-
ward—bold. Trunk downward

—

/)(';;(/. Trunk forward — stretch.

Trunk downward—bend. Trunk for-

ward and upward—stretch.

(Left (right) knee—raise.) Leg back-
ward— stretch. Knee—bend. Leg
forward— stretch. Knee—bend. Knee
change.

(Prone falling position—place, 1, 2.)

Arm bending and stretching by
numbers— /, 2. (Atten—tion.)

Right (left) foot sideways in lunge
posiiion—place. Recover—place.

b. With turning to the left (right)

about, upward—jump i, 2, (3,

4), 5, 6.

(The about turn is made before
the feet touch the ground.)

t See Appendix A.
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TABLE 71.

EXERCISES, COMMANDS.

a. Breathing. (Hands on
CHEST.)

b. Head turning with alter-

nate ARM FUNGING. (ArMS
ACROSS BEND, TRUNK FOR-

WARD BEND.)

c. Outward lunge, with oblique
ARM STRETCHING. (ArMS
bend, feet full open.)

Trunk bending backward.
(Foot forward place, neck
REST.) Trunk bendi.ng for-

ward and downward. (Foot
forward place, arms up-
ward stretch.)

3. Arm stretching upward,
FORWARD and DOWNWARD,
WITH TURNING ABOUT, ON
doz^'iizvard.

4. Heel raising and knee full
bending, arm raising for-

ward and upward, lowering
sideways and downward.

5. Arm raising and lowering.
(Arms sideways raise, trunk
forward bend.)

Side falling.^ (Arm upivard
stretch.)

6. Trunk turning and bending
SIDEWAYS. (Feet close,

neck rest.)

7. a. Shuffle step. (Hands on
HIPS.)

b. Si.xTH skipping exercise,! or

balance march.
c. Game.

8. Breathing. Arm raising side-

ways.

c. (With oblique arm stretching, left

(right) foot outward in lunge
position—place.) Feet and arms—change, i, 2. (Recover—place.)

Trunk backward—bend. Trvmk up-

ward—stretch. Feet and arms—
change. Trunk backward — bend.

Trunk upward—stretch. Arms up-
ward—stretch Trunk forward and
downward—bend. Trunk forward

and pward -— stretch. Feet and
arms—change. Trunk forward and
downward—bend. Trunk forward

and upward—stretch. (Feet and
arms in position—place.)

tSee Appendix A.
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TABLE 72.

EXERCISES.

1- a. Head bending sideways.
(Feet close.)

b. Forward lunge, with foot
CHANGING FORWARD. (HiPS
FIRM.)

c. Breathing. Arm raising
sideways.

2. Trunk bending backward,
FORWARD and DOWNWARD.
(Arms upward stretch.)

3. Alternate arm stretching
upward and sideways, for-

ward and downward

4. Leg and arm circling.

'Arm parting,
backward,
RAISE.)

(ToE LUNGE
arms forward

Prone falliuq. Leg raising^
or. Prone falling. Arm bending.

6. Sideways lunge. (Hips firm.)

7. a. Toe and heel step. (Hands
on hips.)

b. Tumping or marching with
arm stretching forward
and sideways.

c. Game or skipping.

8. Breathing. .Arm parting.
(Arms forward raise.)

COMMANDS.

(Feet

—

change, 1,2. The back leg

is brought forward to Attention;
then the same leg takes the
forward lunge position.)

Leg and arm circling, left (right) foot—be^in, i, 2, 3, 4.

(Arm circling. The amis are raised

forward and upward; then they are
lowered sideways and downward.)

(With arm raising forward, left (right)

foot backward in toe lunge position—place.) Arm parting by numbers

—

I, 2. Feet and arms

—

change.

(Atten—lion.)

t See Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A.

SUPPLEAIKXTARY PHYSICAL EXERCISES.

ABDOMIXAL EXERCISES.

It will be ol:)vi(iii.s that these exercises, with the possiljle exceiJtion of the

first, are inappropriate for girls unless they are wearing suitable gymnastic
costume.

I. Trunk falling luickicurd— (kneeling po-

sition ).

The children first kneel down, and the

bod\' is tlien inclined backward from the

knees. The spine must not be bent, the

back must be straight, and the head must

be kept in line with the body (sec Fig. 64).

This exercise is most easily performed

with the hands in the position of "Hips

llrm," and progression may be made by

altering the position of the arms.

Commands :

Trunk backwakd—fall.

Trunk upward—raise.

Fig. 64.

Lyiny—Alternate ley raisiny.

The children first lie down on their l)acks, with the heels together. The
legs are raised in turn from
the floor, the knees being kept
straight (see Fig. 65). The
arms may be in the "Hips
firm" position, or in the "Xeck
rest" or "Upward stretch"
positions.

Commands :

Left (right) lkg— raise.

I'*EET

—

cltaiK/e, I, 2.

( The left leg is lowered
;

then the right leg is raised.)

Fig. 65.



3- Lying—Leg raising.

ISO

The children lie flat on the floor as in

the preceding exercise. On the command
"Legs

—

raise," both legs are simultaneously
lifted from the floor (see Fig. 66). The
legs should at first be raised as far as
possible to about a right angle, the knees
being kept straight. Later on thej^ should
be raised to about an angle of 45° with the
floor. Progression is also made by increas-
ing the time during which they are main-
tained in position. The arms should at

first be in the "Hips firm" position, and
progression may be made from this to

more difficult oositions of the arms

COMM.XXDS :

lyEGS

—

raise.

L,EGs

—

lower.

Fig. 66.

4. Prone Falling.

This position is arrived at by two movements, (i) The heels are raised
and the knees bent as far as possible, while the hands are placed on the
ground with the arms on the inner side of the legs, the fingers being flat on
the floor and directed somewhat inwards (see Fig. 67). (2) The feet and
legs are then made to spring back so that the body rests on the palms of the

hands and the toes (see Fig. 68).

In the second position care must l^e taken that the knees are not bent and
the body is straight. The head
should not be allowed to fall for-

ward, and there must be no "hol-

low back."
The position of "Attention" is

resumed by reversing the movements.

Commands :

Prone falling position—place i, 2.

Atten—tion, I, 2.

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.
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5. Prone falling with Foot Placing fonvard and backward.

Prone falling may occasionally be taken quickly, especially with young
children, and may be varied by "jumping" the legs forward and backward
from the second to the tirst position several times in quick succession.

Commands :

Prone falling position—place i, 2. FooT placing forward anu backward—/, a.

6. Prone falling xi'ith Leg rais-

ing.

The Prone falling position is

first taken, and the legs are

then raised alternately, the

knees being kept straight (see

Fig. 69).

COMM.AXDS :

Left (right) leg—raise.

Leg—lower.

Fig. 69.

7. Side falling.

This exercise follows Prone failing. After the Prone falling position has
been taken, the body is turned to the
right or left, facing forward or back-
ward, so that the whole weight rests

on one hand only (see Fig. 70). The
free arm may be in the "Hip firm,"

or "Xeck rest," or "Upward stretch"

position. Care must be taken that

only the lower foot touches the

floor, the upper foot resting upon
the lower one.

Commands :

With left (right) hand Hip
FIRM, side falling POSITION

place I, 2, 3.

Fig. 70. Turn—over, i, 2.

(The Prone falling position is taken : then the body is turned into the

side falling position with the left hand Hips firm.)

8. Prone falling—Arm bending.

The Prone falling position is first assumed in the usual manner, and the

arm bending and stretching is taken from this position.

Comma.nds :

.^RMS

—

bend. .Arms—stretch.

On the Command Arms bend, the body is lowered, with the elbows turned
out and the back straight until the face almost touches the floor. On the

Command Arms stretch, the arms are straightened, and the Prone falling

position is resumed.
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SKIPPIXG EXERCISES.
For girls, skipping will be found particularly valuable when only a limited

amount of time can be spent in vigor-
ous movement. It also has the ad-
vantage of giving exercise to all

parts of the body at the same time.

The rope should be turned back-
wards, and the arms kept fully ex-
tended on a level with the shoulders,
so that the chief movement takes
place at the shoulder joint and not
at the wrist {sec Fig. 71.) Child-
ren should not be allowed to turn
the rope forwards, or to bend the

elbows and so keep the arms close

to the body, l:ecause such methods
tend to constrict and narrow the

chest. The skipping should be done
with flexil)le knees and there should
l)e a small rebound between each
skipping step to prevent any jar-

ring. Most children enjoy skipping
and will readily practise it out of

school in their free time.

I. Feet at the position of Atten-
tion. Spring on the toes, keeping

Fig. 71. both feet together, and allow the

rope to pass underneath—then give

a small reltound with bent knees, the toes being slightly raised from the

floor before the second skip is begun.
2. The feet are alternately raised in front with pointed toes and straight

knees—while two hops (one and a rebound) are given on the other foot.

3. This exercise is similar to No. 2, but the toe of the foot which is

raised should tap the floor twice each time the rope is turned.

4. Give two hops on the left foot.

On the first hop place the right foot liehind the left leg, the knee being

well turned out. On the second hop stretch the right leg outward with the

knee stretched.

Repeat, hopping on the right foot.

5. Hop and rebound, crossing the feet alternately, the right foot may
first be in front, and then the left. The feet are uncrossed and changed
after the rebound each time the rope is turned.

6. Hop on the left foot and stretch the right leg in front with pointed toe.

Repeat the hop on the left foot and raise the right knee, keeping the toe

pointed to the floor. Change the feet and repeat, hopping on the right foot.

DAXCIXG STEPS.

The value of introducing dancing steps into any scheme of physical train-

ing as an additional exercise especially for girls, or even in some cases for

boys, is becoming widely recognised. Dancing, if properly taught, is one of

the most useful means of promoting a graceful carriage with free, easy
movements, and is far more suited to girls than many of the exercises and
games borrowed from boys. As in other balance exercises, the nervous
system acquires a more perfect control of the muscles, and in this way a
further development of various brain centres is brought about. The edu-

cational results of dancing differ somewhat from those obtained by formal
physical exercises, which at times become monotonous notwithstanding the

care taken in arranging the lessons.
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Dancing steps add very greatly to the interest and recreative effect of
the lesson, the movements are less methodical and exact and are more
natural : if suitably chosen they appeal strongly lO the imagination and act

as a decided mental and physical stimulus and exhilarate in a wholesome
manner both body and mind.

Dancing is here, of course, considered solely from the educational stand-
point, and it must be remembered that, though its value is very great, and
in some ways unique, it can never replace the formal lessons in physical

exercises, but should be used to supplement them.
Dances suitable for teaching in elementary schools require great care

and discrimination in their selection. It is desirable that such dances should
consist of graceful movements, that body and arms, in addition to the feet

and legs, should have their appropriate and co-ordinated actions, and that

they should quite naturally express the joy and spirit of the child and should

not be unduly formal or restrained. Further, it is important that they should

be comparatively simple and easy to teach. Dances which include clumsy
inelegant actions, or which lend themselves readily to boisterous and uncon-
trolled movements, should be avoided, as should also those more difficult and
stately dances whose chief excellence lies in the slow graceful manner in*

which the various movements, are carried out. The latter require specially

experienced teachers, and unless wisely taught are apt to lead to habits of

self-consciousness and "posturing," which cannot have a healthy mental or

moral effect.

Dances such as the Pavane, Minuet or Gavotte are not as a rule suitable

for children in elementary schools, neither is it desirable to teach the ordin-

ary ball-room dancing. Morris dances are easily learned and very enjoy-

able. They are perhaps better suited for the younger children (boys or

girls.) The "steps" are few, the movements are of the large and massive type,

and the accompanying music is both tuneful and rhythmical. Although the

recreative effect of ]Morris dances is great, and although the child does

indeed acquire through them some additional control over his Ixidy and
limbs, yet the movements can scarcely be considered graceful or beautiful,

and therefore other dances should also lie taught, especially to the older

children. There are numerous forms of the Reel, the Lilt, the Jig; there are

national and peasant dances such as the Welsh Dance ; there are many
Country dances, such as Sir Roger de Coverley or the Swedish dance, which,

although consisting of somewhat more formal steps and movements, are yet

sufficiently simple for elementary schools, and which combine the healthy

gaiety of' the Morris dances with the more controlled and graceful move-
ments which all educational dances should furnish.

It is beyond the province of this Syllabus to describe any complete dances,

but a few simple examples of typical type from various national or folk

dances are given in detail below. They will be found in the Tables of Series

C. but they need not be taught to the older girls only. They may be taken on
the spot, after the class has opened ranks.

All steps should be as light as possible and the toes and knees must be
turned out—the position of the knees being especially important in all dance
movements. The backs of the hands should be placed on the hips with the

wrists turned to the front, this position will be found better than the drill

position of "Hips firm."

Commands
H.\.NDS ON HIPS

—

place.

I. Tafyping Stet>.

(a) Hop on the left foot four times; at the same time extend the right

foot to the front with the knee straight and tap four times on the floor with
the point of the toe, keeping time with the hops on the left foot.

(b) Change the feet with a slight spring and repeat the hopping and tap-
ping.
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2. Crosszi'ise Step.

(a) Start with the feet m the position of

Attention, give a slight spring and land with

the right foot in front of the left, the feet

Ix'ing slighth' crossed (sec Fig. 72).

(/') Repeat the spring and change the feet

so that the left foot comes to the front.

Between each spring bend the knees

slightly.

(c) Then repeat three times, zi'lthuitt the

knee bending.

Repeat the whole step beginning with the

left foot in front.

Fig. 72.

3. Reel Step.

(a) Hop on the left foot, extending the right leg to the side with a

straight knee and pointed toe.

(b) Repeat the hop on the left foot, l)ringing the right knee up in front

with the toe pointing to the floor.

(c) Repeat the hop on the left foot, and stretch the right leg so that the

toe touches the floor in front, as in the Tapping step.

(d) Repeat (b).

Change the feet witli a slight spring and repeat («), (b), (c), (d), hop-
ping on the right foot.

4. Scotch Step.

Hop on the left foot four times.

On the first hop^—extend the right foot to the side as in the Reel step,

the step must however, he marked on the floor with the whole of the foot.

The knee must be bent in doing this movement.
On hops 2, 3, and 4, cross the right leg over the left, first in front, then

behind, then in front again. The right knee must be well turned out, and
the right foot must pass to the left side of the left leg on the second, third,

and fourth hops.

Change the feet with a slight spring and repeat, hopping on the right foot.

5. Toe and Heel Step.

Hop on the left foot four times.

(a) On the first hop—extend the right leg to the side with the toe and
knee turned in (see Fig. 73).

(b) On the second hop—turn the right toe and knee out, placing the heel

where the toe was in (a) (see Fig. 74}.

(e) On the third hop—place the right toe in front of the left foot, keep-

ing the knee well turned out.
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Fig. ^2,^ Fig. 74-

({/) On the fourth hop—put the right heel where the right toe was in

(r), turning the right toe well up.

Repeat (a), (&), (c), (d), hopping with the right foot.

(r) (rf) may be used as a "step march," when the class will move forward
instead of remaining stationary.

6. Shuffle Step.

Hop on the left foot twice, giving at the same time two shuffle steps with

the right foot on the floor in front of the left, the right toe being well turned

out. (Children acquire the correct action more readily if told to imagine a

coin on the floor which must be given two small kicking steps to send it in

the direction in which the toe points when standing at "Attention.")

Repeat the hopping with the right foot, and the shuffle with the left.

Continue the step by changing the feet alternately.

GAMES.

The value of introducing games into a scheme of physical training has

already been referred to, and by no means the least service a school can

render is to implant in the children a love for healthy and wholesome play.

The recreative effect of games is always of great importance, as through

them so much can be done to make the lives of children brighter, more joy-

ful, and less monotonous. The educational effect on the mind and char-

acter is equally valuable. Children can learn more easily perhaps in this

way than m any other the value of co-operation with others, and the need

to sacrifice when necessary personal desires and wishes for the common
good; the faculty of initiation is at the same time developed, and the habit

of obedience is encouraged. Even the little children can thus learn unselfish-

ness and the control of their own feelings.

There is also the actual physical effect on the body as a whole, and in this

connection it may be rememliered that in playing games it is possilile to pro-

cure a considerable amount of muscular exercise with comparatively little

cfTort and fatigue, this being in a great measure because the exercise is

spontaneous and thoroughly enjoyed.
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It may be added that all games should be played in the open air whenever
possible, and that for growing children games which employ both sides of
the body equally are preferal)le to games in which the movements tend to be
one-sided.

A few examples of typical games are described briefly below :

—

Running Games.

1. Fill the Gap (or Running the Circle).—The children form a circle,

holding hands. One player running round the outside of the circle touches
another who at once starts running in the opposite direction, each child try-
ing to get back to the vacant place first. The unsuccessful player continues
the running, touching another child. To vary the game, the two running
round the circle may be directed, when they meet, to bow or curtsey three
times, to shake hands, or to turn completely round before going on, etc.

2. Cat and Mouse (or Rat).—The children join hands and stand in a
circle, with the "Cat" outside and the "Mouse" inside. On the word "Go !"

the Cat then tries to catch the Mouse, following him exactly, as he runs
in and out of the ring passing between the other players under their clasped
hands.

The players in the ring move round, and allow the Mouse to pass freely
in and out of the ring by raising their hands, while they try to prevent the
Cat from following him by lowering their hands. As soon as the Mouse is

touched, the last two players in the circle who let the Cat pass between them
become Cat and INlouse.

Instead of standing in a circle the class may form in open ranks with
hands joined, the Cat and Mouse standing at corners diagonally opposite.
On the Command Left (or right)

—

turn, the children turn and again join
hands, the direction of the parallel spaces between them l)eing thus reversed.
The Cat and Mouse must always run along these spaces, and may not pass
under the joined hands of the other players. The positions may be altered
as often as desired, and the game is thus made more difficult and interesting
to older children.

3. Tzi'os and Threes—The children form a circle, arranged in pairs, one
child standing behind the other and looking towards the centre, the couples
being some six to eight feet apart. Two children are chosen, one to run, and
the other to catch. The runner may stop in front of any pair, and then the
child at the back must at once run on in his place and may try to save him-
self in the same way. If he is touched before he can do this he takes the
place of the catcher, who runs in front of another pair. The players may
also be formed in two circles, each pair of children facing one another with
a space between them. Instead of running in front of the pair, the child

who is being pursued runs l)etween them, turns his back to whichever one he
chooses, and it is then the turn of this latter child to run on in his place.

4. Fo.v and Geese.—One of the players is chosen as the "Fox." The
others form a line one behind the other with their hands on each other's

shoulders. The player at the head of the line is the "Goose-man," and has to

protect the geese. The goose-man raises his arms sideways and the fox
stands in front of him. At the word "Go !" the fox tries to run round behind
the goose-man and touch one of the geese. The goose-man, followed In' the

geese, tries to prevent this by keeping the fox always in front of himself.

When a goose is touched he becomes fox, the former fox becomes the goose-
man, but takes his place at the other end of the line, every one turning
round. If the line is broken it must be re-formed as quickly as possible,

but the fox may catch anyone in the broken tail.

5. Borrozi' a Light.— (Apparatus: a broomstick.) One player is chosen to

wander round, and find some one to "give him a light." For each of the
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other players a small circle is drawn on the floor with chalk, in which he
itands. The circles can be arranged in a ring or placed irregularly. The
wanderer, provided with a stick, stands before one of those "at home" in

a circle, raps with his stick on the ground, and says : "Can you give me a
light?"' The other replies: "Ask my neighbour!"' The wanderer then passes
on and tries another, and so on. \\'hile this is going on, the other players
stealthily change places. If a wanderer succeeds in occupying an empty
circle, the player, who is now without a "home," must do the wandering.
If the wanderer has gone round to all the players without getting a place,

he throws his stick away and shouts : "The light is out !" Then all must
change places at the same time, during which the wanderer takes possession
of a circle, and the player without one picks up the stick and wanders
round to get a light.

6. Hazvk and Dczrs.—-Two enclosures, the dovecotes, are marked out on
the floor 30 or 40 paces apart. One player is chosen as the hawk, the others
are the doves. The doves take their places in one of the cotes, the hawk
stands midway between the cotes. The hawk now claps his hands to frighten
the doves out of the cote. These run, one at a time, or several together,

towards the other cote. Those that are touched by the hawk on the way
become hawks. All the hawks now join hands and proceed to catch the

remainder until all are caught. If the doves hesitate to leave the cote

after the hawk has clapped his hands, he may call : "Out or in, or I shall

come in and catch you !" after which he can catch the doves in the cote.

In starting the game afresh the first player caught becomes the hawk.

Jumping Games.

7. Stepping Stones.—Two lines are drawn on the ground 20 to 30 paces
apart to represent the banks of a river which lies between them. Across the
river thus formed a number of small circles to represent stepping stones are
drawn at irregular intervals and in an uneven zig-zag, so that a good jump is

required to get from one to another. The players divide into two teams and
assemble on one bank. From here one at a time they run quickly across to
the other bank by jumping from one stepping stone to the next. Only one
foot may touch each "stone," and if a player lands outside a circle he is

"drowned,'' and stands aside in the stream. The team which gets the largest

number over safely wins.

8. Jumping the Szi-inging Rope.— (Apparatus: A rope about 20 feet long
with a small bag stuffed with horse-hair or tow attached to one end.) A
circle is drawn on the ground and the players stand upon it about 4 feet apart
and facing inwards or along the circle. One player is chosen to swing the
rope, which he does from the centre. Keeping the rope low down, he
swings the bag around inside the circle until it has got up some speed. He
then lets out the rope so that it passes under the feet of the other players
as they jump over it in turn. If anyone fails to jump at the right moment
and stops the rope he changes places with the centre man. Xo player, how-
ever, must be allowed to remain long in the centre, because the work of
swinging the rope is exhausting.

9. Leap Frog.—The players are arranged in a ring or a line. Those
"showing a back" should stand either with their backs to the jumpers and
their feet astride and a hand on each knee, or turned sidewaj's with one
foot forward and both hands on the advanced knee.

Ball Games.*

ID. Out and In.— (Apparatus: A i:all about the size of a tennis ball or a
bean bag.) The players form a ring, 5 to 8 paces from each other. The ball is

*P>all games may be played with luan bags instead of balls. The bags should be
made of bright coloured material aid should be about si.x inches square. They must not
be filled too full of beans, but each may contain about half a pound.
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thrown from player to player until someone drops it. The one who does
this is "out" and leaves the ring. The next player picks up the ball and
throws it on again. The o1>ject of the player "out" is now to run round the

outside of the ring following the ball, and when someone else drops it, to

try and pick it up himself. If he succeeds he gets "in" again and takes the

place of the other' player who is now "out."

II. Chase Ball.— (Apparatus: Two balls (or bean bags) about the size

of tennis balls, preferably soft, one may be red and the other blue. This
game can be played either in a ring or in two lines.)

(ff) Chase Ball in a Ring.—The players are divided into two equal teams,
the "reds" and the "blues," each with its leader. The whole form a ring

of alternate "red" and "blue," with 4 to 6 paces between the pla\-ers. The
two leaders are at opposite sides of the ring and each holds a ball. At
the word "Go !" each leader throws his ball to the next player of his own
team on his right, who at once throws it on to the next, and so on, the balls

chasing each other round the ring until one catches up and passes the other.

If anyone drops the ball he must pick it up and return to his place before
passing it on. The winning team is that which makes its ball pass the other.

A\'hen the game is restarted the balls are thrown in the opposite direction.

The game can also be played as follows :—When the ball has passed round
the ring and come back to the leader he calls : "Blue one !" or "red one !"

as the case may lie, the next time he calls : "Blue two !" and so on, up to 3 or

5 as agreed upon. The team which first reaches the agreed number wins.

{h) Chase Ball in Tzvo Lines.—The players form two lines facing each
other at 8 to 12 paces. Each line is composed of alternate "reds" and blues,"

the "reds" of one line standing opposite the "blues" of the other. There
should be an interval of an arm's length between the players in each line.

The balls are held by the two leaders at the end of the lines. At the word
"Go !" they throw the balls across to the next player of their own team in the

opposite line and so on till the balls reach the other end of the lines, when
they are returned in the same way to the leaders. As soon as a leader gets

the ball liack he calls "Blue one!" or "Red one!" and at once throws it as

at the beginning. This is continued until the ball has returned to the leader

a given number of times, to be agreed upon. The team which first reaches

this number wins. In this and the preceding game, if the two balls hit

together the players who threw them must pick them up, and return to their

places before continuing to throw.

12. Rolling Chase Ball.—Apparatus : Two big balls, footballs are good,
or bean bags may be used.) The players of each team form a line one
behind the other. The two Hues should be 8 to 10 paces apart. The leader

at the head of each team holds a ball in both hands. At the word : "Go !"

everyone stretches his arms above his head, and the leader of each line, hold-

ing the ball in his upstretched hands and keeping the body erect lets go of

the ball, which is caught by the next player behind, who passes it backwards
in the same way, and so on until the last player in the line receives it. The
latter at once runs with the ball to the head of the line and continues the

passing of the ball as before. The game continues in this way until one
line has regained its original order, i.e., with the leader in front, when that

team wins. There must be no turning of the body in passing the ball, which
must go straight backwards over the top of the head, and no one niust

look behind him. If anyone drops the ball he must run and pick it up
and return to his place before passing it. Everyone must pass the ball

and if anyone fails to touch it as it passes over him, the ball must be passed

back to him again. When the game is well played the ball appears to roll

over the players heads, hence its name.
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13- Tozver Ball.— (Apparatus: Three broomsticks tied together, and a

football or other big ball.) Three sticks are tied together in the middle,

and their ends spread out so that they will stand upright. These are placed

in the centre of the hall or playground and form the tower. One of the

players is chosen as the defender of the tower. The others are the attackers,

and stand close together in a ring round the tower. The attackers try to

knock the tower down with a footl)all, which they kick along the ground.

The defender kicks the ball back to the ring. If it passes out of the ring

the player on whose right hand it passed must run after it, and place it in

front of the next player on his right, who now has the right to kick it.

\\hen an attacker succeeds in knocking over the tower, he becomes the

defender. If the defender accidentally knocks over the tower himself, he

loses his place, which is taken by the attacker who last kicked the ball.

The game can be varied by the attackers throwing the ball, and the defender

hitting it away with a stick.

Miscellaneous Games.

14. French Blind Man's Buff.—The children form a circle and each is

given a number. One child is blindfolded and stands in the centre of the

circle. He then calls out any two numbers, and the children having these

numbers must at once change places. While they are changing, the "blind

man" endeavours to catch one of them : if he succeeds, he takes the place of

the player he has caught, while the latter is blindfolded in his turn.

This game may also be played in the class-room with the children seated

at their desks. The "blind man" stands in front of the class, and calls two
numbers, the corresponding children at once stand up and answer "Here."
The "blind man" then says : "Go !" and they change places, passing down the

aisles as quietly as possible and crossing in front of the class in order to

give the "blind man" a chance of catching one of them. Two pairs of

children may simultaneously change places.

15. Nine Pins—For this game music is required. One child stands in the

centre of the room, on a marked spot. The other children take partners

and march round him in a circle, leaving a space of two or three feet be-

tween each CQuple, until the music suddenly stops. Then each child in the

inside of the circle at once tries to take the place of the child immediately

in front, while the central player, who may not move until the music stops,

also tries to secure one of the places left vacant during the change. The
child who is left without a partner must stand in the centre when the music
begins again. To vary the game, the children on the inside of the circle

may be told to take the places of the children in front who are on the out-

side of the circle, the children on the outer side crossing over to the inner.

Among other Games may be mentioned "Contest" Games, such as Tug of

War, which can be played in various ways ; Races ; Battledore and Shuttle-

cock, in which the right and left hand should be used alternateh-; Rounders,
a useful playground game: and Basket Ball, which is of great value when
the necessary apparatus can be provided. There are also a number of Sing-

ing Games, such as "London Bridge," which are suitable for little children.
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APPENDIX B.

CLASS-ROOAl EXERCISES.

Physical exercises may lie taken in the class-room either as "recreative"
exercises for a few minutes at a time between other lessons, or it ma\- be
necessary in some schools to take the regular lesson of physical training
in the class-room. In the latter case it is desirable that the available space
shall be utilised to its fullest extent, and it is often possible, by carefully
arranging the children, to carry out a considerable number of exercises
even in a somewhat crowded room. It will be understood that where in-

fants are taking their exercises in the class-room they will only do such
movements as are suitable to their age.

Children should as far as possible stand clear of their desks, either be-
tween them or in any free space there may be at the front or back of the
room. A quarter or a half turn to the right or left will often make an
exercise, such as "Arm stretching sideways," or "Arm flinging," possible,

which could not be taken if the whole class faced directly forward. Certain
exercises, such as Head movements. Breathing exercises, some Arm move-
ments, may // necessary be taken in the sitting position.

Children should not be allowed to stand on the seats or forms on ac-

count of the additional strain and fatigue entailed in balancing the body
correcth'. When the room is extremely small the class may be taken in

two divisions.

The zvindows should alzcays be open when Physical Exercises are being
taught.

If it is necessary to take the lesson in the class-room, the tables of ex-
ercises should be followed as far as possible :

—

(i) Introductory Exercises.—The usual Order movements can seldom be
given. Head movements and Breathing exercises can always be
done. Some foot movements such as "Feet closing and opening,"

"Alternate toe or heel raising," and in many cj.;;es "Foot placings,"

are also possible.

(2) Trunk bending baclczvard and forzvard should not be omitted.

(3) Arm tendings and stretchings can often be taken in every direction

and in all cases in some directions. If the children are somewhat
crowded together, alternate instead of douljle movements may be
taught.

(4) Balance Exercises, "Heel raising and Knee bending," "Heel raising,"

"Knee raising," and in many cases "Toe support placing" and "Leg
raising" are usually found possible.

(5) Shoulder-blade Exercises can be taken in nearly every case.

(6) Trunk turning and bending sidczvays are always possible if the

children have room to stand and maj- also be taken in a modified
form from the sitting position.

(7) Marcliing. Whether this is possible depends on the distance be-
tween the desks and on the amount of available free floor space.

"Step" marches should seldom be attempted. Where necessary,
marching may be replaced by "^larking time with knee raising"

or "Running on the spot."

"Recreative" Exercises.—As these exercises are only taken for a few
minutes at a time the arrangement of the class is not of great importance.

Examples of such exercises are:—Breathing exercises, Head movements.
Arm liendings and stretchings (taken quickly and vigorously), Trunk bend-
ing l)ackward and forward. Arm swinging and flinging, and Running on the

spot.
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APPENDIX C.

PHYSICAL EXERCISES FOR INFANTS.

A few notes on the method of teaching Physical Exercises in the Infant

School may be given appropriately here. Until the age of live years it is well

to limit Physical Exercises to free play and games with occasional marching,

running, and l)reathing exercises. From five to seven years of age some pre-

liminary instruction may be given to prepare the child for the more formal
lessons taught in the other departments of the school.

General Directions.—The lesson must be short, 15 minutes being long

enough for Infants. It should be made as interesting and varied as possible,

and no exercise should be repeated more than two or three times in succes-

sion. The exercises should be chosen for their general effects on nutrition

as a whole, and for their power to stimulate respiration and circulation.

Slow movements should not be attempted. At the same time, it must be

constantly remcmliered that young children readily become fatigued, and
therefore ample opportunity for resting must be allowed.

Comviauds.—Directions to Infants should never take the form of a de-

finite "command." The exercise should be explained or described in the

ordinary speaking voice, and the children may then be told to begin. Com-
mands, as given to older children, tend to exact a certain precision of execu-

tion, which is never needed in the Infant School. The teacher should herself

illustrate the exercise, and may perform it with the children.

Faults should not be too strictly corrected, as perfect positions are not to

be expected or desired. Too much correction wearies the children and de-

tracts from the recreative effect of the lesson.

No systematic attempt should be made to teach Order movements, the

children may be placed in position or may be given their numbers by the

teacher.

Though it is not necessary in the Infant School to teach the exercise in

the definite order and sequence given in the Tables, it may be convenient to

consider the suitability of the exercises in each group for young children.

1. Introductory Exercises.—"Head bending forward and backward," or

"Head turning" may be taught. "Marking time," especially with
knee raising, is a useful leg movement. "Feet closing and opening"
and "Feet astride placing" may also be used.

Easy commencing positions, such as "Hips firm" or "Arms bend,"
may be taken as exercises.

2. Trunk bendinfj hacki^'ard should not l)e taught to Infants because con-
siderable strain attaches to its correct performance. "Trunk bending
forward and downward" is easily done by young children and may
be given comparatively often.

3. Arm bendings and stretchings.—Any simple movements, upward, down-
ward, sideways or forward, may be taught. They must, however, l)e

taken more quickly, and less precisely than with older children. In-
stead of keeping the fingers extended, the fists may be loosely
clenched.

4. Balance exercises are unsuitable for Infants, as the brain centres are
as yet too undeveloped to profit by such movements. "Heel raising
and lowering" may, however, be taught as it is quite easily performed.
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5. Shoulder-blade exercises are also unsuitable on the whole. The slow
movements, such as "Arm parting," are not desiral)le, and if the
swinging or flinging movements are taken bad positions of the
body are apt to be assumed.

Abdominal exercises.—Though in a number of cases these move-
ments, e.g.. "Prone falling," are more easily performed by Infants
than by older children, it is seldom that the dress, at any rate of the
girls, is suitable, and the children are likely, moreover to get ex-
tremely dirty.

6. Trunk turning or bending sidczvays should on the whole not be taught
to young children under seven years of age.

7. Marching and running.—These vigorous movements are perhaps more
important in the Infant school than any others. The younger the
child, the more irksome does continued sitting at a desk become, and
the more necessary are exercises which bring into action all the
muscles of the body. A proportionatelj' large part of the lesson
should therefore be spent in marching, and the greater number of
easy "step" marches taught, the greater the enjoyment of the class.

Marching is also of great value in teaching the child to walk and
hold himself correctly. Music may be used to accompany marching,
especially the various "step" marches.

"Astride jumping" and "Running on the spot" can be easily done
even by young children.

8. Breathing exercises form an extremely necessary part of the lesson and
may be given freely between the other exercises. Whenever possible,
the lesson should be commenced with "handkerchief drill," to ensure
a free passage for the air through the nose. Breathing may be
taken with the "Hands on the chest," or in the "Hips lirm," position
and in this exercise little children ma.v be directed to breathe audibly,
keeping the mcuth shut during expiration as well as inspiration.

Games for Infant Schools.

Physical exercises for Infants can often I)e taken in the form of Games,
and a few of these games are suggested below :—

1. Hammering.—Feet sideways place. Then the hands are clenched one
before the other (or clasped) above the head. "Hammering—begin! stop!"
The arms and body are swung forward and downward quickly, then upward
again.

2. "Kneading Dough."—Feet sideways place. Fists clenched, elbows bent
and drawn well back. Body bent slightly forward. Then alternate arm
stretching downward with strong twist of trunk from side to side. "Knead-
ing—begin ! stop !"

?,. "Sazi.nng."—L,eit foot forward, wivh the knee slightly bent and the left

hand placed on it. This forms the sawing bench. The right hand, which is

supposed to hold the saw, is carried f?r backward with elbow bent and trunk
twisted well round. "Left foot forward with the knee a little bent ! Left
hand on the knee ! Right hand ready to saw ! Begin ' Stop !" At "begin"
the right arm is thrust forward and downward over the "sawing bench" and
the liody is twisted with it. Then right elbow is drawn back and body twisted
back. Small children can make a hissing noise to represent the saw noise.

Change feet and arms.
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4. Marching ztnth Hand Clapping or Stainping.—This is used to get the
correct rhythm in marching. Example: "with hand clapping (stamping) on
every 3rd (5th) pace, quick—march!" or, "with four ordinary paces, then
four with hand clapping (stamping), quick—march!"

5. Giants and Dzn'arfs.—"Giants and dwarfs, quick—march !" Four
steps on the toes with the arms stretched above the head, then four steps

v'ith knees bent and hands on the hips.

6. Seven League Boots.—Start from one side of the hall and go to the

other with the least possible number of steps, each step a jump, the arms
swinging alternately forward and backward, body inclined forward.

7. Crow Hop.—Heels raise and knees bend as far as they will go. Keep
the back quite straight. Then hop forward with both feet together. At first

only one hop at a time, later 2 or 3 hops in succession ; finally several hops,

but the children should stop before they become breathless. The children

can also hop round each other in pairs, or round in a ring holding hands.

8. Sending up a Sky-rocket.—The children form a ring round the teacher

and imitate what he does. The sparking, whirling, fizzing, shooting up of the

rocket, and the bursting of the stars are imitated as follows :

—

The Sparking
bv clapping the hands lightly together and making a popping noise with the

lips. First slowly and then faster and faster. The Whirling and Fizzing.—
Place the right hand in front of the mouth, give it a rotary movement, and
make a fizzing noise by blowing through the fingers. This gets quicker and
louder until the rocket is ready to go up. When the Rocket goes up. stretch

the right arm upwards and accompanv the movement with a loud "sh . . .

."

followed by a long drawn-out "hurrah!" The Stars Burst. Then every one

raises the hands and snaps the finger and thumb of each hand alternately to

represent the stars bursting. The different parts follow immediately on

each other
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APPENDIX D.

A SUITABLE DRESS FOR GIRLS.

A simple dress for girls suitable for taking physical exercises or games
(and as illustrated iu the Syllabus) consists of a tunic, a jersey or blouse,
and knickers. The -tunic and knickers may be made of blue serge, and if a
blouse is worn, it should be made of some washing material.

The tunic, which requires two widths of serge, may be gathered or, pre-

ferably, pleated into a small yoke with straps passing over the shoulders.
The dress easily slips on over the head, and the shoulder straps are then
fastened. It should be worn with a loose belt or girdle. In no case should
an\- form of stiff corset be used. (See Fig. 75.)

The knickers, with their detachal)le washing lining, should replace all

petticoats. They should not be too ample, and should not be visible below
the tunic. They are warmer than petticoats and allow greater freedom of
movement.

Any plain blouse maj' be worn with the tunic, or a woollen jersey may be
substituted in cold weather. (See Fig. 76.)

For the tunic some 2 to 2V2 yards are usually required, and for the

knickers about 1V2 to 2 yards. It may be found possible in some schools to

provide patterns, or to show girls how to make such articles for themselves.

Such a dress, though primarily designed for physical exercises, is entirely

suitable for ordinary school use. (See Fig. /j.)
Though it is, of course, not practicable to introduce this dress into all

Public Elementary Schools, or in the case of all girls, yet in many schools

there are children whose parents are both willing and able to provide them
with appropriate clothing. The adoption of a dress of this kind, which is

at the same time useful and becoming, tends to encourage that love of neat-

ness and simplicity which every teacher should endeavour to cultivate among
the girls. And as it allows free scope for all movements of the body and
limbs, it cannot fail to promote healthy physical development.
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APPENDIX E.

SUGGESTIONS OX THE CONSTRUCTION OF TABLES
OF EXERCISES.

A few additional suggestions on the Construction of Tables of Exercises
are set out in this Appendix for the use of more experienced teachers, or of
students who are themselves learning to make Tables of Exercises. They
are not intended for teachers who have had no opportunities for special
training in this work, because the teaching of ill-arranged or faulty Tables
may do much to counteract the effect desired from the Physical Training
lesson, and may even in some cases result in positive harm. Such teachers
should therefore follow in detail the Tables given in the Syllabus.

Before beginning to construct a Table of Exercises reference should be
made to the chapter on Order and Progression of Exercises (Chapter VI.)
in which a skeleton Table showing the order and arrangement of the differ-

ent groups of exercises will lie found. At least one exercise from each
group should he included in any complete Table. The individual groups
of exercises are considered in some detail in Chapters III. and IV. Care
must be taken to secure appropriate progression both in the exercises them-
selves, and in the starting positions, and to make the Table as varied and
interesting as is consistent with suitable progression and the precise pur-
pose for which the Table is constructed, including the age and physical re-

quirements of the child. In selecting exercises due consideration must be
given to Tables previouslv learned, in order that the new Table shall be, as
a whole, somewhat in advance of the work already done.

For further convenience, a list of exercises contained in the different
groups is appended, together with the starting positions of the feet and arms
in approximate progressive order of difficulty. In some cases combinations
of an exercise with other exercises or movements are also added. The
numbers in brackets placed after the starting positions refer to a Table in

which the exercise is taken from that position of the feet or arms. This list

is not, of course, intended to be either comprehensive in the sense of cover-
ing all free standing Exercises, nor is it complete in itself. It is suggestive
only.

Exercises.
Starting Positions

of the Feet.

Starting Positions

of the Arms.

Combinations of the
Exercise in this

Group with other
movements.*

I. INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES.

(fl) Head Exercises.

[ Head bending:
Backward.
Forward.

Head turning:
Head bending:

Sideways.
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Exercises.
Starting Positions

of the Feet.

Starting Positions

of the Arms.

Combinations of the
E.xercise in this

Group with other
move»ients.
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E.rercises.
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Exercises.
Starting Positions

of the Feet.

Starting Positions

of the Arms.

Combinations of the
E.vercise in this
Group with other

movements.

Arm flinging. Standing.
Feet close (32).

Arm swinging

:

Standing.
Sidevvai-s.
Forward and upward.
Forward and side-. Forward lunge (65).

ways.
I

ForwArd and down-!
ward.

IDownward and back-
ward.

Arms
(5).

bend Head turning (37).
Foot placing outward

(47).
Lunging forward

^ (51).
Lunging backward

(63).
Lunging outward

(70).
Arms forward raise

,
Foot placing forward

do).

Arms forward and
upward raise (14).

(44).

i

Foot placing outward
I (49).
[Lunging forward
' (S3).

6. TRUNK TURNING AND BENDING SIDEWAYS.

Trunk turning.

Trunk bending side-
ways.

Trunk turning and
bending sideways.

Standing (2).
Feet close (6).
Feet astride (9).
Foot forward place

(51).

Feet astride (3).
Standing (5).
Feet close (13).
Foot forward place

(53).

Standing (50).
Feet astride (54).
Feet close (71).

Hips firm (2).
Arms bend (8).
Arms across Dend

(19).
One hand Hip firm,

one hand Neck
rest (24).

One hand Ann bend,
one hand Neck
rest (28).

Neck rest (29).
Arms upward stretch

(61).

Hips firm (3).
Arms bend (7).
One hand Hip firm,

one hand Neck
rest (17).

Arms across bend
(23).

One hand Hip firm,

one hand Arm
bend (30).

One Arm upward,
one Arm down-
ward, stretch (32).

One hand Arm bend,
one hand Neck
rest (36).

Neck rest (39).
Arms sideways

stretch (47).
Arms upward stretch

(62).

Hips firm (30).
Arm bend (52).
One hand Hip firm,

one hand Neck
rest (58).

Arms sideways
stretch (63).

Neck rest (68).

Arm flinging (38).
Arm stretching for-
ward (45).

Arm stretching up-
ward (48).

Arm raising forward
Arm stretching side-
ways (43).
and upward (69).
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FIR5T ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

OF THE STRATHCONA TRUST FOR THE

ENCOURAGEMENT OF PHYSICAL

AND MILITARY TRAINING

IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

1. The Executive Council of the Strathcona Trust present,

herewith, their first annual report, covering the period from April 5,

1909, the date of the formation of the Trust, to Jane 30, 1910.

2. It, perhaps, may not be out of place in this, the first report,

to briefly enumerate the steps which led up to the formation of the

Trust, and the principles in accordance with which it is the desire of

the Founder that it shall be administered.

Steps which led up to the formation of the Trust.

3. Early in the year 1908, an agreement was entered into be-

tween the Province of Nova Scotia and the Department of Militia and

Defence, whereby the Province undertook to more generally enforce

its existing regulations with regard to the practice of physical training

and military drill in the public schools, and the Department, on its

part, undertook

—

(a) To aid the Education Department by affording the necessary

facilities to the teachers of both sexes to qualify themselves in physi-

cal training, by providing instructors until such time as the Provincial

Authorities are in a position to undertake this duty themselves.

(b) To afford to the male teachers the necessary instruction in

military drill required to enable them to become cadet corps instruc-

tors under the same advantages as are already allowed to officers

of the Active Militia undergoing a course of instruction, and will grant

certificates of qualification.

(c) To pay the authorized grants to the teachers qualified and

acting as instructors of cadet corps and to supply to these corps such

arms and equipment as are needed under the regulations applicable to

each case. Before, however, the teacher can receive the authorized

grant, it is necessary that he should become a member of the militia,

either by taking a commission in the Corps of School Cadet Instruc-

tors, or some other militia unit.



4. This agreement was subsequently ratified by an Order-in-

Council dated August 13, 1908, and, on the same date, a further

Order-in-Council was passed authorizing the application of the pro-

posals embodied in the agreement to the other Provinces of the Do-

minion, subject to such modifications as might be agreed upon (see

Appendix ' B.")

5. In the winter of 1908, while on a visit to England, Sir Fred-

erick Borden had occasion to mention to Lord Strathcona the steps which

had recently been taken in Canada with a view to the introduc-

tion, into the public schools of the Dominion, of a uniform system of

physical and military training. His Lordship's interest was at once

aroused, and, as the result of further conversation and subsequent

correspondence, he donated, in the month of March, 1909, with a view

to supplementing the efforts of the Dominion and Provincial Govern-

ments in this direction, the sum of $250,000.00, which he desired

should be placed in Trust for the encouragement of the physical and

military training of the children attending the public schools of the

Dominion. Hence the formation of the " Strathcona Trust for the

Encouragement of Physical and Military Training in Public Schools."

6. A few weeks afterwards. Lord Strathcona supplemented his

previous donation by an additional $50,000.00, making a total sum of

$300,000.00'', which has been placed with the Dominion Government,

who pay interest thereon at the rate of four per cent, per annum, giv-

ing an annual income of $12,000.00 for the purposes of the Trust.

General principles in accordance with which the Trust is

TO be administered.

7. The following are the general principles in accordance with

which it is Lord Strathcona's desire that the Trust should be admin-

istered :—

(a) The object of the Founder being not only to improve the

physical and intellectual capabilities of the children by inculcating

habits of alertness, orderliness and prompt obedience, but also to bring

up the boys to patriotism and to a realization that the first duty of a

free citizen is to be prepared to defend his country, it is his intention

* Lord Strathcona has since donated a further sum of 1200,000.00,

making a total sum of 1500,000.00, and thereby increasing the income of

the Trust to 120,000.00 per annum.



that, while physical training and elementary drill are to be encouraged

for all children attending public schools, special importance is to be

attached to the teaching of military drill generally to all boys, in-

cluding riHe shooting for boys capable of using rifles, and to that end,

all boys should, so far as possible, be made to acquire a fair acquaint-

ance, while at school, with military drill and rifle shooting.

(b) The administration of the Trust is to be such as to enable

both sexes, whether teachers or pupils, to share in the rewards, and

the allotments of money are to be so made as to ofter an inducement

both to teachers to instruct and to pupils to perfect themselves in the

training specified.

(c) The whole of the money grant, in the preliminary stages at

least, is to be devoted to encouraging physical and military training in

those schools and educational establishments which are maintained

mainly out of public funds.

(d) The allotment of the funds available for rewards between the

several Provinces is, broadly speaking, to be in proportion to their

population of school age.

Executive Council.

8. The Founder further desired that the administration of the

Trust should be placed in the hands of an Executive Council, com-

posed as follows :—The Members of the Militia Council ; two repres-

entatives from Ontario and Quebec, respectively* ; one representative

from each of the other Provinces* ; and the Military Officers Com-

manding Commands and Independent Military Distiicts.

9. There have been four meetings of the Council during the

period under review, at which all details in connection with the launch-

ing of the scheme were fully discussed, and the necessary prelimin-

aries arranged.

Conditions which must be accepted by a Province before

PARTICIPATING IN THE BENEFITS OF THE TrUST.

10. The first matter to engage the attention of the Council was

the framing of the conditions which the various Provinces should be

required to accept in order to give full effect to the aim the Founder

had in view when forming the Trust, viz :

—

" (l) The improvement of the physical and intellectual capabili-

* Subject, of course, to the Province having declared its adhesion to

the Trust.



ties of the children while at school, by means of a proper system of

physical training calculated to improve their physical development,

and, at the same time, to inculcate habits of alertness, orderliness and
prompt obedience ; (2) the fostering of a spirit of patriotism in the

boys, leading them to realize that the first duty of a free citizen is to

be prepared to defend his country—to which end all boys should, so far

as possible, be given an opportunity of acquiring a fair acquaintance,

while at school, with military drill and rifle shooting."

11. These conditions are as follows :

—

(a) Physical training to form an integral part of the curriculum

in every school, or educational establishment maintained mainly out of

public funds, at which a teacher holding a certificate other than that

of the lowest grade is employed.

(b) A certificate of ability to instruct in physical training to form

part of every teacher's certificate, other than those of the lowest grade,

granted by the Education Department of the Province.

(c) The Education Dej^artment to undertake to encourage the

formation of cadet corps, including the practice of rifle shooting under

suitable conditions by the older boys, in all educational establishments

under its control.

(d) The system of physical training adopted to be that in force in

the elementary public schools in Great Britain (which has been

recently revised in view of the latest developments in Sweden, Switzer-

land and other countries), with such approved modifications therein as

the local conditions of any Province may show to be necessary.

(e) The Education Department to undertake to require, within

a specified period, all teachers who are already in possession of its

certificates other than those of the lowest grade to qualify themselves

to instruct in physical training (subject to the exemption of such

teachers as are physically unable to qualify, or are nearly at the end

of their term of service), so that in every school there shall be at least

one teacher capable of imparting the necessary instruction.

Adhesion of Provinces.

12. At the end of the period under review, five Provinces had

accepted the above conditions, viz., Nova Scotia, Ontario, New Bruns-

wick, British Columbia and Saskatchewan. Only one of these Pro-

vinces, however, viz.. Nova Scotia, declared its adhesion to the Trust

in time to introduce the system of physical and military training as

outlined by the Trust into its public schools during the school year

covered by this report, and great success has attended the introduction

of the system into this Province : Some 3,000 teachers have to date



qualified themselves as instructors in physical training, leaving but a

few teachers unqualified, and physical training being now taught in

practically all the schools of the Province ; some 130 teachers have

obtained certificates as instructors in military drill, and the Cadet

Companies number twenty-five, with a total strength of 892, and with

every prospect of a large increase during the current school year. The

report of the Secretary of the Local Committee for this Province is

appended (see Appendix " C ")• The Province of New Brunswick com-

pleted its organization during the year and as regards the other

Provinces named their organization is rapidly proceeding, and it is

expected that the system will be in operation in their schools during

the current school year.

13. In addition to the above Provinces, the Province of Prince

Edward Island has just recently declared its adhesion, and it will thus

be seen that more than half the Dominion has accepted the principle

of physical and military training for the young. But three Provinces,

therefore, now remain to declare their adhesion to the Trust, viz.,

Quebec, Manitoba and Alberta. It is expected that Quebec will

shortly declare its adhesion, and, as regards the other two Provinces,

it is hoped that they also will declare their adhesion before the end of

the current school year.

Local Committees.

14. In order lo facilitate the adoption of the general rules and reg-

ulations laid down by the Executive Council to varying local condi-

tions, especially in regard to the instruction of the teachers, the

training of the children, the inspection of schools, and the allotment

of rewards, a Local Committee has been constituted for each Province

which has declared its adhesion to the scheme, composed as follows :

—

The Senior Military Officer, Chairman ; three civilian members to be

named by the' Minister' in charge of Education for the Province, with

the addition, ex officio, of the Deputy Minister or Superintendent of

Education ; and three military members belonging to the Province, to

be named by the Militia'Council.

15. Subject to the decisions and general directions of the Execu-

tive Council, the duties of these Local Committees have been defined

as follows :

—



(a) Ensuriug that the means of instruction in physical and mil-

itary training are available for both teachers and pupils, where re-

quired.

(b) Division of the Province into convenient districts for purposes

of supervision and competition.

(c) Arranging details of the training to be given, so as to suit

local conditions.

(d) The arrangement of competitions and inspections, and allot-

ment of rewards.

Admikistratiox of Provincial Grants.

16. Owing to the diverse local conditions existing in the various

Provinces, the Executive Council felt that it would be inadvisable to

lay down any hard and fast regulations as to the administration of

the Trust throughout the Dominion, but, in order to ensure general

uniformity, the following instructions have been drawn uj) for the

guidance of the various Local Committees when administering the

funds of the Trust under their control :

—

(a) Division of Grant.

The grant to each Province is to be divided as follows :—
50% to Physical Training.

35% " Military Drill.

15% " Eifle Shooting.

(b) Physical Training.

i. For the present, at any rate, it is desirable that the standard of

efficiency should be laid down by the Local Committee, who will, of

course, be largely guided in fixing this standard by the Provincial

Regulations respecting the extent to which physical training is to be

taught in the schools. The preliminary inspection and selection of

the schools most efficient in physical training could, perhaps, be best

made by the several Provincial School Inspectors acting under the

instructions of the Department of Education, and in consultation

with the Local Committee. It will be for the Local Committee then

to decide how best to ascertain the relative merits of the schools thus

selected by the difierent Provincial School Inspectors.

ii. The distribution of the amount available for physical training

is left to the discretion of the Local Committee. It is, however, sug-

gested for their guidance that the prizes should be sufficiently large to

form a tangible reward, and that of each prize about two-thirds should



go to the teacher and one-third be devoted to some school purpose
which would form an encouragement to the pupils.

(c) Military Drill.

i. The preliminary inspection of cadet corps shall be carried out

in such manner as the Local Committee may decide. The Chairman
being also District Oihcer Commanding will be in the best position to

advise upon the detail of officers for this purpose.

ii. With regard to the best method of ascertaining the relative

degree of efficiency of the various cadet corps, it is considered that the

official inspection, which is a necessary preliminary to corps drawing
the allowances granted by the Department of Militia and Defence, will

afford the best criterion, also, as to the relative efficiency of the corps

for the purposes of the distribution of the rewards from the funds of

the Trust It will, however, always be competent for the Inspecting

Officer, should he consider it desirable that a further inspection should
be made in order to decide upon the exact order of merit, to make such
additional inspection as may seem necessary, under the orders of the

Local Committee.

iii. Cadet Corps shall, as far as possible, be inspected in Company
Drill ; Battalion Drill ; Outpost and Advance Guards ; Manoeuvre
(attack and defence) ; and Scouting. The following percentage of

marks to be allotted under each of these headings is suggested :

—

40% to Company Drill.

15% " Outpost and Advance Guards.

15% Mana^uvre (attack and defence).

10%
I'

Battalion Drill.

10 % " Smartness.

10 % " Scouting.

In order to encourage the proper training of Cadet Corps officers

and non-commissioned officers, and to encourage them to assume
responsibility, 50% of the above marks shalbbe allotted while the corps

is under the command of its own officers, and 50% while under the

command of the instructor.

iv. The money available for Military Drill shall be divided

between pupils and teachers in proportions to be decided on, at any
rate for the present, by the Local Committee, who, however, should

bear in mind the fact that all teachers who are qualified as Instructors

will also be eligible for a portion of the grant made to Cadet Corps
from Militia funds.

(d) Rifle Shooting.

The allotment of the prizes for RiHe Shooting, and their division

between " Service " and " Miniature " Shooting, is left to the Local
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Committee. In view, however, of the fact that the practice of Rifle

Shooting in the schools is, as yet, in its infancy, due regard should be

had when allotting the prizes to the number of schools competing, as

it would be unwise to divide the whole of the annual amount available

for Rifle Shooting between only a few schools. The Local Committee
should, therefore, only expend as much of the amount set aside for

this purpose as will, in their opinion, be sufficient to reward the

schools competing.

(e) Cadet Corps eligible to compete.

Only those cadet corps belonging to schools maintained mainly out

of public funds are entitled to participate in the benefits of the Trust.

As regards cadet corps affiliated with schools maintained mainly

out of public funds, but not instructed by a teacher, such cadet corps

may be allowed to compete, but, if successful, the instructor shall not

be entitled to any share of the prize. The amount allotted to the

corps as a prize will, accordingly, be reduced by the sum which,

under the instructions of the Local Committee, the instructor would

have received had he been a school teacher.

Fiscal year.

(f) The fiscal year for the purposes of the Trust is synchronous

with the school year which commences on the 1st July in each year.

Generally.

(g) Local Committees are informed that, while these instructions

are issued as a guide so as to ensure general uniformity throughout

the Dominion, yet the carrying out of all details in connection there-

with is left largely to their own discretion. Any line of action, how-

ever, which may involve a radical departure from the general lines as

laid down in these instructions must first be submitted to the Executive

Council for their approvai> Any matter upon which they may be in

doubt may, also, be referred to the Council.

Allotment of the grant to each Province.

17. Only two Provinces, viz., Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,

received a grant from the funds of the Trust during the period under

review. Nova Scotia was granted the sum of |)800.00 for the school

year 1909-10; and, also, a similar sum for the school year 1908-09, as

a recognition of the steps taken by the Province in the direction of the

physical and military training of the children attending the public

schools, in accordance with the agreement entered into with the Depart-

ment of Militia and Defence, to which reference is made in paragraph
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2. As regards New Brunswick, this Province, in view of the fact tha

it had declared its adhesion somewhat hite in the school year, was only

granted $800.00 for the school year 1909-10, about one-half of what

it would otherwise have been entitled to.

18. The following amounts, based, in accordance with the desire

of the Fovmder, upon the population of school age (see para. 7 (d) ),

have been respectively allotted to each Province for the school year

1910-11, subject, to the Provincial Department of Education, being

actively engaged in imparting the training laid down.

Ontario : $4,000 00

Quebec 3,000 00

New Brunswick 700 00

NovaScotia 900 00

Prince Edward Island 200 00

Manitoba 700 00

British Columbia 400 00

Alberta 400 00

Saskatchewan 600 00

Essay Competition.

19. Soon after the formation of the Trust, the Executive Council,

with a view to popularizing the movement amongst the public school

teachers of the Dominion, offered for competition by public school

teachers and pupils of Normal Schools, six prizes of $250.00, $150.00,

$100.00, $75.00, $50.00, and $25.00 respectively, for the six best

essays on the best method of introducing and developing a general

system of physical and military training in the public schools of

Canada. Some fifty essays were received, many of which showed

that great care and thought had been taken by the authors. The

prizes were won by the following :

—

1st prize, $250.00—Mr. George M. Huggins, Principal Richmond

School, 15 East Young Street , Halifax, N.S.

2nd prize, $150.00—Miss Lillian E. M. Davey, H9 Sussex Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.

3rd prize, $100.00—Lieut. C. K. Flint, Teacher of Physical

Culture, Edmonton Pi^blic School, Edmonton.
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4th prize, $75.00—Mr. J. H. Putman, English Master, Normal

School, Ottawa,

5th prize, $50.00—Mr. John .J. McCarthy, Tache, S.D. McLean,

Sask.

6th prize, $25.00—Mr. S. A. Morton, Principal of Halifax

Academy, 36 Lucknow Street, Halifax, N.S.

Amendments to Syllabus of Physical Exercises.

20. Certain slight modifications in the words of command in the

" Syllabus of Physical Exercises for Public Elementary Schools,

1909 ", which has been approved for use in the public schools of

Canada were made with a view to bringing the physical training laid

down in the syllabus into more precise accord with the training the

male pupil would have to undergo should he eventually join a cadet

corps, thereby obviating the necessity for his having to learn a new

set of words of command when he becomes a cadet.

Finances.

21. As already stated, the capital of the Trust has been invested

with the Dominion Government, who pay interest thereon at the rate

of four per cent per annum.

22. The balance at the end of the year on account of revenue is

$10,346.65, which will form a fund, the interest on which can be

devoted towards meeting contingent expenses, leaving the whole income

derived from the interest on the main fund for the purpose of furnish-

ing the grants to the various Provinces. A financial statement is

appended (see Appendix " A ")•

General Remarks.

23. Progress has, necessarily, been slow as regards the adhesion

of the various Provinces to Lord Strathcona's scheme for the physical

and military training of the children of Canada. This has been

largely due to hesitancy on the part of the Governments of the various

Provinces to adopt a scheme hitherto comparatively untried in Canada.
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24. All are agreed as to the benefits to be derived from physical

training. The individual is benefited in that, by undergoing such a

course of training, especially in childhood, his physical and intellectual

capabilities are greatly improved by the habits of alertness, orderliness

and prompt obedience thereby inculcated. " Mem sana in corpora

sano " is as true to-day as of old. The State is benefited in that such

a system of training insures a nation both physically and mentally

sound ; and, further, by developing the character and giving a certain

stability of temper to each individual, the sum total of the moral and

material energy of the country is largely increased.

25. Regarding military training, however, complete unanimity of

opinion may not exist. Perhaps it will not be out of place to consider

some of the objections which have been raised against the introduction

of such a system of training into the schools, and, also, to briefly enu-

merate some of the benefits that will be derived therefrom.

26. Firstly, a somewhat important misapprehension exists in

certain quarters that the Trust is designed to be used as the vehicle for

the introduction of compulsory military training into the schools.

This is in no wise Lord Strathcona's desire, nor the desire of the

Executive Council. It is true that one of the chief objects Lord

Strathcona has in view is the bringing up of the boys of the Dominion

to patriotism and to a realization that the first duty of a free citizen is

to be prepared to defend his country, and to that end he desires that

all boys should be taught, while at school, military drill, including

rifle shooting. Yet all he asks the Provinces to do in this direction is

merely to encourage, as far as possible, military training and the

practice of rifle shooting, in succession to physical training, in the

schools, subject always to the pai'ents' consent.

27. As regards the benefits that will be derived from this system

of training—Take the individual first. As has been already stated,

physical training improves the physical and intellectual capabilities of

the children by inculcating habits of alertness, orderliness and prompt

obedience ; but should the boy, after having completed his course of

physical training, also undertake a course of military training, these
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habits of alertness, orderliness, and prompt obedience which have been

fostered and brought into play by the course of physical training he

has already undergone will be considerably strengthened ; military

training being as it were the finishing school in this respect. Military

training has also this additional advantage, it teaches the boy self-

dependence, self-control and self-respect.

28. As regards the benefits which will accrue to the State, there

is no doubt that the introduction of such a system of training into the

schools will be a most excellent asset for the country to possess.

29. It is a well known axiom that effective preparation for war is

one of the surest guarantees of peace. In what way can Canada best

prepare herself for war ? There are but two methods of providing for

land defence

—

(1) A permanent paid force. This cannot be considered, so far

as this country is concerned, as, apart from the enormous expense en-

tailed in maintaining a standing army of a size sufficient to protect

this huge Dominion, national sentiment would be against such a

method of protection.

(2) A citizen soldiery. This is the system which commends it-

self most strongly to a democratic country such as Canada.

30. How can Canada secure such a force with the least expendi-

ture of money and time ? Would it not be by taking your citizen

when he is young, a boy, and at school, w'here he could learn the ele-

ments of military training in conjunction with his other subjects, and

at a time when it would not interfere with his vocation in life, as it

would at a later date ? Consider what the result would be. Every

boy by the time he is ready to leave school would be trained to a cer-

tain extent in the rudiments of a soldier's art, and be, in addition, a

fair rifle shot. This early training, even if his other duties do not

permit of his joining a militia regiment after leaving school, would

never be completely forgotten, so that, in time of a national emer-

gency, there would be at once available for the defence of the country

a very large number of men possessing at least the rudiments of mili-

tary drill and knowledge of the use of the rifle, out of which a defen-

sive force could rapidly be formed, if necessary.
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31. The Executive Council desire to draw attention to another

matter, viz., the share of the financial responsibility to be borne by

the Dominion and Provincial Governments and the Strathcona Trust,

respectively. It has been thought that the Trust should be mainly

responsible for the financing of the movement, but -attention is called

to the fact that the aim of the Founder is merely to sup'plevient the

endeavours of the Dominion and Provincial Governments in the dir-

ection of the physical and military training of the children in the

public schools by offering prizes throughout the Dominion to those

teachers and pupils showing themselves the most proficient in this

training.

32. The Dominion Government has assumed its fair share of

responsibility in the matter by generously offering, free, the services of

instructors for the instruction of teachers in physical training, and,

also, by undertaking to give a bonus to all teachers of cadet corps

whose corps pass a satisfactory annual inspection. It is hoped,

therefore, that, as the various Provinces have thus been relieved of all

financial obligation with regard to the military training of the child-

ren, they will be prepared to do their part as regards giving a bonus

towards physical training.

33. Before concluding, the Executive Council desire to record

their deep sense of the loss which they have sustained owing to the

return to England, upon the expiration of his term of service in the

Canadian Militia, of Major-General Sir Percy Lake, and their high

appreciation of the services he has rendered on behalf of the Trust.

Any measure of success that has been attained by the Council in fur-

thering the aims of the Founder of the Trust has largely been due to

his personal endeavours and wise counsels. An officer with a wide

knowledge of men and affairs, and of great ability, his absence from

the deliberations of the Council will be severely felt.

Appendices.

34. Appended are the following :

—
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Financial statement (Appendix " A "
).

The agreement between the Province of Nova Scotia and the De-

partment of Militia and Defence,' and the two Orders-in-

Council of August 13, 1908, based thereon (Appendix "B").

Keport of the Secretary of the Local Committee for the Province

of Nova Scotia, for the school year 1908-09 and 1909-10

(Appendix " C "
).

A. G. LEWIS,

Secretary, Executive Council.

Ottawa, December 10, 1910.
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APPENDIX A.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Ou April 5, 1909, Lord Strathcona's first donation of 1250,000.00 was
deposited in the Bank of Montreal, and, on the 26th of the same month
his second donation of #50,000.00 was also deposited in the Bank of Mon-
treal.

On May 12, 1909, the whole of the capital was withdrawn from the

Bank of Montreal, and, under the terms of an Order-in-Council dated

May 4, 1909, deposited with the Dominion Government at 4 per cent.

For the purposes of the Trust, the fiscal year is synchronous with the

school year, which ends on the 30th June.

The expenditure during the period from April 5, 1909, to July 1, 1910,

amounted to $2,614.40, and the revenue derived from the interest on the

capital amounted to 112,961.05, leaving a balance of $10,346.65 unexpended.

1909, Dr.

Nov. 26—To James Hope & Sous, printing 1,000 copies
of circular letter to Provincial Premiers $ 11 50

" B. Suite. Esq., for translation into French
of circular letter to Provincial Premiers 2 90

" J. G. E. Creighton, Esq., for services in

judging Essay Competition 50 00
" Six prizes, Essav Competition ($250.00,

$150.00, $100.00^ $75.00, $50.00 and $25.) 650 00
" Grant to Local Committee, Strathcona

Trust, for the Province of Nova Scotia,
school year 1908-1909 800 00

" Grant to Local Committee, Strathcona
Trust, for the Province of Nova Scotia,
school year 1909-1910 800 00

" Grant to Local Committee, Strathcona
Trust, for the Province of New Bruns-
wick school year 1909-1910 800 00

Cr.

By Interest on capital while lying in Bank of
Montreal from April 5, to May 12, 1909 $ 826 10

" 1 year's interest on capital 12,000 00
" Interest, Bank of Montreal 134 95

$2,614 40 $12,961 05
2,614 40

Balance $10,346 65

Examined and certified correct,

(Sgd.) R. L. FULLER,

December 10, 1910. Acting Auditor.



APPENDIX B.

Certified copy of a Repoyt of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved

by His Excellency the Governor-General on the 13th xlugust, 1908.

The Minister of Militia and Defence submits the following synopsis of

proposals entered into between the Educational Authorities of the Province

of Nova Scotia and himself respecting Physical Training and Military Drill

in all Public Schools of that Province.

The Provincial Educational Authorities have, on their part, under

taken : a) To enforce more generally their regulations respecting the

Physical Training and Military Drill in all public schools ; (b) To adopt for

the future, a system to be uniform with that of the other Provinces of the

Dominion, and of Great Britain, suitable to the age and sex of the ]iupils
;

(c) To encourage the formation of cadet corps and of rifle practice among
boys who are old enough to attend the High School

;
(d) To require, before

granting a teacher's license of higher grade than the 3rd class, a certificate

of competency to instruct in physical training and elementary military

drill, such certificate (Grade " B " Military), to be issued after the exam-

ination of the candidate by the Department of Militia and Defence.

As regards (d), these certificates will be issuable to teachers of either

sex. There will also be issued a Grade "A" (Military) certificate, which

will represent competency to instruct in both physical training and

advanced military drill, including rifle shooting. This certificate will be

issuable to male teachers only, upon their passing a satisfactory examina-

tion after a course of instruction carried out at or under the supervision of

a military school of instruction.

The Minister has undertaken, on behalf of the Dominion, to provide

—

(a) Competent instructors at convenient places and seasons in order to

enable teachers to qualify themselves to carrj^ out physical training and

military drill.

(b) The payment of a bonus, annualljs to every qualified teacher who
actually imparts this instruction, provided he makes himself eligible there-

for by becoming a member of the Militia.

The bonus referred to in the foregoing paragraph shall be paid only

upon the certificate of an Inspecting Officer of the Militia that the instruc-

tion imparted was satisfactory.
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The amount of such bonus and the minimum number of boys necessary

to form a corps, upon the instruction of which the amount shall depend,

will be as may be hereafter determined.

(c) To supply belts, caps, (if desired), and a proportion of the arms

and ammunition ; also, drill books for the more advanced training of the

Cadet Corps.

(d) To prepare a syllabus of the work required to be done by a school

or college cadet corps, in order to entitle the teacher to the annual bonus,

and to conduct the necessary examinations.

The Minister recommends that the proposals for the carrying on of

Physical Training and Military Drill in the Public Schools of the Province

of Nova Scotia, as outlined above, be approved.

The Committee submit the same for approval.

iSgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council,

approved by His Excellency the Governor-General on the 13th

August, 1908.

On a Memorandum dated 6th August, 1908, from the Minister of

Militia and Defence, recommending, with reference to the promotion of

Physical Training and Military Drill in the Public Schools of the Province

of Nova Scotia, that the said proposals may be made applicable to the

other Provinces of the Dominion, subject to such modifications as may be

agreed upon.

The Committee submit the same for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

Text of Agreement between the Province of Nova Scotia

AND the Department of Militia and Defence.

1. The Nova Scotia Educational authorities will enforce more gener-

ally their existing regulations which i^rescribe the practice of Physical

Training and Military Drill in all public schools, and will further adopt a

system uniform with that of the other provinces of Canada, and of Great
Britain, suitable to the age and sex of the pupils, and will encourage the

formation of cadet corps, and rifle practice, among the boys of High School

age, on the understanding that the Militia Department, on its part,

will :—
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a. Provide competent instructors, at convenient places and seasons,

in order to enable teachers, both^hose now employed in Nova Scotia, and
those under training for such employment, to qualify themselves to carry

out physical training and military drill ; and will also

b. Grant an annual bonus to such qualified teachers as actually impart

this instruction, provided that they make themselves eligible for this bonus

by becoming members of the Militia Force.

2. As regards the instruction of the teachers already emi^loyed, there

appear to be four centres, at or near which a sufficient number of teachers

are employed to enable classes to be formed and carried on in the even-

ings, without interference with the ordinary day's work, viz.—Halifax,

Sydney, Truro, Yarmouth and possibly a fifth at Pictou or New Glasgow
or Antigonish may be added. Each course would be followed by an
examination.

3. For the benefit of the large number of teachers working out of

reach of those centres, it was agreed that such instruction might best be

provided during the summer vacation, either at the Vacation School held

at Truro, or at the Summer Science School of the Atlantic Provinces,

^\'4ierever held. It is proposed in these ca.ses to hold two courses of three

weelis each, at each place, followed by an examination.

4. The Militia Department will provide the instructors required, dates

and places being settled by agreement with the Education Department of

Nova Scotia.

5. In order to provide for the instruction of those students who are

qualifying to become teachers, the Militia Department will also provide a

competent instructor to conduct a course of Physical Training and

Military Drill at the Normal School, Truro, dates to be hereafter arranged

with the Education Dejiartment.

6. In future the Education Department will, before granting a

teacher's license higher than third class, require a certificate of compe-

tency to instruct in Physical Training and Elementary Military Drill.

This certificate. Grade B (Military), will, if desired, be issued after exam-

ination by the Department of Militia and Defence.

7. The Education Department will within three years from the close

of the present school year, give an opportunity (as in 2 and 3 above) for all

teachers above the third class who have been licensed without the certifi-

cate of Grade B (Military) to obtain this lower certificate, so that no school
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of higher grade than third class need be without a teacher competent to

give the prescribed physical drill effectively in all the departments of the

school.

8. The certificates issued will be of two grades :

—

Grade A (Military) will represent competency to instruct in both Phy-

sical Training and advanced Military Drill, including rifle shooting, and

will be issuable to male teachers only, upon their passing a satisfactory

examination after a course of instruction carried out at, or under the super-

vision of a Military School of Instruction.

Grade B (Military) will represent competency to instruct in Physical

Training and Elementary Drill and will be issuable to teachers of both

sexes.

9. The Militia Department will pay the annual bonuses referred to in

paragraph 1 to those teachers only who hold Grade A (Military) certificates

and actually instruct the pupils, and are in addition officers of the School

Cadet Corps or members of the Militia.

Under the existing regulations for Cadet Corps, the Department of

Militia grants to instructors of Cadet Corps who are on the instructional

staff of the school or college concerned, and who attend and obtain a

qualifying certificate at any of the Infantry Schools of Instruction, the

same transport and allowances as are paid to officers of the Militia for

similar attendance.

The annual bonuses will be paid upon the certificate of an Inspecting

Officer of the Militia that the instruction imparted is satisfactory.

10. The Militia Department will draft a syllabus of the work required

to be done by a School or College Cadet Corps in order to entitle a teacher

to the annual bonus, and will conduct the necessary examinations. Until

Cadet Corps possess in their officers (pialified instructors, this work of

instruction will be carried out by instructors detailed by the Militia

Department, so far as practicable.

11. The new system will, so far as possible, be brought into force on

1st August, 1908.

12. The system of Physical Training adopted, should be such as to

lead on naturally, without change, to the system of drill in force for th(;

Canadian Militia. With this object the Syllabus of Physical Exercises, in

use in British Elementary Schools will be followed, for the present at any

rate. It will be supplemented, for more advanced training and rifle
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practice, by the official "Infantry Training" in use by tlie Canadian

Militia.

The instruction ^iven in the schools will be such as is suitable to the

age and physical condition of the pupils.

13. The Dei:)artment of Militia will be prepared to supply for the use

of Cadet Corps—belts, caps, (if desired), a proportion of arms and ammuni-
tion, and, in addition, drill books for the more advanced training.

Uniforms, if worn, niust be supplied bj' the schools themselves.

14. The amount of the bonuses to be paid by the Department of

Militia and the minimum number of boy members necessary to enable a

Cadet Corp? to be formed (upon the instruction of which the grant of the

annual bonus depends) will be fixed after discussion between the Depart-

ment of Militia and the Education Department of the Province.
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APPENDIX C.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY, LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR

NOVA SCOTL\, FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS

1908-09 AND 1909-10.

Instruction of Teachers in Physical Training, 1908-1909.

1. Between .July 1, 1908, and June 30, 1909, courses of instruction In phy-

sical training were conducted at the Normal College, Truro, in order that

those training as teachers might qualify, and also at various centres

throughout the Province to enable licensed teachers to obtain instruction.

Courses were held at Sackville, N.B. (Summer School of Science for Mari-

time Provinces), Sydney, Truro, Antigonish, Halifax, Springhill. Sher-

brooke, Sydney Mines, Canso, North Sydney, Guysboro and Pictou.

2. Applications for these courses were made to the Superintendent of

Education. The aj)plications gave the numbers desiring the instruction

and also said that a suitable room was available in which to conduct the

exercises. The Superintendent of Education forwarded these applica-

tions with his remarks to the General Officer Commanding the Maritime

Provinces Command.

3. The physical training instructors employed were non-commissioned

officers of the Royal Canadian Regiment specially trained and selected on

account of their good habits, instructional ability and general a^jtitude for

this work. A selected officer gave a lecture to each course, inspected the

instruction, and finally examined the classes.

4. One thousand one hundred and nineteen teachers and prospective

teachers completed the course of instruction, nine hundred and seventy-

one of whom obtained the Grade "B " certificate qualifying them as in-

structors in physical training in the public schools. One hundred and
forty-eight obtained the Grade " C " certificate which certifies that they
attended the course of instruction.

5. In considering the number who obtained only the Grade "C" cer-

tificate, it should be borne in mind that the vast majority of these were
younger pu])ils looking forward to teaching, but who took the course be-

cause it was held in their town, but who will have other opportunities to

qualify in physical training before they begin to teach. The courses were
hampered by text-books not being available.
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Instruction of Teachers in Physical Training, 1909-1910.

ft. In 1909-10 the same methods were followed as In the preceding
year. Courses were held at Charlottetown, P.E.I. (Summer School of

Science for Maritime Provinces), Antigonish, Halifax, Rocldngham, Truro,

Amherst, Pictou, Sydney, Glace Bay, Kentville, Yarmouth, Windsor, New
Glasgow, Westville and Stellarton. About January, 1910, instruction in

the present text-book, 1909 edition, was begun. Between July 1st, 1910,

and June 30th, 1910, one thousand five hundred and fifty-one teachers and
prospective teachers completed the course of instruction. One thousand
four hundred and fifty-five obtained the Grade " B " certificate, and ninety-

six the Grade " C ". During the two years two thousand six hundred and
seventy received instruction.

Instruction of Teachers in Physical Training, 1910-1911.

7. As courses have been held at practically all centres at which un-

qualified teachers can congregate in stiflficient numbers to employ an
instructor, it is probable that the instruction in physical training will,

during 1910-1911, be confined to the Normal College, Truro, and the vari-

ous summer schools held during the summer vacation.

Instruction op Male Teachers in Military Drill, 1908-1909.

8. Applications to undergo the Military Course at the Military School

of Instruction, Plalifax, were made to the Superintendent of Education,

who forwarded the applications he recommended to the General Officer Com-
manding the Maritime Provinces Command. Warrants for transport were
then forwarded to the teachers authorized to attend. As no rooms were avail-

able in the Officers' quarters, the teachers were allowed two dollars a day
and they obtained board and lodgings in the city. To those who obtained

a certificate, return transport was provided and their expenses proceeding

to and returning from the school of instruction were refunded.

9. During the year 1908-1909 fourteen teachers qualified as cadet in-

structors by obtaining the Grade " A " Militarj' Certificate.

Instruction of Male Teachers in Military Drill, 1909-1910.

10. In 1909-1910 sixty-four teachers qualified as cadet instructors

under similar conditions as the previous year.

Grant from Strathcona Trust for years 1908-1909, 1909-1910.

11. For the year 1908-1909 the sum of eight hundred dollars was
alloted by the Executive Council, Strathcona Trust, to the Province of

Nova Scotia. A similar amount was alloted for the vear 1909-1910.
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Expenditure of Grant, 1908-1909.

12. The Local Committee for Nova Scotia found difficulty in allotting

the grant for 1908-1909 satisfactorily, owing to the fact that the first meet-

ing of the Committee was not held till six months after the end of the

school year. The inspections of physical training and military drill had

not been made during 1908-1909 with a view to allotting prizes There-

fore, the Committee allotted such prizes as circumstances seemed to war-

rant, and carried the balance of the grant forward to augment the amount

available in the future.

Expenditure of Grant, Physical Training, 1908-1909.

13. The twelve inspectorial divisions of the Province the Committee

decided should be the divisions for supervision and competition in physical

exercises. Tlie four hundred dollars available to encourage physical

training was divided among these twelve inspectorial divisions in propor-

tion to the number of ijupils enrolled during the preceding year. The re-

commendation of the school inspector of each division as regards the

number of prizes to allot his division, the amount of each prize, and the

sub-dividing of his division or classification of his schools for the purpose

of competition or inspection was asked for, and finally approved by the

Committee.

14. Some school inspectors divided their inspectorate geographically,

sub-divisions varying from two to four. Prizes in the siib-divisions varied

from one to three. One inspector classified his schools for purposes of

competition into "graded" and "ungraded". The prizes varied in

amount from nine dollars and six cents to four dollars and eighty-one

cents. The Committee decided that two-thirds of the prize should belong

to the teacher and that the remaining third should be devoted to procure

some object to be displayed in connection with the school as a trophy.

15. The school inspectors were appointed judges to allot the prizes in

the respective divisions. When inspecting the training they allotted

marks on the following plan :—20% for discipline, orderliness and cleanli-

ness ; 35% for i)erformance of physical exercises ; 45% for the general

physique and health of the school. The manner in which the children

sat at the desks and carried themselves when standing still or walking

were carefully noted.

10. One hundred and eighty-seven dollars and ninety-one cents were

expended in prizes. The balance, two hundred and twelve dollars and

nine cents, has been carried forward for physical training, 1910-1911.

The amount unexpended in each inspectorial division in 190S-1909 being

added to the amount available for that particular inspectorate for the year

1910-1911.
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EXPENDITUEE OF GRANT, PHYSICAL TRAINING, 1909-1910.

17. The four hundred dollars for physical training for the year 1909-

1910 were offered in prizes. The same methods being employed regarding

division of province, inspections, and allotment of rewards as in 1908-

1909. The prizes varied in amount from ten dollars and seventy-two cents

to three dollars. Three hundred and ninety-two dollars and seventy-four

cents were expended. The balance, seven dollars and twenty-six cents,

has been carried forward for physical training, 1910-1911, to be expended
on the same principle as the balance carried forward from 1908-1909.

Physical Training, 1910-1911.

18. As the grant from the Executive Council for 1910-11 is nine hundred
dollars, fifty dollars more will be available for physical training than in

preceding years. In several inspectoi'ates unexpended balances remain
from preceding years. The school inspectors have, therefore, been asked

to forward amended recommendations for allotment of prizes in physical

training for the year 1910-1911.

Expenditure of Grant for Military Drill, 1908-1909.

19. The amount available for military drill, 1908-1909, was two
hundred and eighty dollars. The Committee gave a first and second prize

of seventy-five and fifty dollars respectively to the two best cadet corps

connected with the public schools. The balance, one hundred and fifty-

five dollars, has been carried forward to augment the funds available for

MiUtary Drill, 1910-1911.

Expenditure of Grant for Military Drill, 1909-1910.

20. All of the two hundred and eighty dollars for military drill, 1909-

1910, was expended.

21. One hundred dollars were divided amongst the cadet corps that

passed a satisfactory inspection, in proportion to the number of cadets in

each corps for whom a military bonus had been paid. The cadets, under
the supervision of the cadet instructor, were to decide how this grant

should be expended. The object of giving this grant was to provide a fund

to aid in meeting those incidental expenses which occur in connection with

cadet corps.

22. One hundred and eighty dollars were allotted in prizes to the best

five cadet units instructed by one instructor, as follows :^First prize,

sixty dollars; second, fifty dollars; third, thirty-five dollars; fourth,

twenty-five dollars; fifth, ten dollars. Each prize was divided as follows:

Cadet Instructor, one-half; Cadet Captain, one-sixth ;" each of two Cadet

Lieutenants, one-twelfth ; Each of four Cadet Sergeants, one twenty-

fourth.
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23. Marks were allotted at the inspection of Cadet Corps on the follow-

ing scale :
—

Company Drill 40%

Extended Order 30%

Discipline, Cleanliness, and Care of Arms and

Accoutrements 20 %
Scouting 10%

Fifty per cent being judged while the Cadet Corps was under the

command of the cadet instructor, and fifty per cent while under command
of the cadet officers or non-commissioned officers.

24. The D.A.A.G. for Military and Physical Training in Public Schools

who inspected the cadet corps for the militarv authorities was the inspect-

ing officer for the purposes of the Strathcona Trust. The inspections took

place during the month of June, that is, near the end of the school year.

MiLiTAKY Drill, 1910-1911.

25. The total amount available for Military Drill 1910-1911 is four

hundred and seventy dollars. The same general principles are being

followed as in 1909-1910. The following are the alterations.—In this year

one hundred and fifty dollars are to be divided amongst cadet corps instead

of one hundred dollars. In the place of five prizes to the best cadet corps,

thirteen prizes are being offered as follows :—1st, Fifty dollars ; 2nd, Forty

five ; 3rd, Forty ; 4th, Thirty-five ; 5th, Thirty : 6th, Twenty-five
;

7th, Twenty ; 8th, Fifteen ; 9th, Ten ; 10th, Ten ; 11th, Ten ; 12th, Ten ;

13th, Ten. A prize of Ten dollars has also been offered for battalion drill,

to be divided as follows :—Cadet Major, Five dollars ; Cadet Adjutant,

Three dollars ; Cadet Sergt. -Major, Two dollars. The scale of marks to be

allotted at inspection has been altered as follows :—Scouting to be 15 %
instead of 10 %, and Company Drill to be 35 % instead of 40 %.

Expenditure of Grant for Rifle Shooting— 1908-1909.

26. Fifty dollars of the one hundred and twenty dollars for Rifle Shoot-

ing 1908-1909 has been allotted to purchase a cup to be competed for

yearly by the best shot over fifteen years of age in each cadet company.

The year, the name of the winner, the name of his cadet corps and cadet

instructor to be engraven on it. The cup to be of sterling silver : on the

front of it the coat of arms of Nova Scotia, crossed rifles and the inscrip-

tion "Strathcona Trust Cup for Public School Cadets." The balance,

seventy dollars, has been carried forward for Rifle Shooting 1910-1911.

Expenditure of Grant for Rifle Shooting—1909-1910.

27. In 1909-1910 it was decided that the competition for the Strathcona

Trust Cup should take place at the Nova Scotia Provincial Rifle Associa-
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tion I\Ieet held at Bedford, N.S., during the summer vacation of 1910. The
cadet instructors were directed to hold such competitions as they con-

sidered necessary to select the best shot over fifteen years of age in each

cadet company. Th"e entrance fees of these cadets were paid from the

grant for rifle shooting, and also their railway fares to Bedford and return.

They supplied their own food and camped out on the range under the com-

mand of a selected school master. To compete for the Strathcona Trust

Cup the cadets had to shoot some six matches selected from the pro-

gramme of the Association. The matches extended over three days. In

addition to the Strathcona Trust Cup the cadets present at the meet won
some seventy dollars in prizes.

28. One hundred aud twenty dollars were available for Rifle Shooting

1909-1910. Fiftj-six dollars aud fifty-five cents were expended, the

balance, sixty-three dollars aud forty-five cents, has been carried forward

to augment the amount available for Rifle Shooting, 1910-1911.

Rifle Shooting—1910-1911.

29. Approximately a total of two hundred and sixty-eight dollars and

forty-five cents is available for Rifle Shootin;; 1910-1911. The proposals

for this year are :

—

(a) To purchase a Strathcona Trust Cup for Public School Cadets

(junior) to be competed for under the same conditions as the senior cup,

but by cadets under fifteen years of age. Cost—twenty-five dollars.

(b) To pay the entrance fees to N.S. Rifle Association Meet 1910 for

the best shot uuder fifteen years of age and for the best shot over that age

in each cadet comimny. Also the railway fare to and from the meet of

one cadet in each company. Estimated cost—One hundred and fifty

dollars.

(c) The balance to purchase three shooting badges per cadet company
to be presented at the annual inspection as follows ;—The first to the best

shot with sub-target gun. under fifteen years of age on June 1st, 1911.

The second to the best shot with gallery ammunition. Tlie third to the

best shot with service ammunition.

Cadet Companies, 1908-1909.

30. Authorized Cadet Companies in Nova Scotia in 1908-1909 were as

follows :—connected with Public Schools—fourteen ; connected with other

schools and universities—one ; other Cadet Companies—six. Of these the

following i^assed a satisfactorj' inspection :—Cadet Companies connected

\vith i)ublic schools—eight ; connected with other schools and universities

—

none ; other Cadet Companies—two.
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Cadet Companies, 1909-1910.

31. In 1909-1910 the authorized Cadet Compauies were:—connected
with public schools—twenty-five ; connected with other schools and uni-

versities—two ; other Cadet Companies—five. The following passed a

satisfactory inspection :—connected with public schools—twenty-one ; con-

nected with other schools and universities—none ; other Cadet Companies

—

one.

Bonuses Paid Teachers by Militia Department, 1908-1909.

32. In 1908-1909 the Department of Militia and Defence paid one hun-
dred and forty-seven dollars and twenty-flve cents in bonuses to qualified

male teachers for satisfactorily instructing Cadet Corps.

Bonuses Paid Teachers by Militia Department 1909-1910.

33. The Militia Department paid in bonuses to male teachers for in-

structing Cadet Corps in 1909-1910 seven hundred and ninety-five dollars.

(Sgd.) A. H. BORDEN, Captain,

Secretary, Local Committee for Frovince of

Halifax, N. S., Nova Scotia, Strathcona Trust.

November 5, 1909.
















